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SUMMARY

The growing dependency on interconnected devices makes cyber crime increasingly lu-
crative. Together with the rise of premade tools to perform exploits, the number of cyber
incidents grows rapidly each year. Defending against these threats becomes increasingly
difficult as organizations depend heavily on the Internet and have many different con-
nected devices, all with their own protocols and vulnerabilities. The rise in cyber crime
and plethora of devices make it difficult for organizations to detect and mitigate all at-
tacks targeting their business.

Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) provides defenders with information about cyber
threats and thus the ability to scope the defensive efforts towards the areas with the high-
est risk of damages. This information comes in different forms, from lists if indicators
that are direcly ingestible into the defensive infrastructure of a company to documents
describing the Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) of adversaries.

A major challenge in CTI is identifying indicators that describe more abstract fea-
tures of adversaries, such as the tools that are used, to automatically detect mitigation
attempts in defensive infrastructure. Furthermore, the identification of adversarial cam-
paigns remains challenging, but the analysis on the campaigns that are identified proves
to provide valuable information about actor capabilities and the threat landscape.

In this thesis, we focus on improving CTI by getting a better understanding of adver-
sarial behavior and evolution. We first create metrics to measure the quality of CTI feeds
and address some measurement bias in network-based measurements. To obtain better
understanding of adversaries we focus on tool fingerprinting, adversarial evolution and
campaign analysis.

We find a surprising lack of sophistication and evolution of adversaries. But we also
find that the quality of CTI feeds is poor with on average a response time of 21 days
before an indicator is added to a feed after it is active. We show that by fingerprinting ad-
versarial tools and performing campaign analysis on individual attacks, we can learn the
sophistication of adversaries and obtain a better understanding of the threat landscape.
In addition, following attacker campaigns over time allows us to better understand the
evolution of actors and their objectives. To allow for this campaign analysis in DDoS
attacks, we introduce a new model to describe attacks and cluster these on behavior. Fi-
nally, we utilize adversarial TTPs to devise a method to disrupt malware propagation and
evaluate this method on a real-world botnet.
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SAMENVATTING

De groeiende afhankelijkheid van onderling verbonden apparaten maakt cybercrimi-
naliteit steeds lucratiever. Samen met de opkomst van kant-en-klare tools om exploits
uit te voeren, groeit het aantal cyberincidenten elk jaar snel. Verdediging tegen deze
bedreigingen wordt steeds moeilijker omdat organisaties sterk afhankelijk zijn van inter-
net en veel verschillende aangesloten apparaten hebben, allemaal met hun eigen pro-
tocollen en kwetsbaarheden. De toename van cybercriminaliteit en de overvloed aan
apparaten maken het voor organisaties moeilijk om alle aanvallen op hun bedrijf te de-
tecteren en de gevolgen te beperken.

Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) biedt verdedigers informatie over cyberdreigingen en
daarmee de mogelijkheid om de defensieve inspanningen te richten op de gebieden met
het hoogste risico op schade. Deze informatie komt in verschillende vormen, van indica-
toren in lijsten die direct opneembaar zijn in de defensieve infrastructuur van een bedrijf
tot documenten die de tactieken, technieken en procedures (TTP’s) van tegenstanders
beschrijven.

Een grote uitdaging in CTI is het identificeren van indicatoren die meer abstracte
kenmerken van tegenstanders beschrijven, zoals de tools die worden gebruikt om au-
tomatisch mitigatiepogingen in defensieve infrastructuur te detecteren. Bovendien blijft
het identificeren van vijandige campagnes een uitdaging, terwijl de analyse van de geï-
dentificeerde campagnes blijkt waardevolle informatie te verschaffen over de capaciteiten
van actoren en het dreigingslandschap.

In dit proefschrift richten we ons op het verbeteren van CTI om een beter begrip
te krijgen van vijandig gedrag en evolutie. We maken eerst meetbare statistieken om
de kwaliteit van CTI-feeds te begrijpen en pakken meetafwijkingen aan in netwerkge-
baseerde metingen. Om een beter begrip van tegenstanders te krijgen, richten we ons
op het herkennen van tools, vijandige evolutie en campagne-analyse.

We vinden een verrassend gebrek aan verfijning en evolutie van tegenstanders. Maar
we vinden ook dat de kwaliteit van CTI-feeds slecht is met een responstijd van gemiddeld
21 dagen voordat een indicator wordt toegevoegd aan een feed nadat deze actief is. We
laten zien dat door het identificeren van fingerprints van vijandige tools en het uitvoeren
van campagneanalyses van individuele aanvallen, we de verfijning van tegenstanders
kunnen leren en een beter begrip kunnen krijgen van het dreigingslandschap. Boven-
dien stelt het volgen van aanvallerscampagnes ons in de loop van de tijd in staat om
de evolutie van actoren en hun doelstellingen beter te begrijpen. Om deze campagne-
analyse bij DDoS-aanvallen mogelijk te maken, introduceren we een nieuw model om
aanvallen te beschrijven en te clusteren op gedrag. Ten slotte gebruiken we vijandige
TTP’s om een methode te bedenken om de verspreiding van malware te verstoren en
testen deze methode op een real-world botnet.

xiii





1
INTRODUCTION

In 1986, the first computer virus hit the newly introduced MS-DOS and spread from sys-
tem to system using floppy disks [1]. Because the Internet did not yet exist, the virus
could only infect a machine when a floppy disk containing the malicious code was in-
serted into a device. With the inception of the Internet, computers became more inter-
connected, removing the need for some physical action to infect another system. The
Morris worm was one of the first pieces of malicious code taking advantage of the Inter-
net to spread the infection, reportedly infecting 10% of the entire Internet at the time.
With the increasing number of systems being connected to the Internet, estimated at 42
billion in 2022 [2], the potential for malicious software to spread has increased dramati-
cally.

Over time, the motivation behind malicious activities that target digital systems changed
from being for ‘fun’ to profit. With the scale of the current Internet, organizations con-
duct malicious activity like a business, with many criminals working together to extort
victims for money, use infected systems to ‘mine’ cryptocurrencies, or use any other of
many ways to make money from infecting other systems. By 2022, cyber business in-
terruptions are in the top three top global business risks [3] and damages from cyber-
crime are expected to grow even further to 10.5 trillion USD by 2025 [4]. Additionally,
cyber warfare is becoming a more prominent issue as critical systems could be disrupted
through cyberattacks [5].

Defending against the increasing number of cyber threats is not a trivial task. To
mount an effective defense, one needs information about these attackers, their capabil-
ities, commonly used techniques, and how to defend against them. This so-called Cyber
Threat Intelligence is an essential part of cyber security in organizations, as it helps iden-
tify and subsequently mitigate threats.

In this chapter, we introduce the concept of CTI that forms the basis of this thesis.
Section 1.1 introduces Cyber Threat Intelligence, the types of intelligence, and the es-
sential concepts this thesis addresses. Section 1.2 identifies the key challenges in the
current state-of-the-art, which are addressed in this thesis. The problem statement and
research questions this thesis addresses are discussed in section 1.3. Finally, section 1.4

1
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

lists the contributions and outline of this thesis.

1.1. CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) consists of information that enables an organization to
deploy a proactive and timely response to cyber threats. CTI comes in many forms:
from PDF documents detailing a specific threat to lists of identifiers such as IP addresses
that automatically load in defensive infrastructure such as a firewall, all the informa-
tion about a cyber threat is essentially CTI. While the main use of CTI is to identify and
mitigate threats, there are three forms of CTI that can together improve the defense of
organizations when they are all sufficiently addressed [6]:

1. Strategic: Focuses on the who and why behind threats. Understanding why the
organization is vulnerable, and who would be interested in performing an attack
allows executives to make management decisions minimizing the attack surface
or incentive.

2. Operational: Identifies the how and where, with the aim of identifying the way
in which adversaries will attack. As it is hard to catch malicious actors when a
defender does not know where to look, this type of CTI focuses the attention on
where an adversary is most likely to attack.

3. Tactical: Addresses the what question. Tactical CTI identifies Indicators of Com-
promise (IOCs), including IP addresses, file hashes, domain names, and other ac-
tionable information that can be used in defensive infrastructure to detect and
mitigate threats.

In broad terms, strategic CTI identifies the threat landscape, operational CTI focuses
on the Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) of adversaries, and tactical CTI allows
the identification of threats. A successful deployment of CTI depends on all three uses.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss several concepts and models that are at the
core of CTI.

CYBER KILL CHAIN
In cyber security, attackers have the upper hand on defenders, as the attempts from an
attacker to perform an exploit only have to succeed once. On the other hand, the defend-
ers have to repel every incoming attack. Unlike in regular crime, where a failed robbery
could quickly lead to the arrest of a suspect and therefore mitigation of future crimes,
cybercriminals are much harder to track down, and they can try again. However, a suc-
cessful attack does not consist of a single action but rather a chain of activities leading
to a system’s compromisation. Lockheed Martin developed the Cyber Kill Chain model
to provide defenders with better proactive defense mechanisms [7]. The model contains
the chain of activities that adversaries must go through before a system is successfully
compromised. Figure 1.1 shows this model. Instead of treating an attack as a single data
point, defenders can now identify an attack in any of the stages and subsequently stop
the entire attack. The first stage in the chain is Reconnaissance, for which the adversary
gathers the information required to perform a successful attack. For example, where are
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Figure 1.1: The Cyber Kill Chain as introduced by
Lockheed Martin [7]. Adversaries have to traverse
all stages for a successful attack.

Figure 1.2: The pyramid of pain showing differ-
ent levels of indicators. The higher the indicator
is listed in the pyramid, the harder it is for an ad-
versary to avoid detection from defenses that are
based on this indicator.

the company’s servers located, or which employees could be sent an email containing a
malicious file. In the Weaponization stage, the adversary tests an exploit and creates a
deliverable payload. The adversary places the payload in the Delivery stage. In the Ex-
ploit stage, the payload is triggered, and the adversary can execute code on the victim’s
system. After obtaining the initial foothold, an adversary can install malware on the as-
set in the Installation stage. A command channel can be opened to the adversary in the
Command & Control stage to allow the attacker to perform arbitrary commands. After
all these stages, an adversary can finally perform the Actions On Objectives to achieve the
goal of the entire exploit.

The Cyber Kill Chain model can be oxymoronic for securing a system: stopping the
adversary as quickly as possible in this chain would minimize the potential damage the
adversary can inflict in the current attack, but catching an adversary later in the chain
will provide more information about infection methods and the vulnerabilities. It might
help in mitigating more attacks in the future. By gathering enough data about the stages
in this chain, defenders can cluster separate attacks into attack campaigns [8] to also
provide valuable threat intelligence and learn about the motives behind the attacks.

PYRAMID OF PAIN

Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) may consist of many different identifiers, ranging from
file hashes to specific behaviors known to be associated with a specific adversary. These
IOCs are not equally valuable for detecting emerging threats, as some may be easier for
the adversary to change to prevent detection. For example, a file hash can be trivially
modified, while a specific tool that the adversary uses is much harder to change for ev-
ery attack. The pyramid of pain classifies different levels of IOCs in terms of how hard
it is for an adversary to change [9]. Figure 1.2 shows the pyramid. The pyramid consists
of several levels of defensice capabilities, and the higher defenders get in the pyramid,
the harder it will be for adversaries to adapt and avoid detection based on the indicators
used by the defenders. On the top of the pyramid, we find adversaries’ Tactics, Tech-
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niques, and Procedures (TTPs), which refer to how these specific cybercriminals operate
their exploits and their specific goals. To change their TTPs would require adversaries
to completely overhaul their operations, which is infeasible to perform for every attack.
Fighting cybercrime is largely a game of economics. The higher the level of indicators in
the pyramid of pain we achieve, the more effort an attacker must make before successful
exploitation. This means that adversaries will be priced out of the system if defenses are
built on the indicators from a high enough layer in the pyramid.

THREAT INTELLIGENCE FEEDS
Organizations do not solely rely on the CTI that they gather themselves. If an organiza-
tion uses solely their own data, it is much harder to respond to threats that might already
have attacked other organizations. Instead, organizations ingest threat information from
many sources to provide the best view of the threat landscape. A common way to share
CTI is via IOC lists, mainly consisting of unordered lists of “known” indicators observed
by measurement infrastructure or organizations [10]. Some of these lists are available
for free. In contrast, others come at a hefty premium from commercial intelligence ven-
dors with large measurement infrastructures and many analysts to provide detailed in-
formation about threats observed in their systems. When discovering a new threat, an
automatically ingested CTI feed can deliver IOCs in real-time and mitigate future attacks
using these indicators as soon as possible. The information shared on feeds ranges from
lists of simple IOCs such as IP addresses and domain names that can be automatically in-
gested into security appliances to PDF documents describing specific threat actors and
their TTPs.

ACTOR TYPES
Not all actors have the same knowledge and resources to use in their attacks. Under-
standing how these actors behave and what their goals are is an essential aspect of CTI.
Improving the understanding of threat actors and their behavior is integral to threat as-
sessments and the prioritization of security controls [11]. Actor types vary from inexpe-
rienced attackers that use off-the-shelf tools to actors backed by nations [12]. Classifying
actors that attack a system is often tricky, as many actors have similar methods depend-
ing on the level of detail with which actors are classified. For example, Timothy Casey
identifies 22 different actor types based on eight attributes [13]. With this level of detail,
it is hard to distinguish between ‘Radical Activists’ and ‘Sensationalists’ as their profiles
are nearly identical. Other taxonomies rely on the types of attacks to classify an actor,
assuming that actors only perform one type of attack [14].

To provide the necessary understanding of actor types that might perform cyberat-
tacks, we use a classification of actors in five general types based on their intent, such as
provided in various ontologies [12, 15]. These five types are a generalization of the types
in related works and broadly define adversaries:

• Script kiddie - An actor that has limited knowledge and resources and thus mainly
uses off-the-shelf tools. This type of actor is mainly in it ‘for fun’ and will not always
have a monetary interest.

• Criminals - These actors range from individuals to full-fledged business-like groups
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that operate malware or extort people. The intent of these actors is monetary.

• Hacktivists and terrorists - These actors want to make political statements and
disrupt the functioning of businesses or even countries. This actor type intends to
show people their beliefs.

• Insiders - Disgruntled employees, corporate spies, or employees that make critical
errors of oversights that are inside an organization. The intent of these actors can
range from simple mistakes to corporate espionage or sabotage.

• State sponsored actors - The most sophisticated and persistent actor is state-sponsored.
These actors will have custom tools and exploits and do not have a monetary in-
centive. Instead, they will be interested in espionage or undermining other coun-
tries.

As mentioned before, these five actor types are broadly defined, and some detailed
actor types are not included.

CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS
Campaign analysis aims to discover clusters of activities of malicious actors. The term
was first introduced from the analysis of SPAM [16] but is increasingly used for other
cyber threats [17]. The cluster of malicious activity originating from an actor is called
a ‘campaign’, and by tracking this cluster, we better understand the adversary and their
TTPs. There is no standard way to perform this analysis, as it is hard to cluster attacks
into single actor campaigns. However, the information obtained by doing so provides
excellent insights into actor motivation and their TTPs, making it a significant source of
Strategic threat intelligence.

1.2. CHALLENGES IN CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE
As CTI is such a broad field, there are many challenges that can be solved to improve
the state-of-the-art of CTI. This section will list the major challenges we see in CTI in the
near future. This thesis addresses challenges involving CTI quality, identifying new IoCs,
measuring TTPs, and campaign analysis. This does not mean that the challenges not
addressed by this work such as CTI sharing are of lesser importance. It is vital to improve
all factors of CTI to mount a more effective defense, and in this thesis we set a first step
in improving CTI in various directions.

MEASURING CTI QUALITY
Depending on external CTI as a data source to prevent attacks can be challenging, as
there needs to be some level of trust towards the data supplier to provide good qual-
ity data that is usable in practice. However, the understanding of CTI feed quality often
ends with a quantification of the alerts generated by a feed and whether this is feasible
for analysts to address [18]. Trust in CTI feeds should instead be based on the how well
indicators can be used to defend against emerging threats and whether they can be used
in practice and do not give too many false-positives. This is a complex question, as qual-
ity metrics for CTI do not yet exist, and thus the overall quality of CTI feeds is unknown.
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ATTACK INDICATORS
While CTI proves to be a helpful tool to identify malicious behaviors, adversaries are
evolving to avoid detection by CTI information. With the increases in the number, vari-
ety, and severity of cyberattacks, it becomes increasingly important to recognize IOCs
and extract information about attack methods [19]. On the other hand, it becomes
increasingly crucial for adversaries to change their attack patterns to avoid detection.
When defenders climb the pyramid of pain, it will be harder for adversaries to adapt to
the defenses, but climbing the pyramid is also increasingly complex for defenders [20].

At the bottom of the pyramid, hash Values, IP addresses, and Domain Names are
easy to identify and block by a defender. We can create lists and ingest them directly into
some security apparatus from these values [21]. For this purpose, sharing taxonomies
exist that provide a common ontology for sharing information [22]. For the higher layers
of the pyramid, we need to investigate how to measure and describe indicators such that
they can be used to identify threats.

DESCRIBING TTPS
When going up in the pyramid, information becomes increasingly abstract and thus
harder to describe in a way that can be automatically ingested in security appliances.
For the top level of the pyramid, TTPs, there is currently no method describing the IOC
in a machine-readable format [23]. Furthermore, for the description of tools, there is
a need for research in identifying and describing these tools in a way that is automati-
cally ingestible and hard for an adversary to circumvent. Ideally, we would automatically
identify and characterize adversarial tools and TTPs, and create machine-readable sig-
natures that mitigate future attacks from the same adversary.

CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS
Another considerable challenge in CTI is the identification of attack campaigns, a group
of attacks performed by the same actor or group that share behavioral traits [24]. The
identification of these campaigns will provide strategic CTI and help identify the intent
and capabilities of adversaries [25]. This information increases the understanding of the
current threat landscape, but the identification of campaigns has proven to be a chal-
lenging problem. Adversaries can change part of their attack chain, making it hard to
identify whether two attacks originate from the same actor. Some studies analyze cam-
paigns and gain valuable insights into adversarial behavior [16, 17, 26–28], but this is not
widely deployed as it requires many data points to cluster attacks based on their entire
attack chain. As adversaries can attack multiple organizations, they would have to work
together to identify attack clusters and subsequently analyze campaigns. However, even
when all the data is available, clustering campaigns is still not trivial, and more research
is needed to understand campaigns and what we can learn from them.

CTI MODELS
CTI models do not apply to all attack forms. The Cyber Kill Chain is, for example, mainly
focused on attacks targeting devices in an organization, but not always on other threats.
To this end, many alterations of the kill chain model exist that focus on a specific type
of threat, such as social engineering [29], IoT attacks [30], industrial control systems [31,
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32], and even niche subjects such as multimedia service environments [33]. Tailoring the
CTI models to specific attacks does not only allow for campaign analysis on these threats,
but it will also lead to better situational awareness frameworks and attack ontologies that
build on these models [34–38]. A major attack vector that does not yet have a model that
identifies the stages an adversary has to go through is the DDoS attack [39]. With the
increase in DDoS attacks and the introduction of DDoS as a Service by using so-called
booter services [40], there is an increasing need to understand the steps behind these
attacks better.

CTI DISSIMINATION

Even when CTI is available, it does not mean that attackers can no longer use the at-
tack vector. In the case of EternalBlue [41], an exploit developed by the NSA and leaked
in April 2017, was successfully exploited a month later by the WannaCry ransomware
because many systems were not yet updated even though patches were already avail-
able for a month [42, 43]. The WannaCry ransomware attack cost nearly 4 billion USD
in damages, according to Symantec [44], which could, for a large part, have been pre-
vented as the information about the exploit was widely known for a month. The exploit
was later also used as part of the NotPetya attack in June [45], again infecting thousands
of machines where administrators neglected to deploy the security patches available for
over two months. These events are not only occurring in systems owned by small busi-
nesses or consumers. In 2016, the US democratic committee discovered a breach in their
systems. On inspection of the IP address used to perform the attack, it was discovered
that simply alerting on IP addresses that were known to perform attacks like this would
have identified the breach much earlier [46]. The dissemination of CTI and its usage in
organizations can thus be improved.

CTI SHARING

Learning about adversaries should be a community effort. If an attacker targets an or-
ganization, it is useful to share indicators and TTPs with other organizations that might
target the same actor. There are many opportunities for sharing CTI information be-
tween organizations, but also many challenges such as the privacy of organizations [47].
While there are platforms that allow for CTI sharing [48, 49], the adoption of these meth-
ods remains low [18]. New methods propose to share machine learning models instead
of indicators, providing a better privacy-preserving method for sharing IOCs and allow-
ing for the detection of threats at a higher level in the pyramid of pain [50]. Despite the
current sharing models, sharing CTI remains an important challenge, both technical and
non-technical.

1.3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This thesis aims to better understand adversarial behavior by monitoring cyber threats
high up in the pyramid of pain and performing in-depth campaign analysis. We investi-
gate adversarial tools, TTPs, and the evolution of actors. While there are many tools and
attack vectors that this thesis does not consider, we focus on improving CTI by adding
to the understanding of TTPs and campaign analysis as these topics are not explored
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thoroughly in other works. For instance, there are no metrics for measuring the quality
of CTI feeds and thus no general knowledge about the efficacy of these feeds. Further-
more, existing works in campaign analysis generally group different actors into the same
threat as there is no behavioral classification leading to the identification of a campaign.
How threat actors evolve and the differences between threat actors performing various
malicious activities such as building a botnet or sending a DDoS attack is still largely un-
known. Related works only discuss the sophistication of adversaries to a limited extent.
Research on campaign analysis shows that the Cyber Kill Chain is usable to cluster sin-
gular attacks, but the lack of such a model for other types of attacks such as DDoS limits
the behavioral analysis for these types of attacks.

Considering the research gaps of the existing literature on CTI, TTPs, and campaign
analysis, this thesis will aim to answer to following:

To what extent can we increase the quality of CTI by learning about adversaries and how
can we use this information to create better defenses?

This question is split into several subquestions that focus on specific parts of the
pyramid of pain for different attack vectors:

• How can we measure the quality of Cyber Threat Intelligence feeds?

• How do actors differ in their TTPs, and how can we better measure these TTPs?

• What is the feasibility of using information about adversarial tactics to disrupt ma-
licious activities?

1.4. CONTRIBUTION OF THE THESIS
This thesis analyzes the current state-of-the-art of CTI, identifies attack campaigns and
investigates the TTPs of actors in DDoS attacks and those operating a botnet. It provides
solutions for improving this information by understanding what biases can occur in this
data, what actor sophistication can change in measurements, and how actors evolve. In
all chapters, we rely on real-world data collections that are larger than similar studies
and therefore provide a better picture of the online threats. Justification for this claim is
provided in the individual chapters. The contributions of this thesis are the following:

• We provide the first in-depth study on the quality of Cyber Threat Intelligence
feeds. The metrics discussed in Chapter 2 are, to the best of our knowledge, the
first published metrics that defenders can use to measure the quality of these feeds.

• Our proposal in Chapter 3 to measure Internet-wide IP churn using botnet traffic
is, to the best of our knowledge, the first method that can be used to passively
measure IP churn in networks. Additionally, this method can identify a part of the
NATs in a network using the same passive measurements. The understanding of
IP churn in networks can help improve the quality of network-based studies and
ultimately improve the understanding of Internet threats.
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• To the best of our knowledge, Chapter 4 provides the first campaign analysis of
many SIP scanners. It introduces a novel fingerprinting method to identify scan-
ners targeting SIP using only a single packet.

• We propose a new CTI model to address the shortcomings of existing models with
respect to DDoS attacks, detailing attack phases an adversary has to carry out. Us-
ing this model, we show in Chapter 5 that we can behaviorally classify DDoS at-
tacks and perform campaign analysis.

• By deploying a large honeynet, we are the first to identify the different behaviors of
adversaries carrying out DDoS attacks to the best of our knowledge. In Chapter 5
we provide insight into the sophistication of various adversaries and show that
there is a small number of highly sophisticated actors that go to great lengths to
maximize their attack efficacy.

• We introduce a novel way to use structural weaknesses in the Random Number
Generator of the Mirai botnet to perform better measurements on the lifetime of
infections in Chapter 6.

• We provide the most extensive honeypot study of the Mirai botnet to date and
show how different strains of this malware compete against each other. We show
in Chapter 6 that adversaries specialize towards specific victim groups to gain a
competitive advantage and observe the competition to copy their good ideas.

• Chapter 6 provides the first epidemiological quantification of the Mirai botnet and
shows that the infection is not self-sustaining. Adversaries thus constantly have to
spread infections to keep their botnet from dying out.

• We show that adversaries have a deliberate effort to circumvent detection from
specific network ranges. Large public monitoring infrastructures are generally
avoided entirely to avoid measurements about the extent of the threat.

• We are the first to test the effects of a network tarpit at scale in a real-world setting
and show that this can be an effective way of stopping a botnet from spreading. To
the best of our knowledge, our simulator in Chapter 7 is the first experimentally
verified tarpit simulator that estimates the result of a tarpit operation.

1.4.1. OUTLINE
The thesis is structured as follows:

CHAPTER 2
STATE OF CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Improving CTI is only possible if the field’s current state is known and the quality of the
shared information is measurable. Therefore, in Chapter 2, we introduce and evaluate a
set of metrics with which the quality of CTI feeds is measurable. Afterwards, we provide
an evaluation of 17 open source CTI feeds in terms of timeliness, Sensitivity, Originality,
and Impact. We find that the current state of these CTI feeds is poor for all four metrics,
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as information is often shared late, feeds do not show a complete picture of the threats,
and blocking some IP addresses can have a large impact on the number of domains that
are unreachable due to the block. We conclude with a discussion about the adoption
of CTI and the scope of the malicious activities listed in these feeds. This chapter has
been published as “Quality Evaluation of Cyber Threat Intelligence Feeds” by Griffioen,
H., Booij, T. and Doerr, C. in the International Conference on Applied Cryptography and
Network Security (2020).

CHAPTER 3
ADDRESSING BIASES IN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERNET DATA

Measuring the quality of CTI, and performing Internet measurements in general, can be
challenging due to the volatility of IP address leases and the presence of Network Address
Translation (NAT). Measuring some phenomenon based on IP addresses could, there-
fore, lead to significant bias, as changing IP addresses will lead to an over-estimation of
the threat. In contrast, the presence of a NAT will lead to an under-estimation. Chapter 3
introduces a novel way to measure the churn rate of network ranges with subnet accu-
racy. Using this method, we can identify which IP ranges of an ISP are used for enterprise
customers that require static IP addresses and which ranges are dedicated for personal
use. Additionally, we quantify the measurement bias that will occur when measuring, for
example, a botnet by using the IP addresses. This chapter has been published as “Quan-
tifying Autonomous System IP Churn using Attack Traffic of Botnets” by Griffioen, H.,
Doerr, C. in the International Conference on Availability, Reliability, and Security (2020).

CHAPTER 4
FINGERPRINTING ADVERSARIAL TOOLS

CTI becomes more useful for a defender if the type of IOC is located high up in the pyra-
mid of pain. Additionally, understanding adversarial campaigns will further improve
CTI information as it shows adversaries’ evolution and activities. Chapter 4 introduces a
method to identify and fingerprint SIP scanning tools by only looking at a single packet.
We identify 21 tools used for scanning for open SIP servers in 5 years of Internet traffic
and show only limited evolution of actors who scan for SIP servers. Using behavioral
traits of the scanners, we can cluster individual scanners into large scanning campaigns.
By identifying campaigns, we show that actors scan for SIP periodically and that they,
over time, lower the number of packets sent by a scanner to avoid detection. This chap-
ter has been published as “SIP Bruteforcing in the Wild - An Assessment of Adversaries,
Techniques and Tools” by Griffioen, H., Hu, H. Doerr, C. in the IFIP Networking Confer-
ence (2021).

CHAPTER 5
UNDERSTANDING ADVERSARIAL TTPS

The Cyber Kill Chain is used to describe adversarial steps that lead to a successful ex-
ploit, but it does not apply to all cyber threats. For DDoS attacks, the model does not
work as much of the activity leading up to a successful attack takes place outside of the
organization. While a model that fits DDoS might thus not help with defending against
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this threat, it does allow for the analysis of attack campaigns. It provides valuable infor-
mation about the sophistication of adversaries. In Chapter 5 we show a new model that
identifies the steps an adversary has to take before a successful DDoS attack. Using this
model, we characterize real-world DDoS attacks and find a high variance in attacker so-
phistication, targets, and TTPs. Because the model captures the behavioral traits of the
attackers, we can identify and analyze attack campaigns and analyze adversarial TTPs.
This chapter has been published as “Scan, Test, Execute: Adversarial Tactics in Amplifi-
cation DDoS Attacks” by Griffioen, H., Oosthoek, K., van der Knaap, P.C.F., Doerr, C. in
the ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security (2021).

CHAPTER 6

UNDERSTANDING THE EVOLUTION OF ACTORS

The Mirai botnet hit the Internet like a storm in 2016 and launched the (at the time)
heaviest DDoS attack ever recorded. After its inception and media attention, the author
shared the source code for this botnet on a public forum for anyone to download, allow-
ing others to create and deploy a similar botnet. Over the years, many different botnets
emerged that mimicked the Mirai botnet, and all of them are competing for the same
devices. Chapter 6 monitors the different botnets to identify what actors are doing to
obtain a high number of bots from the devices that everyone is competing over. We find
clear evolution of actors that specialize their botnet towards certain ISPs or Geographi-
cal regions and even skip large parts of the Internet to focus on a smaller number of IP
addresses. This chapter has been published as “Examining Mirai’s Battle over the Inter-
net of Things” by Griffioen, H., Doerr, C. in the ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer
and Communications Security (2020).

CHAPTER 7

TAKING DOWN MALICIOUS ACTIVITY

Knowing how an adversary spreads its infections allows defenders to look for and block
the malicious activity. Chapter 7 identifies a ‘tarpit’ vulnerability in the scanning method
deployed by many botnets, allowing defenders to not only detect and mitigate exploita-
tion attempts but also to occupy the botnet such that others will not be exploited as well.
We evaluate the effectiveness of such measures on the Mirai botnet and show that we
can cut exploitation attempts in half in some cases. Parts of this chapter will be pub-
lished as “Could you clean up the Internet with a Pit of Tar? Investigating tarpit feasibility
on the Mirai malware” by Griffioen, H., Doerr, C in the IEEE Symposium on Security and
Privacy (2023).

CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSION

Chapter 8 concludes this work and discusses the research questions in detail. We also
look forward to future work and provide ideas and research gaps that we have learned
from the works included in this thesis.
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2
STATE OF CYBER THREAT

INTELLIGENCE

To mount an effective defense, information about likely adversaries and their techniques,
tactics, and procedures is needed. This so-called cyber threat intelligence helps an organi-
zation to understand its threat profile better. Next to this understanding, specialized feeds
of indicators about these threats downloaded into a firewall or intrusion detection system
allow for a timely reaction to emerging threats.

These feeds, however, only provide an actual benefit if they are of high quality. In other
words, if they provide relevant, complete information in a timely manner. Incorrect and
incomplete information may even cause harm, for example, if it leads an organization to
block legitimate clients or if the information is too unspecific and results in an excessive
amount of collateral damage.

This paper evaluates the quality of 17 open source cyber threat intelligence feeds for 14
months and 7 additional feeds over 7 months. Our analysis shows that most indicators
are active for at least 20 days before they are listed. Additionally, we have found that many
lists have biases towards certain countries. Finally, we also show that blocking listed IP
addresses can yield large amounts of collateral damage.

This chapter has been published as “Quality Evaluation of Cyber Threat Intelligence Feeds” by Griffioen, H.,
Booij, T. and Doerr, C. in the International Conference on Applied Cryptography and Network Security (2020).
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
To effectively protect a system, one needs information. The most notable is the need
for details on possible attackers, their capabilities, commonly used tactics, techniques,
and feasible countermeasures. This information can be gathered by a company itself or
obtained from providers specialized in providing this information. At first glance, the
idea of gaining a head start and an upper hand to combat the activities of malicious
adversaries seems like an oxymoron. After all, if an intelligence provider distributes in-
formation about the activities, used tools or domains, and IP addresses from which at-
tacks appear to a broad public, adversaries would immediately recognize having been
uncovered and correspondingly change their activities, negating the benefits a defender
would have from this information in the first place. The use of cyber threat intelligence
is thus a race against the clock, where published data is prone to lose its value soon.
This means that the distribution of information about malicious activities as quickly as
possible is vital. While it is in principle possible for organizations to assemble and grow
such a body of knowledge, most shy away from the associated costs and complexity in
building such cyber threat intelligence (CTI) themselves, but instead turn to commercial
and open-source threat intelligence providers for help.

In the very recent past, this shift to intelligence-driven defense has led to the emer-
gence of a plethora of companies providing CTI feeds, often at a heavy price tag. Threat
intelligence feeds range from complex sitreps, sector analysis, and trend reports in essay
formats to machine-readable lists of indicators of compromise such as traffic signatures
or malicious IP addresses that organizations can download and install into their firewall,
thereby catering to the entire spectrum of organizational cyber security maturity levels.
In addition to such for-profit services, a variety of open-source alternatives have sprung
up, provided by security companies as a marketing instrument or driven by a commu-
nity effort of aggregating information across defenders. While commercial feeds may
add unique results, for example, from an internal forensic investigation, many commer-
cial providers have been known to repackage, curate and resell other (open source) lists
[1].

By definition, cyber threat intelligence is, however, a highly perishable good, since as
soon as it is discovered and distributed to clients, adversaries will also know that one of
their tools or assets has been found and would try to replace this “burnt” artifact as soon
as possible. Thus, to be effective, threat intelligence has to be timely and highly accurate.
With inaccurate listings, automatic download and application of indicator information
could lead to undesired effects such as blocking traffic from benign clients. Overall, this
collateral damage may do more harm than good, which leads to the question of how
effective these feeds are.

In this paper, we aim to answer the question How effective are open source Cyber
Threat Intelligence feeds, and how can we measure their quality? To do this, we create
suitable metrics to evaluate the quality of 24 open source cyber threat intelligence feeds
and estimate the utility and risk each of these services provides to an organization. With
our work, we make the following three contributions:

• We introduce a taxonomy to evaluate the quality of cyber threat intelligence feeds
to assess the utility the user may gain from such a feed.
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• We evaluate the indicators reported on 24 open source threat intelligence feeds
across four dimensions and benchmark using NetFlow data and zone transfers
these feeds’ timeliness, sensitivity, originality, and impact.

• We empirically analyze the impact a listing of an indicator on an intelligence feed
has on its activity after that. This allows us to evaluate the adoption of these feeds
in practice and estimate whether a feed can “save” clients and networks from fu-
ture harm.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2.2 discusses existing
work into cyber threat intelligence and its evaluation. In Section 2.3, we develop evalu-
ation criteria for a quality assessment of cyber threat intelligence that we will use within
this paper. Section 2.4 describes open source intelligence feeds collected for the analysis,
while Section 2.5 describes their utility in terms of relevance, timeliness, completeness
and accuracy. Section 2.6 evaluates the adoption of these sources in practice and the
benefit they bring to networks. Section 2.7 summarizes our findings and concludes our
work.

2.2. RELATED WORK
Cyber threat intelligence feeds are widely used in industry and are a valuable tool to
mitigate attacks. Despite significant commercial interest in these feeds, initial surveys
indicate that the quality of these feeds might not be as high as one would like. In a study
in 2015 [2], authors state that most intelligence was not specific enough. Additionally,
66% of respondents note that the information is not timely.

On the same note, Tounsi et al. [3] state that there are still many limitations when
it comes to threat intelligence. One of the limitations is that there is too much infor-
mation, with 250 million indicators per day. Another finding in this paper is that threat
intelligence available to enterprises is often out of date due to the short lifespan, and
therefore not always helpful. Limitations of blocklists are also apparent in [4], in which
the authors show the incompleteness of the evaluated blacklists. To further measure the
shortcomings, several works have been focused on empirical evaluation of these feeds
[5–7], as well as test suites with specific goals in testing blocklists [8].

In 2014, Kührer et al. published a paper in which multiple blocklists are empirically
analyzed [7]. In this paper, the authors identify the active, parked, and sinkholed do-
mains in several domain lists. The analysis in the paper gives insight into domain block-
lists, measuring their accuracy, completeness and estimating the timeliness of the block-
lists. As the study’s goal was not to create metrics to generalize the evaluation of cyber
threat intelligence feeds, no metrics have been created and evaluated in this topic.

A Defcon presentation by Pinto and Maxwell [9] aims to measure the effectiveness
of threat intelligence feeds in two dimensions. In this presentation, the authors show
evaluations for the scope and accuracy of these feeds. Their research has been further
complemented by Pawliǹski and Kompanek [10], which state that there are eight criteria
in which the quality of a threat intelligence feed can be measured. However, these met-
rics are not evaluated on a large number of CTI feeds, and some of these metrics are hard
to evaluate automatically.
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This paper proposes four quality metrics for CTI feeds that can be automatically an-
alyzed and examines 24 different open source CTI feeds using these metrics.

2.3. QUALITY CRITERIA FOR THREAT INTELLIGENCE
This section will describe four criteria, which we will use in the following to evaluate
the quality of open-source threat intelligence feeds. As discussed in the related work,
Pawliǹski and Kompanek [10] have proposed at an industry forum a taxonomy to bench-
mark threat intelligence along the dimensions of (a) relevance, (b) accuracy, (c) com-
pleteness, (d) timeliness, and (e) ingestibility. We find this classification, however, prob-
lematic, as several of the criteria are entangled: for example, in the machine learning
and pattern recognition domains, relevance is usually measured by precision and re-
call. In other words, how many of the selected items in a dataset are correctly identi-
fied, and how many of the relevant items are found in the dataset, respectively. Recall,
however, also partially assesses similar aspects as completeness so that quantification
results would contain some degree of correlation. Along the same lines, accuracy is also
a widely used concept in machine learning, and in binary classification measures the ra-
tio of accurate results to all examined data, or T P+T N

T P+T N+F P+F N . While threat intelligence is
a classification task, classifying activity as either malicious or non-malicious, threat in-
telligence feeds are not classification tasks but should mainly contain information from
one label. Therefore, a binary accuracy characterization does not work well due to an im-
balance of the data present in the feeds. For these reasons, we propose complementary
metrics to measure the quality of these feeds.

A TAXONOMY FOR CTI QUALITY
To evaluate the quality of cyber threat intelligence, we propose a set of four metrics:
timeliness, sensitivity, originality, and impact, which we will describe in further detail in
the following:

1. Timeliness. The goal of subscribing to a threat intelligence feed is to obtain early
warning of some emergent, malicious activity so that infections in the local area
network can be stopped in time before significant losses are incurred. Hence, the
earlier indicators such as IP addresses or domain names are flagged, the higher
the utility of the feed is to the subscriber. In turn, we can also conclude the better
the quality of the provided information. One essential quality criteria of a threat
intelligence feed is thus the timeliness of the information posted, in other words,
how soon a domain or IP address is included in such lists after it has started ma-
licious activities. High timeliness will minimize the amount of damage that could
be incurred as part of a compromise. It shortens the time window during which
hosts may be under adversarial control, and the time an adversary may exfiltrate
data or abuse the infected client.

2. Sensitivity. To be included in a feed, the threat intelligence provider has to observe
some malicious activity in the first place. This is typically done using a variety of
sensors, recording network traffic patterns, DNS lookups, and, for example, based
on the forensic analysis of malware samples. Suppose a particular malware in-
stance, C&C server, or maliciously acting host shows only low, sporadic activity. In
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that case, there is a high likelihood that a provider would not see it and thereby go
by unmitigated until the problem grows above a certain threshold.

With sensitivity, we assess what volume is necessary for the intelligence provider
to notice malicious activity. In other words, what are the average and typical min-
imum thresholds at which detection will take place. In addition to quantifying
the overall per-feed threshold, we can also measure the sensitivity of a threat in-
telligence feed with respect to a geographical focus: if a provider predominantly
has sensors in a specific region, detection will be biased against threats emerging
or deployed in this particular area, while comparatively insensitive towards threats
originating outside of the measurement coverage. As Internet threats by definition
operate worldwide, heavy geographical biases signal a significant risk of getting hit
unprepared.

3. Originality. In practice, an organization, would likely subscribe to several threat
intelligence feeds, as CTI providers often specialize towards a particular type of
threats. We also see this behavior in threat intelligence providers themselves, who
– as we have said earlier – are often aggregating, curating, and repacking other
sources to be marketed as their own service. An essential metric of a cyber threat
intelligence feed is originality, in other words, the amount of information is unique
to this particular source and that could not be obtained otherwise.

While originality measures the contribution made by one specific feed, it can also
be used as a metric to quantify an ecosystem of intelligence feeds as a whole. Con-
sider several k feeds, which all report malware C&C servers. Suppose all indicators
provided by these feeds are highly unique, in other words. In that case, there is
no or only limited overlap between them, this also means that even their union
provides only an insufficient peak at the population of C&C servers. We can thus
say that in the case of high ecosystem-wide originality, each feed only draws for
samples from a large problem space. In these cases, the set of intelligence feeds is
unsuited to provide sufficient defense against this particular type of threat.

4. Impact. When an organization applies the information obtained from the threat
intelligence feeds, this should lead to a mitigation of a particular threat, as con-
nections to and from a malicious host are suppressed, and no command & control
activity or an initial infection should happen anymore. Based on this positive im-
pact, applying the threat information can also have negative consequences, espe-
cially if the information is not specific enough or contains false positives.

The former is particularly of concern if feeds only provide IP address information,
such as the IP address where a command & control server is currently hosted.
While in times of domain-generation algorithms (DGAs) indicators such as do-
main names have an extremely short lifetime, in many circumstances, an actor
will not host malicious infrastructure on a dedicated machine but rather employ
the services of commercial vendors as this offer much higher flexibility and incurs
no loss (except for the forfeiture of prepaid service) such as the seizure of own
hardware. However, this also means that at a particular IP address that is flagged
as malicious, other services may be present, which are then blocked as collateral
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damage.

Our metric impact measures the consequences to an organization if the informa-
tion from a threat intelligence feed is applied, for example, by blocking IP ad-
dresses in the firewall. This can have both positive and negative consequences,
and we care whether all of the malicious activity will be suppressed given the feed’s
data and whether it only covers malicious activity or the application will also cause
harm to benign services. For example, suppose a malware communicates with its
C&C server using 10 IP addresses. In that case, the blockage is only successful and
helpful if all ten addresses are included in the feed. Otherwise, the activity contin-
ues using an alternative channel, and only these ten addresses are blocked.

2.4. DATASETS

This paper aims to evaluate the quality of cyber threat intelligence feeds, which we will
do based on the criteria described in the previous section. For this purpose, we have
monitored a total of 24 open source feeds that list domain names and IP addresses based
on detected malicious activities, annotated into major categories such as botnet C&C
server activity, usage as a phishing domain, etc. These feeds were continuously moni-
tored over seven months from August 1, 2018, until February 28, 2019, and when avail-
able, all historical records back until January 1, 2018. This yielded a total of 1,383,040
indicators that we are going to use for this evaluation.

We monitored 17 threat intelligence feeds for our analysis for 14 months and seven
feeds for 7 months. In table 2.1, we will briefly enumerate each of the feeds included in
this analysis.

To evaluate the available cyber threat intelligence feeds for timeliness, accuracy, com-
pleteness, and relevance, we make use of two auxiliary datasets:

• Active domain crawls Based on zone transfers on registered domains from ICANN
and national domain registries, we have crawled approximately 277 million unique
domains across 1151 generic and country-code top-level domains daily. This data
shows which IP address was connected to which domain on any given day.

• NetFlows of a tier 1 operator To detect whether an IP address is receiving traffic
or not and to investigate the response of networks to a blocklisting, and we lever-
age NetFlow data collected at the backbone of a tier 1 network operator. These
NetFlows were recorded at each of the operator’s core routers at a sampling rate
of 8192:1 and thus allowed the reconstruction of activity towards specific IP ad-
dresses. We provided a list of IP addresses flagged as malicious by the threat in-
telligence feeds and received an anonymized list of IP addresses connected to the
suspicious targets. To preserve the privacy of the customers, the IP addresses of
the clients were anonymized by the ISP using the technique described in [11] and
obfuscated at the level of autonomous systems. This allowed quantifying the ac-
tivity of malicious endpoints without learning anything about the identity of the
actual users.
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2.4.1. ANONYMIZATION

To preserve the privacy of users in the NetFlow dataset, the IP addresses of senders and
receivers are randomized to mask their identity. While for NetFlow datasets, only a de-
terministic, random one-to-one mapping of original to anonymized IP addresses is nec-
essary to match outgoing requests with returning answers, in such blind randomization,
the relationship information of networks is lost. Thus, it is impossible to preserve infor-
mation locality information such as a C&C activity realized by several hosts in the same
/24 subnet, as these hosts would be scattered across the entire IPv4 space.

This paper uses the method introduced by Xu et al. [12], who introduces a random
one-to-one mapping while preserving network information. If we represent network
addresses in a binary tree, each bit of the IP address, when read left to right, will result
in a transition to the left or right subtree under a node, an IP block under a shared prefix
will be expressed as an entire subtree under one specific node. Consider the example in
2.1(a), all IP addresses in the prefix P1 start with the digits “00’ in their address, while IP
addresses in the adjacent address block begin with “01”. Under each leaf node, marked
in grey, are all IP addresses associated with this particular IP allocation.

In Xu et al.’s “Cryptography-based Prefix-preserving Anonymization” (Crypto-PAn)
[12] scheme, the bit value of every non-leaf node is flipped randomly. This means that
if two IP addresses share a k-bit prefix, the anonymized IP addresses will share an iden-
tical but now randomized k-bit prefix. Within each netblock, IP addresses can now be
scrambled without losing information about the logical coherence of the addresses to
one provider, and prefix-preserving anonymization comes in handy for the evaluation
of threat intelligence feeds as related activity is often located in adjacent IP addresses or
subnet blocks as we will show later. The randomness in Crypto-PAn is drawn from the
AES block cipher, and a short encryption key is thus sufficient to provide a practical IP
randomization function. The authors prove in [12] that this scheme delivers semantic
security.

The anonymization of NetFlows was done on-site of the Tier1 operator using a secret
key chosen by the operator. Only obfuscated data were analyzed within the context of
this project, thus preserving the identity of Internet users. To match the information on

0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1

(a)

0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1

(b)

Figure 2.1: Prefix-preserving randomization after Xu et al. [12]
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Table 2.1: List of evaluated open source feeds

TI Feed Automated Period Amount of IPs

Badips Yes 14 months 95
Bambenek Yes 14 months 1,796
Blocklist.de Hybrid 14 months 944,622
BotScout Bot List No 14 months 1,564
Botvrij No 14 months 95
BruteForceBlocker No 14 months 4,663
CI Army IP Hybrid 14 months 181,439
CINSscore Hybrid 14 months 250,153
Charles the Haleys No 7 months 38,999
Cruzit No 7 months 49,911
Danger.rulez No 7 months 3,099
Dshield No 14 months 106
Emerging Threats No 14 months 10,464
Greensnow No 14 months 116,748
MalwareConfig Yes 14 months 19
Malwaredomainlist Yes 14 months 1,011
Myip No 7 months 55,936
Nothink Yes 7 months 42
Phishtank Yes 14 months 2,708
Ransomwaretracker Hybrid 14 months 383
Rutgers Yes 14 months 112,898
Talos Hybrid 7 months 2683
Tech. Blogs and Reports Yes 14 months 6,151
Zeustracker Yes 7 months 112

malicious activity from the threat intelligence feeds to the traffic patterns in the NetFlow
dataset, the operator additionally provided us with a lookup table of the malicious IP
addresses from the feeds to the anonymized counterpart in the dataset to enable the
analysis presented in the remainder of this paper.

2.5. QUALITY EVALUATION OF FEEDS
Based on the criteria introduced in section 2.3, in this section, we discuss the results of
the quality evaluation of the 24 tested cyber threat intelligence feeds. The following sub-
sections will first review their performance in terms of timeliness, sensitivity, originality,
and impact before in section 2.6 we will in further detail analyze the question of their
overall utility and adoption in practice.

2.5.1. TIMELINESS

This section assesses the timeliness of cyber threat intelligence feeds based on the amount
of traffic a particular destination has received before and after a feed included it.

To visualize the process, figure 2.2 depicts connections within the Tier1 network to
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Figure 2.2: Scatter plot of netflow activity. The size of the line shows the amount of traffic observed. Crosses
denote when the IP address was blacklisted.

seven example destination IP addresses between July 2018 and January 2019 that was
in the second half of 2018 flagged as malicious. For each day, we aggregated flows from
distinct clients towards each destination. The size of each circle shows on a logarithmic
scale the total number of recorded flows. Note that the IP addresses are anonymized as
discussed in section 2.4: while the anonymization protocol matched the feed indicators
to the IP addresses, the shown IP addresses are randomized at the level of prefixes. Thus,
no conclusion can be taken about the concrete IP addresses at hand or their location in
the world.

As we see in the graph, we find that IP addresses and their appearance in intelligence
feeds frequently diverges significantly in practice. The first three IP addresses in the fig-
ure are examples of a very timely detection – the IP addresses are reported as soon as the
first activity arises. In the first case, even months before significant botnet traffic appears
towards this C&C server. Not every intelligence report is, however, as successful. In the
fourth and fifth cases, the IP addresses are active for several weeks before reporting, and
in the case of 73.150.151.230, it is only marked as malicious after a significant traffic vol-
ume emerges. An even worse outcome is shown just below in the case of 228.219.115.47.
While after the including of the IP address in the threat feeds activity abruptly stops, the
IP address had been active for almost three months prior and been engaged in thousands
of connections with clients.

While we could mark the onset of a significant number of flows to a flagged IP as the
beginning of the illicit activity, this procedure would result in overestimations, for exam-
ple, when IP addressed legitimately before is reallocated by a provider to a customer that
starts to abuse them. However, we can identify the starting point and transition phases
such as IP churn or hacked hosts by comparing the sets of client IP addresses that con-
nect to a flagged destination. Intuitively, we exploit here that a server running as a re-
porting point for ransomware or as a command & control instance for bots or would be
contacted regularly by infected clients [13]. In contrast, a regular website would attract
a more diverse group of visitors that would connect at unspecific times than the same
set of clients coming back in similar regular intervals. In the left part of figure 2.3, there
exists a significant overlap of the client IP addresses making contact for the entire period
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Figure 2.3: By comparing the set of IP addresses that are connecting to an IP address flagged as malicious, we
can approximate the start of the malicious activity.

beginning the start of traffic and the IP being reported malicious. In the right part, we
can identify a break in this pattern, with a consecutive sequence of windows showing
significant overlap until being marked. In contrast, earlier activity shows only little over-
lap with this period. When analyzing the IP addresses flagged as malicious by the feeds,
we can obtain a conservative lower rather than a loose upper bound for the start of the
malicious activity.

We analyzed timeliness for all 1,383,040 indicators across the 24 threat intelligence
feeds and counted the number of consecutive days IP addresses had received activity
from clients before they were included in a list. Based on this analysis, we find that
the first examples of successful indication in figure 2.2 are the exception rather than
the norm, surprisingly we find that it takes, on average, 21 days before indicators are
included in a list.

Figure 2.4 splits this analysis out, where each curve shows in a probability density
function the number of active days until listed by an individual provider. As can be
seen in the graph, a handful of feeds are leading the pack, with the response time of
CI Army being about 50% better than the overall average. In the bulk of the feeds, we
find surprisingly high homogeneity and overall slow inclusion of malicious sources into
the feeds, with turnaround times of, on average, approximately one month. Even lists
commonly praised by practitioners as “high quality” or “industry standards”, such as the
widely used Emerging Threats score surprisingly average in this respect. At the lower
end of the scale, we have already observed activity for on average 65 to 80 days before
the slowest to respond feeds – Talos and PhishTank – include these IP addresses in their
reports as malicious.

This lag between the emergence of malicious activity and the inclusion in the threat
intelligence feeds might be due to a slow update frequency. To investigate this hypoth-
esis, we analyzed the inter-arrival time when information was included across the 24
feeds, figure 2.5 shows a cumulative density function of the time in between list updates.
As we can see from the graph, information is pushed at a very high frequency to the port-
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Figure 2.4: PDF of the times it takes a list to blacklist a host after it became active. From the plot can be seen that
hosts are routinely active for multiple weeks before a destination is marked as malicious by threat intelligence
feeds.

folio of lists. In one-third of the cases, updates occur at least hourly, while approximately
two-thirds of items are updated at a granularity of at least once per day. Thus, it is not
the processing of the lists where reporting latency occurs but during the selection and
preparation of indicators.

2.5.2. SENSITIVITY

As we have already seen above, there seems to be a significant deviation between feeds
in how soon indicators are included after the first sign of network activity. Figure 2.6
lists a cumulative density function of the number of connections we observe before an
address is included in a particular intelligence feed as malicious. While most lists are
surprisingly homogeneous in their sensitivity – we see that the bulk of them triggers with
50% likelihood if at least 6*8192 - 10*8192 flows are recorded –, also here many drastic
outliers emerge. Shield’s sensitivity is across the board 1.5 - 2 orders of magnitude lower
than the rest, here indicators are almost exclusively listed only when they show major
activity. When we refer back to figure 2.4, we notice this feed to also perform sub-average
with respect to timeliness. Other feeds that are also not very sensitive, like Danger.rulez,
have better timeliness.

Sensitivity is however not only dependent on the types of sensors a threat intelli-
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Figure 2.5: CDF of update frequency of the evaluated lists. Two thirds of the threat intelligence feeds are up-
dated a least once a day, one thirds even includes new indicators in hourly intervals.

gence provider utilizes, but also where these sensors are located. Threats emerging in
specific geographic areas might hence be under-or overestimated, leading to an overall
bias in sensitivity. As there is no ground truth on where in the world threats are located,
we can only do a relative evaluation on the position of the listed indicators – based on
their IP prefix information – for each intelligence feed. Figure 2.7 shows this relative geo-
graphical distribution of indicator per feed, which reveals major differences in reporting
between the providers and likely the location of their sensor infrastructure. For instance,
more than 40% of all reports made by Bambenek are located in the United States. In con-
trast, more than 40% of reports on MalwareConfig originate from Turkey, and around
40% of the data provided by GreenSnow relates to China.

These biases become even more apparent when we normalize the IP addresses re-
ported as malicious by the number of IP addresses allocated within that region. As-
suming that malicious activity is not strongly concentrated within individual countries,
we thus obtain a normalized geographical reporting as shown in figure 2.8, this indi-
cates that, for example, CI Army and CINSscore are heavily leaning towards reports from
Turkmenistan, which is nearly absent in the reports from all the other threat intelligence
providers.

On a positive note, the distribution of reports by Emerging Threats, Badips, Block-
list.de, BruteForceBlocker, CruzIT, and Myip show no clear geographical preference, which
seems to lend to the conclusion that their measurement infrastructure is sufficiently di-
verse.

2.5.3. ORIGINALITY
To investigate the uniqueness of the provided information, we traced for each of the 1.38
million indicators when it was first emerging on a list and whether individual indicators
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Figure 2.6: Cumulative density function of the minimum activity before an IP addresses is included in a threat
intelligence feed.

were afterward also included on other lists. Besides the result of independent original
research, such reuse might also indicate that a particular feed would import the data
provided by others. Figure 2.9 shows the later reuse of indicator information across lists,
where an arrow indicates that information first originated at the source of the arrow and
was later included in the list it points to. The arrow’s thickness and the correspond-
ing label correspond with the percentage of information on the receiving list that earlier
appeared somewhere else. For readability, only flows where more than 5% potentially
originated from a different list are shown.

While commercial threat intelligence providers often only consolidate and curate in-
formation, as discussed above, we also see some repackaging – although at highly vary-
ing degrees – in the case of open source feeds. The indicators first appearing on the feed
Blocklist.de routinely appear on other lists, and in two cases, a fifth of all indicators are
shared with Blocklist.de where they appear earlier. Similarly, a quarter of the indicators
on Danger.Rulez previously appeared on Emerging Threats; however, at a global scale,
such repacking is comparatively rare, and only 11 out of the 24 lists showed such rela-
tionships. Across the entire dataset, indicators reappear comparatively seldom, in total
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Figure 2.7: Geographical distribution of indicators per list.

only 85,906 out of the total 1.38 million entries were also listed on another feed (6.2%).

2.5.4. IMPACT

To evaluate the level of potential collateral damage, we resolved the IPv4 and IPv6 A
records of 277 million domain names across 1151 top-level domain zones that we re-
ceived from the TLD operators daily. For every threat intelligence feed, we then ana-
lyze how many domain names were pointing to a particular IP address on the day it was
marked as malicious, as all of these domain names would no longer be resolvable if a
customer would apply the ruleset provided by the threat intelligence provider in for ex-
ample a firewall. Figure 2.10 shows the cumulative density function of the number of
domain names resolving to the indicated IP addresses by threat feed.

As we can see in the graph, there are drastic differences in collateral damage between
feeds. A homogeneous set of feeds – among them BruteForceBlocker, Talos, CruzIT, CI
Army IP, and Rutgers – are comparatively targeted, more than half of their entries are not
affected by any other domain names. In contrast, the 80% most targeted indicators affect
less than six other domain names if applying an IP-based block. This is somewhat logical
for a list that focuses on brute-forcing, which is typically not happening from servers
that a shared web hoster operates host websites or, this is however not the case for the
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Figure 2.8: Relative geographical distribution of indicators, normalized by total number of IP addresses in a
country.

information included on CruzIT, CI Army IP or Rutgers, which include IP addresses used
to attack or probe certain networks. For Talos, we know that it is curated by Cisco, which
makes it likely that this is the reason for the low amount of collateral damage.

This is, however, not true for all of the feeds. In the case of Bambenek, only 16% of the
best-performing indicators will block less than 50 live domains hosted at these websites,
where the 50% worst-performing indicators even affect 100 or more domains as collat-
eral damage. While some of the blocked domains may indeed also contain malicious
activity, some of the instances included large shared hosters, in one case with more than
900,000 domains pointing to the blocklisted IP address. While such issues could be ex-
plained due to the automatic collection of indicators, we also found a surprisingly poor
track record in the case of “Technical Blogs and Reports”, a curated list of human ana-
lyst reports. This indicates that human-made feeds are not necessarily better, or at least
suggests that feeds do not filter records that could potentially harm regular system oper-
ation.
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2.6. DISCUSSION
After evaluating each of the 24 feeds across the four dimensions timeliness, sensitivity,
originality, and impact, we will take a step back in this section and consider the ecosys-
tem of intelligence feeds as a whole. Specifically, we will investigate how widely network
owners and operators adopt these feeds in practice and review the issue of the surpris-
ingly high level of originality for the ecosystem as a whole.

2.6.1. ADOPTION OF INTELLIGENCE FEEDS

As cyber threat intelligence feeds are meant to alert and empower network owners to
block malicious activity, their application should reduce network traffic towards the hosts
flagged as malicious. This observation provides us with an angle to investigate the adop-
tion of threat intelligence feeds worldwide. After all, as soon as an indicator has appeared
on a list, we would expect a significant drop in activity – if not the absence of requests –
from subscribers.

When networks apply the information provided in cyber threat intelligence feeds at
scale, we should ideally see the activity from infected clients to malicious destinations
drop and eventually die out. As we have seen above, intelligence feeds are not universally
adopted but have a specific regional footprint, and there exists only a marginal overlap
between lists; thus, even if a network would subscribe to and apply the information from
every single intelligence feed, we cannot expect all activity to seize immediately.

Figure 2.11 shows a probability density function of how long activity towards a par-
ticular destination continued after an indicator was listed on a specific intelligence feed.
As we see from the graph, the inclusion of indicators on, for example, BruteForceBlocker
seems to be an effective deterrent, as, on average, activity stops within two weeks. Other
lists such as Botvrij are less successful: more than 50% of all hosts reported as malicious
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Figure 2.10: Cumulative probability function of the domain names associated with the IP addresses indicated
as malicious per threat intelligence feed.

by this feed continue their activity for at least 79 days, with an extremely long tail. Thus
a listing on this blocklist seems to have almost no impact on the criminal activity itself.
Like in the case of timeliness until detection (see section 2.5.1), the threat intelligence
feeds are also surprisingly homogeneous with respect to the continuation of activities,
and we can see in figure 2.11 two main clusters, with activity termination peaking around
20 days after listing and 60 days after reporting.

2.6.2. DO WE HAVE ENOUGH COVERAGE?
There remain, however, questions about the quality of the ecosystem of cyber threat in-
telligence providers as a whole. Although it is desirable for a customer that CTI feeds
have a significant degree of originality as otherwise, a customer would subscribe – and
pay for – redundant information, we have seen that the amount of overlap between the
entire spectrum of analyzed feeds was remarkably low. This, on the one hand, is com-
mendable as it maximizes the value of CTI users. On the other hand, it also raises ques-
tions about whether the cyber threat intelligence feeds provide sufficient information to
stop malicious activity in their tracks.

As discussed in section 2.4, the 24 evaluated open-source feeds spanned the entire
ecosystem of malicious activity from brute-forcing activity, ransomware, and other mal-
ware, to botnets. As each type of malicious activity was covered by multiple feeds, we
actually would expect some overlap in reported indicators. The fact that there is almost
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Figure 2.11: Continuation of activity to flagged destinations after listing in a feed.

no overlap between lists of similar scope could be the result of two reasons: first, all indi-
vidual lists, for example, targeting botnets or ransomware, rely on orthogonal detection
methods and provide complementary information. Second, the lists monitor malicious
activity similarly. Still, the overall volume of malicious activity is so large that effectively
each list only obtains a tiny sample. Such low rate sampling from a large universe would
statistically lead to a very low chance for duplicates.

Conceptually, we can see that we are probably dealing with the latter than the former
reason, after all methods to for example detect ransomware C&C servers are limited, and
most likely all providers would employ off-the-shelf tools such as an analysis of network
activity across malware samples or a forensic analysis thereof. This, unfortunately, drives
us to the conclusion that cyber threat intelligence feeds cover much less malicious activ-
ity than we would expect and require to apply intelligence feeds and confidently expect
that with a very high degree of certainty, malicious activity will be stopped through these
indicators.

2.7. CONCLUSIONS
Effective protection requires insights into the activities of adversaries, commonly re-
ferred to as cyber threat intelligence. In order to protect against evolving threats, net-
works can subscribe to CTI feeds which list indicators, such as domain names, IP ad-
dresses, or hashes, related to malicious activity.
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In this paper, we have analyzed 1.38 million indicators provided by 24 open source
cyber threat intelligence feeds over a period of 14 months, and analyzed whether the
information provided by these lists is timely, original, and estimated how sensitive the
detection of the intelligence providers are as well as the positive and negative impacts
a utilization of these feeds would have in practice. We find large variations between the
performance of these lists, some are providing indicators within a few days while others
only report activity months after it has commenced. This variation is surprising as we
find all feeds to be relatively homogeneous in sensitivity, in other words the threshold
beyond which they pick up undesired activity.

Nearly all of the analyzed lists are able to provide a significant intelligence contribu-
tion. Although lists contain a small degree of overlap, these lists are not merely subsets
or repackaged versions of each other. This on the one hand is valuable to defenders
as each feed does provide benefit with limited redundancy, at the same time the little
overlap across all CTI feeds raises the question how much the ecosystem of cyber threat
intelligence feeds as a whole really covers, and whether the current feeds will provide
defenders with a suitable defense posture if applied.
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3
ADDRESSING BIASES IN

MEASUREMENTS OF INTERNET

DATA

To connect to the Internet, hosts are assigned an IP address by their network provider by
which they exchange data. As such, IP addresses are frequently used as a proxy metric
to count the number of hosts on a network or quantify particular phenomena such as
botnets’ size or malware’s infection statistics. Although a single host is typically linked to a
single IP address at a given moment, this relationship is frequently not stable over time due
to IP churn. As network operators dynamically assign IP addresses to clients for a specific
lease duration, a host obtains a new IP address after the expiry of this lease, thereby leading
to overestimating active host counts or malware infections.

This paper presents a novel method to detect and quantify IP churn in autonomous sys-
tems on the Internet by exploiting a weakness in the packet generation algorithm and
random number generation of the Mirai IoT malware. These design shortcomings allow
us to re-identify the same IoT infection when the host resurfaces on the Internet with a dif-
ferent IP address with very high confidence and thereby characterize how IP addresses in
provider netblocks churn over time. As Mirai is widespread with hundreds of thousands
of infected devices worldwide and uses the faulty RNG output to scan the Internet, our
methods enable worldwide IP churn measurements to be done efficiently and completely
passively.

This chapter has been published as “Quantifying Autonomous System IP Churn using Attack Traffic of Botnets”
by Griffioen, H., Doerr, C. in the International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security (2020).
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
In the Internet and Internet Protocol-based networks, networked hosts are assigned an
IP address as an identifier to exchange data packets. As every host has to have an IP
address to participate in the network, the number of IP addresses is often taken as a
proxy to count the number of hosts in a particular network. Such measurements include
Internet surveys on deployment statistics in-home, enterprise or cloud environments
[1, 2], studies on how the address space that is assigned to network operators is actively
used in the Internet [3], or to obtain insights into the spread and installation sizes of
botnet infections worldwide [4, 5].

While every host requires an IP address to send and receive packets, this relationship
between IP address and host is not strictly bijective – especially not beyond the short
term. The is primarily due to two reasons: first, networks may issue IP addresses dy-
namically to their hosts, for example, using the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP). Suppose a host reconnects after the lease has expired. In that case, it gets is-
sued a new network address. If counting hosts with a specific characteristic based on
the number of network addresses, we would thus overestimate the actual occurrence of
the phenomenon given this so-called IP churn. Second, also in the reverse direction,
there is not a solid one-on-one relationship: as the IPv4 address space is exhausted, net-
work operators – especially in mobile networks – place connecting customers behind a
carrier-grade network address translation (NAT), and all hosts behind such NAT appear
to others as a single host as they all have the same IP address. (Carrier-grade) NATs would
therefore lead to a significant underestimation.

These two operational practices in networks in result mean that IP addresses cannot
be used as an effective surrogate to quantify the behavior and characteristics of hosts
on the Internet. For example, in [6] the authors showed using sink holing that the num-
ber of bots in the Torpig network is overestimated by order of magnitude. Similarly, [7]
showed that bots based in Brazil had on average 1.3 IP addresses per day. However, these
measurement biases could be addressed if we would have detailed information per au-
tonomous system (AS) or network address block on the presence of IP churn.

Despite this importance, only relatively little work has been done on measuring and
characterizing IP churn in networks, primarily since assessing this phenomenon at In-
ternet scale is challenging and obtaining a ground truth from the plethora of network
operators is difficult. While some works have empirically observed IP churn [1, 8–11],
only two works to date provide a methodology that can be used to test networks for the
presence of churn by actively sending sequences of ICMP and TCP/UDP probing packets
[12, 13]. However, active probing is costly and often frowned upon by network operators,
for whom large scale measurements mean additional – and in their view unnecessary –
system load on their network infrastructure and may lead to false alarms in the network
monitoring systems.

In this paper, we present a novel mechanism to quantify IP churn efficiently and NAT
aggregation across the Internet without active measurement probes. We accomplish
this by leveraging scanning patterns from malware-infected IoT devices, which due to
the prevalence of insufficiently secured IoT devices and the many malware strains that
descended from the IoT malware Mirai are omnipresent through autonomous systems
worldwide. For our measurement method, we utilize a flaw in the random-number gen-
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eration of Mirai and how it populates port scanning packets using this data to reliably
link and re-identify ongoing infections even when the IP address of the host has changed,
as well as pinpoint if multiple infected hosts sit behind the same public IP address. This
allows us to continuously obtain reliable estimates for IP churning and the location of
NATs in autonomous systems across the Internet.

In this paper, we make the following three contributions:

• We show that using a flaw in the random number generation and packet genera-
tion of Mirai, it is possible to link together infections over time and across different
IP addresses to the same host with very high confidence, and thereby identify IP
churn behavior in networks.

• We demonstrate that this flaw can be exploited at scale across the Internet given
the prevalence of infected IoT devices. With this, we introduce the first technique
for passive measurement of IP churn on the Internet. Passive assessment has a
significant advantage over currently used methods, as it does not cost network
operators any computational resources or bandwidth, nor does it trigger alarms
in their network monitoring infrastructure. The technique proposed in this paper
has thus no adverse effects on networks at all.

• We show that we can identify churn rates for a large portion of the Internet due to
the widespread of Mirai infections and how we can use this to demonstrate how
autonomous systems allocate their IP blocks, implement NATs, and how network
prefixes can drastically change due to churn.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 3.2 provides an overview
of related work on IP churn and current methods to quantify it in communication net-
works. Section 3.3 describes the port scanning behavior of the IoT botnet Mirai, the ran-
dom number generation used, and how flaws allow us to re-identify a particular infected
host even if it has been assigned a new IP address. Section 3.4 describes the data set used
for our study. Section 3.5 explains the methodology we put forward in this paper, which
section 3.6 validates against established techniques in terms of accuracy. In Section 3.7
we show results from the application of our measurement technique on the usage of IP
churn in networks across the Internet. Section 3.8 summarizes and concludes our work.

3.2. RELATED WORK
The first work attempting to automatically quantify the volatility of IP addresses in ASes
was the work of Xie et al. [10], where the authors propose a methodology that relies on
IP-user mappings and routing information, where IP-user mappings are used as identi-
fiers of which device is being used, even after a routing change. A similar methodology,
leveraging uniquely identifiable features after an address change, is used in several other
studies measuring churn rates on the Internet [9, 14, 15]. However, the proposed meth-
ods are dependent on software logs and do not provide a way to perform these measure-
ments without access to these logs.

[13] employs an active method to measure IP volatility, enabling the measurement of
any AS. They create and verify a high-performance, scalable approach to probe a large
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portion of the Internet, where the authors consider an IP address as changed if it does not
respond to their probes anymore. The authors show their method can correctly estimate
72.3% of the DHCP churn rates in a mid-sized ISP network.

While successful, active probing measurements are often frowned upon by network
operators, as it generates an unwanted stream of packets that they deem unnecessary.
But passive methods have not yet been able to measure a large part of the total network
space. The most extensive semi-passive measurement study is done by Padmanabhan et
al. [8], who used data gathered from 3,038 RIPE Atlas probes hosted across 929 ASes and
156 countries to give an overview of the reasons Internet addresses change, and how
different operator policies show in the changes. However, the proposed methodology
depends on device logs located in several ASes, requiring access to such a data source.

This work proposes a method based solely on passive traces that can be observed
from any network and does not require additional data sources such as logs. We use
uniquely identifiable features of the widespread Mirai botnet that remain constant after
an address change. We extend on current works and provide a new method to passively
measure this churn, which can investigate over 12,000 networks in our study of 9 months.
We show that due to a large number of probes within networks, we can accurately map
the structure of different networks to prefix allocations and are therefore able to provide
insight into differences between ASes in terms of network block allocation.

3.3. THE MIRAI BOTNET AND ITS PACKET GENERATION
Over the past decade, computer networks, especially mobile networks, have experienced
a drastic transformation with the pervasive introduction of low-cost devices of limited,
dedicated functionality. Often referred to as the “Internet of Things” (IoT), this devel-
opment has often been seen with concern, as the economics of the IoT, such as the low
cost and profound supply chain, mean that security is frequently of little to no consid-
eration during system design, deployment and operation. Given the plethora of devices
now connected to the Internet and their relative state of insecurity, this has created the
perfect storm for massive compromises.

In 2016, this issue became mainstream media when the IoT-targeting malware Mirai
launched a major distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack on major Internet infras-
tructure operators, surpassing all previously known attack volumes by a factor of two,
only to double this record again a few weeks later. Soon after the Mirai source code had
been posted on the Internet, copycats entered the scene, a behavior also seen in other
DDoS vectors [16]. In this case, various actors recycled Mirai’s source and introduced mi-
nor alterations to create their own IoT botnets. While new bot masters typically changed
how the malware identified itself, the passwords it used, or the ports it targeted, they all
effectively left how their IoT botnet generated the scan and probe packets unchanged
from the original Mirai. This means that today, an entire ecosystem of IoT malware
shares behavioral characteristics that we exploit in this paper to quantify IP churn.

The way Mirai generates its scan and attack packets exhibits some particularities. Af-
ter starting the non-persistent malware, the software initializes a custom-built random
number generator (RNG) based on the current epoch time, the process ID(s), and the
time in clock ticks since the program has started. Mirai then spins off another thread
responsible for scanning the entire Internet for potentially vulnerable hosts, where the
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x
<latexit sha1_base64="SJdCZfJ4cup9hgHfVEMm4H9qZM8=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="9zS8Rzq7eCac/LqzP8I68d8F2WM=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="WwKc7NplX0IcdFP/POWlSogb7zE=">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</latexit> w

<latexit sha1_base64="Mc4sKacM5k2ABFxjVY1ecEGs/+U=">AAACs3icbVHLattAFB0rfaTuI48uuxlqCkkJRnL6pBgC3XSZQJ0EJBFGo6t48DzEzFVdV+gLum12+bH+TUeyW+KkBwaOzp17dOfcrJTCYRj+7gUb9+4/eLj5qP/4ydNnW9s7u6fOVJbDhBtp7HnGHEihYYICJZyXFpjKJJxls89t/ewbWCeM/oqLElLFLrUoBGfopZP5xfYgHIYd6F0SrciArHB8sdO7TnLDKwUauWTOxVFYYlozi4JLaPpJ5aBkfMYuIfZUMwUurbtJG/rKKzktjPVHI+3Umx01U84tVOZvKoZTd7vWiv+ttQoaI93aAHVm2Qzw1lBYfEhrocsKQfPlTEUlKRraJkRzYYGjXHjCuBX+WZRPmWUcfY5r7ihmP7y3hjk3SjGdv064sD6FPI7SOmnL8d/ljPdak2H7uZ/WfXoDiTY5xG7KShgv+w8KIeWB0Bos9b8bj3zCtDPYp94XvmOXXD2fCoSmHkRN86lp+h7dPj+2ePdve3fJ6WgYHQ4PT94MjkarzW6SF+Ql2SMReU+OyBdyTCaEEyA/yS9yFbwN4iAL8uXVoLfqeU7WEKg/CFDVNg==</latexit>

time(NULL)
<latexit sha1_base64="kMjtpGKty/2OMY0yNpLmERl84yk=">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</latexit>

clock()
<latexit sha1_base64="TVSLqj3X9VXnKCCNYK7QXX/o9sA=">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</latexit>

z � y
<latexit sha1_base64="PgJLuMlB1JpKNiXzalJ6hjImcI4=">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</latexit>

getpid() � getppid()
<latexit sha1_base64="Zl1QnpiueuMAiAD4aesP2wfcL4U=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

Initialization
<< 11

<latexit sha1_base64="i3f3jKwd2ojnqnPiReEG4JDUAmY=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="SJdCZfJ4cup9hgHfVEMm4H9qZM8=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="9zS8Rzq7eCac/LqzP8I68d8F2WM=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="WwKc7NplX0IcdFP/POWlSogb7zE=">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</latexit>

w
<latexit sha1_base64="Mc4sKacM5k2ABFxjVY1ecEGs/+U=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

>> 8
<latexit sha1_base64="OBktQXu87W3qPHMUZClnD5J8/HY=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="SJdCZfJ4cup9hgHfVEMm4H9qZM8=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="9zS8Rzq7eCac/LqzP8I68d8F2WM=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="WwKc7NplX0IcdFP/POWlSogb7zE=">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</latexit>

w
<latexit sha1_base64="Mc4sKacM5k2ABFxjVY1ecEGs/+U=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

N
um

ber G
eneration

rand_next()i + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

i + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

i + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

i + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">AAACtXicbVHLbtNAFJ2YVwmvFpbdjIiQWqgiO0UUhCJVYsOyCNJWsq1qPL5ORpmHNXNNCZY/gW276Y/xN4ydgJqWI410fO7c4zvnZqUUDsPwdy+4c/fe/QcbD/uPHj95+mxz6/mxM5XlMOFGGnuaMQdSaJigQAmnpQWmMgkn2fxTWz/5DtYJo7/hooRUsakWheAMvfRVvInONgfhMOxAb5NoRQZkhaOzrd5VkhteKdDIJXMujsIS05pZFFxC008qByXjczaF2FPNFLi07mZt6Cuv5LQw1h+NtFOvd9RMObdQmb+pGM7czVor/rfWKmiMdGsD1Jllc8AbQ2HxPq2FLisEzZczFZWkaGibEc2FBY5y4QnjVvhnUT5jlnH0Sa65o5j/9N4azrlRiun8dcKF9SnkcZTWSVuO/65nvNOaDNvP3bTu02tItMkhdjNWwnjZv1cIKfeE1mCp/9145BOmncEu9b7wA7vk6vOZQGjqQdQ0H5um79Ht80OLd/+2d5scj4bR/nD/y9vB4Wi12Q2yTV6SHRKRA3JIPpMjMiGcTMkvckEug4MgDfKgWF4NequeF2QNgfkDCM7VmA==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="NhEu5XMMzFNaQ348QU4xNnAuvMs=">AAACs3icbVHLattAFB0rfaTuI48uuxlqCkkJRnKatKEYAt10mUCdBCQRRqOrePA8xMxVU0foC7ptd/2x/k1HslvipAcGjs6de3Tn3KyUwmEY/u4Faw8ePnq8/qT/9NnzFxubW9tnzlSWw4QbaexFxhxIoWGCAiVclBaYyiScZ7NPbf38K1gnjP6C8xJSxa60KARn6KXT8HJzEA7DDvQ+iZZkQJY4udzq/UpywysFGrlkzsVRWGJaM4uCS2j6SeWgZHzGriD2VDMFLq27SRv6xis5LYz1RyPt1NsdNVPOzVXmbyqGU3e31or/rbUKGiPdygB1ZtkM8M5QWHxIa6HLCkHzxUxFJSka2iZEc2GBo5x7wrgV/lmUT5llHH2OK+4oZjfeW8M1N0oxnb9NuLA+hTyO0jppy/Hf5Yx3WpNh+7mb1n16C4k2OcRuykoYL/r3CiHlntAaLPW/G498wrQz2KXeF75hl1x9PRUITT2ImuZj0/Q9un0etTj8t7375Gw0jPaH+6fvBsej5WbXySvymuyQiLwnx+QzOSETwgmQ7+QH+RkcBHGQBfniatBb9rwkKwjUH2RY1O8=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="NhEu5XMMzFNaQ348QU4xNnAuvMs=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="NhEu5XMMzFNaQ348QU4xNnAuvMs=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="NhEu5XMMzFNaQ348QU4xNnAuvMs=">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</latexit>

>> 19
<latexit sha1_base64="ezlujJjdw66AzuXKHw0N3TCDQws=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.1: Random number generation of Mirai.

destination addresses are chosen from the output of the random number generator. The
source port and window size of all scanning probes are randomly selected from the RNG
but fixed throughout the entire execution of the malware. In other words, all scan-
ning packets from the same host will feature the same header values until the device
is cleaned up or rebooted, as Mirai only exists in memory and does not store its state
persistently. On the other hand, if the host gets assigned a new IP address, we can recog-
nize and link a host to an earlier IP address as it will keep sending probes with the same
configuration values.

While packet features such as a session-constant source port and window size and a
sequence number identical to the destination IP address are necessary conditions that
a probe packet was generated by Mirai, it is not sufficient to conclusively link it to a
particular infection. Thus, to establish that a train of packets comes from the same host
– especially when we are aiming to connect hosts assuming new IP addresses over time
due to IP churn –, we need to establish that the data which was used to populate the
packets came from the same instance and initial seed.

As discussed above, Mirai’s RNG output is used to choose the session-permanent
source port and window size, and for each probe, two numbers are drawn to set the
packet’s IP ID and destination IP. While the internal state of Mirai’s RNG is four times a
32-bit value, in practice, the algorithm does not start with 128 bits of entropy. As shown
in the schematic representation in figure 3.1, the state is seeded using the epoch, pro-
cess IDs, and clock ticks since startup. As Mirai is aggressively scanning the Internet at
high speed, we experimentally determined that we will receive a scanning packet in our
measurement infrastructure after approximately 15 minutes. Still, even if we conserva-
tively estimate that scan probes arrive only within a day after the startup of the malware,
the overall entropy in the epoch value is merely 16 bits. Process IDs are limited to 16
bits. Clock(), when called in a thread, returns the number of ticks since the fork(), which
has only taken place four instructions earlier and is thus of limited value as well. In
glibc before v2.18, which is often used in IoT devices, clock()’s resolution was limited to
a granularity of 10,000 ticks, thus this value is either 0 or 1. This means that the overall
complexity of the internal state is a mere 33 bits, which we can even trivially brute-force
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and determine for incoming scanning packets which the internal seed of the random
number sequence is.

3.4. DATASET
To quantify IP churn using Mirai’s flawed random number generation process, we need a
measurement infrastructure to capture the connection attempts by Mirai bots. As Mirai
connects to random IP addresses in the IPv4 space, this only requires passive listening
on any IP address for incoming frames matching the signature used by Mirai. Of course,
while a quantification by monitoring one IP address would, in principle, work, it will take
long before bots from all autonomous systems in the world will be visible.

While a single IP address is sufficient to quantify churn, the measurement speed and
reliability grow exponentially with the number of IP addresses used for monitoring. [17]
derives an estimation for the number of IP addresses required and the resulting mea-
surement confidence, which shows that already with a few hundred IP addresses, we can
obtain estimates below 1% error margin. In this study, we rely on a network telescope of
some 65,000 unused IP addresses, which can quantify the Mirai botnet’s infection within
an error margin below 0.1%.

To quantify churn over time, we collected probe packets for 9 months from March
until December 2018 across these 65,000 IP addresses. As discussed in the previous sec-
tion, Mirai’s brute-forcing behavior can be distinguished based on specific header values
for the TCP sequence number, destination ports, and random but session-fixed values
for the window size and source port. Based on these filters, we received 2.5 billion pack-
ets during the observation period from 12,112 autonomous systems worldwide. As after
reboot and reinfection, the IoT devices choose a new random window size and source
port, we can cluster these 2.5 billion packets into 24,042,833 individual flows and thus
unique infections. 4,034,454 of these infections continued at different IP addresses, al-
lowing us to quantify churn across autonomous systems worldwide.

3.5. PASSIVELY MEASURING CHURN
As discussed in section 3.3, separate Mirai infections can be distinguished based on the
source port and the window size of scanning packets sent out by the malware. These
two session-constant values are both 16-bit in length and generated by the Mirai PRNG,
creating 32-bits of entropy with which separate infections can be distinguished from one
another. As we can distinguish between infections using the session constants, we can
also identify whether a session stops on an IP address and continues on another.

Figure 3.2 shows three major scenarios of the progression of Mirai infections on IP
addresses. Consider the case of an IP address A, which shows a particular configuration
in source port/window size and thus RNG seed, and sends scanning packets towards
random Internet hosts using these values. If we observe these flows to stop and later
resume using a different configuration, we consider this a separate infection on the same
IP address.

Consider now the case of infection on IP address B with a particular configuration.
Suppose packets stop originating from B but continue using the same structure from
an IP address C . In that case, we can link these two IP addresses to the same infected
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time

IP address

 configuration 3configuration 3

A

B

configuration 1 configuration 2

C

D
E
F

Reinfection
on same IP

Continuous infection 
on different IP -> churn

Multiple, continuous 
infections on different 

IP -> churn + NAT

Figure 3.2: Three cases of infections and churn. For IP address A, no churn occurred, whereas IP address B
shows a churn. IP address D is located in a NAT, as multiple infections are running on the same IP.

IoT device, as this situation could only happen with a chance of one in 4 billion, not
even considering the clear temporal relationship. Our dataset finds pairs of IP addresses
where a session stops at one IP address but shows up at another within 2 hours. As-
suming that a device scans the Internet with 25 packets per second would give us a 95%
chance of this device hitting our telescope within these 2 hours. In reality, we observe
consecutive packets arriving on average merely 421 sec apart, which means we will be
able to capture most churns.

While the probability of finding a random matching between a session that stopped
on one IP and another session that started on another is negligible, we take two ad-
ditional verification steps to ensure that a session is continuous rather than randomly
matched: (1) We only consider IP address changes within an AS, as IP addresses would
not churn between different ASes. (2) We leverage seeding of the Mirai PRNG, as ex-
plained in section 3.3, to verify that the session-constant values could not have been
generated within the last two hours and is indeed a churn.

The third scenario we consider is that of IP churn in combination with a NAT, as
shown at the top of figure 3.2. Imagine three infections at hosts behind that NAT with
the public IP address D , identifiable based on the different configuration values. As Mi-
rai infections close their entry point, multiple infections originating from one IP address
are unlikely, except for various Mirai variants that use other protocols to break into a de-
vice. While unlikely, this could still happen, and therefore multiple infections on one IP
address alone are not enough to establish the use of a NAT. However, if numerous others
would infect one device, an IP churn would change the location of all of these infections
to a single IP address. When the infections instead churn to multiple IP addresses, the
infections have to be in a NAT, located at different devices behind a single IP address. IP
address E and F in figure 3.2 show this behavior, where the infections from D churn to
two separate IP addresses. These scenarios thus allow us to identify an IP address in a
NAT.
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3.6. METHODOLOGY VALIDATION
As discussed in the related work, there are already methods to quantify IP churn based
on active measurements. The key difference to the technique proposed in this paper is
that our methodology does not require the installation of any test probes or active test-
ing of an AS, thereby avoiding any adverse effects for network operation. The assessment
using backscatter from pervasive IoT infections also has the additional advantage that it
quantifies IP churn continuously, at a much higher speed, and for all autonomous sys-
tems simultaneously. This section will first assess whether our proposed method delivers
comparable results to active IP churn quantification presented before.

In [8], the authors characterized the IP churn behavior of 21 autonomous systems
using 3,038 ATLAS probes in 2016. Table 3.1 presents the churn rate quantified in 2016
by [8] in hours in column d*, together with the churn time that we obtained through our
passive measurements in 2020 as column d. As we see from the table, these times are
across the board identical, and we see only minor differences in the case of the Orange
and Digi Tavkozlesi, where the churn time has decreased from 168 hours in 2016 to 24
hours in 2020. As both hour values are exact integer multiples of days, we attribute this
to changes in operator policy over the 5 years and not measurement errors. Five of the
autonomous systems studied in [8] did not exist anymore but are still included in the
table for transparency.

In a typical operator network, not all IP addresses would be subject to IP churn,
however. IP addresses in blocks associated with enterprise customers would not exhibit
churn behavior. A similar difference in churn behavior might also exist between different
customer groups. Table 3.1 hence also tabulates the share of flows in each autonomous
system that demonstrated churn behavior, which provides an overall estimation of the
number of IP addresses allocated to the DHCP pools. Column f ≤ d* lists the percentage
of IP addresses found in 2016 to be churning within a particular AS, the column f ≤ d
tabulates the percentage in 2020 per our method. As can be seen in the table, not only
does our method reliably detect IP churn duration compared to previously established
methods, it also accurately performs these quantifications down to the level of IP blocks.
The only noticeable differences are again the networks of Orange and Digi Tavkozlesi,
which likely changed their network operations within the 5 years.

Based on these results, we can conclude that our proposed passive measurement
technique generates results on par with established active IP churn quantification meth-
ods.

3.7. IP CHURN ACROSS THE INTERNET
Using the methodology described and evaluated in the previous sections, we assessed
the IP churn behavior of autonomous systems across the Internet. In total, we have
observed 24 million infections across 12,112 autonomous systems, of which 4 million
changed their IP address during the lifetime of the infection. In this section, we describe
our observations on the utilization of this practice in the wild, demonstrate that we can
distinguish clear demarcation lines between churning and non-churning IP blocks, and
finally provide some quantification on how much IP-based estimations of phenomena
such as botnets would be biased.
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3.7.1. CHURN RATES IN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

Looking at the Internet in general, we find that IP churn is a very wide-spread practice.
Earlier work usually mentions two reasons for operator-based IP churn: first, forceful
disconnects were used by early operators to discourage the hosting of services on res-
idential Internet connections [18], and second, operators want to accomplish a better
utilization of generally scarce IP addresses [11]. With the development of the Internet
landscape over the past 20 years, these reasons seem, however, less valid today: on the
one hand, as IP transit bandwidth and IP hosting prices have been in a general decline
for years [19], discouraging home-grown hosting might have been a sensible practice in
the early Internet, but commercial hosting has become so inexpensive that it is com-
mercially viable even for home users. On the other hand, with the move to pervasive and
continuous connectivity and the resulting introduction of carrier-grade NATs, the urge
to conserve publicly routable IP addresses would be less dire.

COMMONALITIES OF CHURNING AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

Still, of the 12,112 autonomous systems that we observed to have Mirai infections, only
5,148 did not use this practice. IP churn is hence still an established technique, although
its usage differs significantly by geographical regions. Table 3.2 shows the percentage of
autonomous systems in a country that churn IP addresses, normalized by the total num-
ber of autonomous systems in that country that had Mirai infections and were therefore
visible to us. The table shows that Poland has the least churning ASes, with only 5% of
the observed ASes churning. However, in terms of IP churns, more than a third of the
IP space in this country churns, as the ASes that churn are magnitudes larger than the
non-churning ASes. The opposite is the case for Croatia, China, Iran, and Taiwan, as the
percentage of churning ASes is much more significant than the percentage of churning
IPs, so only small ASes, or small parts of ASes churn. Germany, a country that has been
identified by related work as a country with a high churn rate [6], has the largest IP churn
rate, but not so high of an AS churn rate. Interestingly, in Brazil, which has been iden-
tified by related work as a highly churning country [7], the number of churns in Brazil
is 31% and 24% for IP and AS respectively, which does not rank it globally as one of the
primary users.

As discussed above, one of the motivations to allocate IP addresses only dynamically
is to limit the number of IPs that are “tied” up at a given moment, and thus potentially
serve more customers with a smaller IP netblock. This could manifest itself in one of
two ways: first, it could mean that we should over-proportionally see IP churn in smaller
ASes that have a smaller allocation of IP addresses, or second, that IP churn is especially
dominant in networks that have the bulk of their IP addresses in use and are hence short
on resources. To test the first hypothesis, we analyzed the adoption of dynamic alloca-
tion for the number of IP addresses belonging to an autonomous system. We found no
relation between the size of an AS and its churn rate (R = 0.03, p < 0.001).

To obtain an estimation of the IP addresses that are actually in use within an au-
tonomous system, we turned to the Internet surveys of Censys that scan all IPv4 ad-
dresses for a selection of well-known TCP and UDP ports and perform ICMP ping tests.
For this analysis, we characterize an IP address as “active” if it has at least one TCP or
UDP port open or responds to ICMP requests. While this provides a lower bound on the
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Country IPs ASes
Churning

IP AS
PL 34352 567 37% 5%
US 69467 1192 30% 10%
UA 20305 653 12% 15%
RU 174237 1467 35% 15%
BG 23229 200 28% 16%

KR 77856 115 6% 30%
DE 69431 137 62% 31%
CN 1259021 150 20% 34%
IR 33309 139 19% 36%
TW 154880 55 13% 51%

Table 3.2: Selection of top and bottom five countries in terms of IP and AS churn. Similarly to other studies, we
identify Germany as a highly churning AS [6], but we see that these churns actually originate from a smaller
portion of ASes.

IP addresses in use, this is acceptable as an estimator here as we undersample every-
where and are only interested in relative differences between the autonomous systems.
However, also for the second common hypothesis on why ASes would employ churning,
we find no relation (R = 0.08, p < 0.001) between the fraction of the IP addresses used in
an AS and the fraction of observed churns in the AS.

CHURN RATE OF AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

Clients, home and enterprise routers may connect and disconnect to their Internet Ser-
vice Provider at arbitrary times. For example, a customer might close a laptop or unplug
the router when no longer in use, and similarly, routers might reboot after a power out-
age or software crash, potentially obtaining a new public IP address from the ISP net-
work. Aside from all of these “routine” activities, this paper is particularly interested in
those moments when the Internet Service Provider breaks the connection and issues
new IP addresses to its customers, which leads to predictable and large-scale IP churn
across an autonomous system. To automatically distinguish random population events
from policy-based operator activities, we first quantify the lifetime of Mirai botnet infec-
tions at a given IP within a particular autonomous system, which is depicted in figure
3.3.

Consider the blue line belonging to AS2516, KDDI Corporation, a Japanese telecom
operator. As we see in the graph, in about 40% of all cases where clients disconnect and
reappear on the Internet under a different IP address (but with the same ongoing Mirai
infection), the client was online anywhere between seconds to almost one day. In the
middle of the graph, we see a major spike: in approximately 45% of all situations where
clients of KDDI disconnect and reappear with a new IP address on the Internet do so
precisely in a 24-hour interval, which we identify due to its consistent and network-wide
application as an operator policy. Other networks apply different thresholds: AS27925
resets its connections after 12 hours, while AS9924 shows consistent reconnections after
2 days. We find that ASes occasionally operate different policies across the various parts
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Figure 3.3: Churns for a selection of ASes, showing some ASes have multiple churn events.

Figure 3.4: CDF of churn events for ASes. Most churn with a duration of 24 hours or a multiple of this.

of their networks. An excellent example of this is AS131596, in which most reconnects
occur after precisely 4 hours, while some of its blocks churn in a 12-hour interval.

Using peak detection based on the relative growth of the churn CDF, we extract modes
or the churn interval(s) in use by a particular autonomous system. Figure 3.4 depicts the
cumulative density function of these churn intervals for the churning 6,964 autonomous
systems in this study. The most common policy found in the wild is a reset once a day.
Approximately 30% of autonomous systems disconnect their customers after 24 hours,
to a lesser degree also for 2 days, 12 hours or 3 days. While these multiples of (half) day
intervals seem to be in wide-spread use, in practice, we find many different and often
highly unique policies across autonomous systems across the Internet. As can be seen
by the dots and associated jumps in the CDF, we find churn intervals of every integer
multiple of days and integer multiples of hours as a dominant policy somewhere on the
Internet. Overall, there is significant turnover, and on average, clients move to a new IP
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address after 33 hours.

3.7.2. ENTERPRISE NETWORK BLOCKS

While residential IP addresses are often allocated with, for example, DHCP, this is not
desirable for enterprise customers. To ensure continuity in IP addresses used in, for
example, websites or other services, these customers are allocated static IP addresses,
meaning that they are not prone to churn such as residential hosts. To do so, Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) allocate blocks of IP addresses for their enterprise customers
and do not use them in the dynamic pool. Insight into how these blocks are allocated
inside an AS yields information on which netblocks do churn and which netblocks’ IP
addresses are static.

By aggregating churn rates of individual hosts in their /24 netblock, as enterprise
networks are likely to be managed at /24 [20], and labeling these netblocks as churn-
ing when we observe churn in this netblock, we can plot a Hilbert curve that accurately
shows the allocation of netblocks in an AS. A Hilbert curve maps a 1-dimensional array
into two dimensions and preserves the distance information for a large part, where adja-
cent points on the curve are adjacent in the 1D array. Figure 3.5 shows this Hilbert curve
for AS16135 across a number of its prefixes separated by white lines, located in Turkey
owning 197 IPv4 prefixes. In the figure, we only show a selection of these prefixes for
visibility. Every point in the Hilbert curve is mapped to one /24, which we have observed
in our data. We omit /24 netblocks that we have not observed. The figure shows that
this particular AS allocates its network based on prefixes and places its enterprise and
residential customers in different prefixes. The allocation does not seem to depend on
the prefix, as the 5.25/16 prefix is allocated to non-enterprise customers, but all adjacent
prefixes are not.

While some networks segregate their network, such as in figure 3.5, not all operators
allocate their network based on BGP prefixes. In AS3320, where 10% of flows exceed the
churn time as shown in table 3.1 and thus are most likely located in enterprise netblocks,
we do not see the clear distinction between netblocks as in AS16135 but rather enterprise
blocks and residential IPs scattered through eachother, showing the difference in ISP
policies for segregating their networks.

3.7.3. PREFIX ALLOCATION FOR CHURNING CLIENTS

When customers dynamically get assigned an IP address from a pool of IP addresses,
the obvious question to ask is how this allocation strategy works. Imagine a larger net-
work with multiple netblocks added over time and are therefore not consecutive in the
IP address space. One way to realize this is to assign a pool of IP addresses to a particu-
lar network device that provides access to customers connecting through it. This would
mean that IP address allocations are stable within netblocks and can be associated with
customer groups based on region or how they connect to the network (DSL, fiber, cable,
vs. dial-up). However, such a semi-fixed strategy is challenging to run if the goal is to
reduce address usage and thus conservatively assign netblocks while providing enough
addresses during connection surges. An alternative strategy is to have netblocks “float”
across devices, handing them out to connecting customers, which provide the best uti-
lization but is more challenging to do routing for.
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Figure 3.5: Hilbert curve of churn in netblocks of AS16135 per /24 netblock. Blocks are labeled with churn if
there has been one or more churn events in the /24 throughout the whole study. The graph shows blocks of
non-churning ranges where enterprise customers are located. The Hilbert curve is drawn in the figure with a
dotted line.
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Figure 3.6: Churn behavior between netblocks in AS53131. Outgoing edges are colored by the originating
netblock. Some netblocks, like the blue one, act at “sources”, churning to other netblocks but never receiving
from other blocks. Others act as “sinks”, only receiving and churning within.

By tracing over time at which IP addresses returning customers reconnect to the In-
ternet – which we can identify as they still run the same Mirai infection –, we can obtain
some insight into how the autonomous systems manage the address pools. Although
some address mobility is expected also in the first scenario if a customer for example
goes on business travel and connects with the same device and account from a different
part of the network, if these events happen en masse across an autonomous system we
can link this behavior clearly to the second strategy in use. Figure 3.6 shows the move-
ments of clients between seven different /21 netblock in the network of AS53131, where
the outgoing edges are filled in with the color of the netblock they originated from. As we
can see, for this particular operator, there appears no clear relationship between clients
and IP pools they get addresses from, but allocations jump across ranges.

While previous work on IP churn has also found common prefix changes of Inter-
net endpoints [8], the necessity to infer this by active measurements limited the num-
ber of autonomous systems that could be investigated. In [13] for example, the authors
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Figure 3.7: CDF of prefix change due to churn, vertical lines show the maximum jump of AS12322 and AS18881,
the others can make jumps within /0. Different operator policies can be observed, with for example AS7794
only changing inside a /24 prefix.

found dynamic network-wide pools across four network operators, while [8] was able
to test from 3,038 RIPE Atlas probes a total 929 ASes. The passive technique presented
in this paper allows us to do such an investigation at a much broader scale, and fig-
ure 3.7 shows the distance between consecutive IP address assignments for endpoints
across more than 12,000 autonomous systems that offers a multitude of different poli-
cies across the Internet. A prominent example of the first allocation strategy is AS7794,
Execulink Telecom from Canada, which always assigns IP addresses from the same /24
netblock – customers reappearing with a new IP address never jump outside the block
they connected from previously. This is not an artifact of operator size but operator pol-
icy, as AS7794 has a total of 136,192 IP addresses assigned to them. In the autonomous
system AS12322, half of all new address assignments occur within a distance of /16, even
though the operator has many netblocks that are both larger and spaced apart at a dis-
tance larger than this. When we look at IP address assignment across all autonomous
systems, we see allocation mainly driven by custom, per-AS settings, and no universally
applied practices appear across autonomous systems. This can, for example, be seen
by the complete absence of peaks for the blue line in figure 3.7 representing all churn
distances, which is void of any noticeable peaks at typical blocks used for netblock allo-
cations and routing such as /24 or /16.

3.7.4. NAT BEHAVIOR

As discussed before, due to the shortage and resulting high value of IP addresses, in many
operator networks clients are no longer connected with a publicly routable IP address
to the Internet, but placed behind a (carrier-grade) network address translation (NAT)
where a large number of hosts share the same public IP address. This practice will lead
to underestimating phenomena such as botnet infections on the Internet if prevalence
is assessed based on IP address as a proxy. As the Mirai botnet binds a local port such
as TCP23 on the host it has infected, it is not possible to have two concurrent infections
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on the same physical machine.1 This, however, means that if we see Mirai scanning
traffic with different session configurations originating from the same public IP address,
we have clear evidence of the existence of at least two hosts behind the IP in a network
address translation configuration. In this section, we will therefore use our methodology
to quantify NAT deployments.

We find 9370 ASes containing IP addresses having concurrent infections, therefore
most likely being part of a NAT. Figure 3.5 shows NAT allocation on AS16135, with NATs
spread out over various subnets. While we have observed many NATs in some subnets,
such as “5.26.x.x”, other subnets do not contain any sign of NATs being used.

NATs are used to connect many devices to the Internet instead of limiting the total
users on the Internet to the entire IPv4 space. Intuitively, one would expect a NAT in a
small AS, where the operators do not have enough IP addresses to cope with the number
of devices connecting to the Internet. To verify this hypothesis, we compare the total
number of IP addresses allocated to an AS, to the number of NATs we have observed
normalized by the total number of observed IP addresses at an AS, and find there to be
a slight negative correlation (R = -0.11, p < .00001). So indeed, smaller NATs are more
likely to have NATs in their network, while larger networks can do without.

Even in a NAT, network operators churn the IP addresses placed behind an IP ad-
dress. As more devices, and therefore infections can be located behind the same publicly
routable IP address, infections in one NAT can be found in multiple other NATs after an
operator churns the network as in the example of figure 3.2. We observe this behavior
in 289 ASes and from these can identify 104 ASes where network operators churn IP ad-
dresses in a NAT-pool, where devices churn within a small pool of IP addresses.

3.7.5. BOTNET ESTIMATION
Both churning IP addresses and the use of NATs have an effect on Internet based mea-
surements where IP addresses are considered immutable single-source datapoints. While
both effect the measurements, churn leads to an overestimation, while NATs lead to an
underestimation in the measurements. In this section we will evaluate the effect of IP
churn and NATs on measuring the Mirai botnet used in this study.

We have observed over 4 million churns over the 9 months of data collection, which
would imply an overestimation of 20% when counting IP addresses infected by Mirai.
As we have shown in this paper, ASes have different policies for when their network is
churned, and thus how much we overestimate the size of a botnet in that AS. The largest
overestimation we observe is in AS48738, which churns every 6 hours leading to an over-
estimation of 409%.

NATs lead to an underestimation of the total Mirai spread when solely counting IP
addresses, as multiple infections are located behind the same publicly routable IP ad-
dress. In our data, only looking at IP addresses will lead to an estimation of only 55%
of the total number of infections. As smaller networks are more inclined to use NATs in
their network, the underestimation in small ASes tend to be larger than in ASes having
access to many IP addresses. The largest underestimation is for AS29914, a small AS with
15,616 IP addresses, and all the infections located behind a single NAT. So we would only

1There are corner cases to this rule, as there exist a Mirai descendant that bind not to telnet at the default port.
However, these cases are rare, and the effect negligible when doing quantifications across ASes.
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Figure 3.8: PDF of the estimation of botnet size per AS when using IP addresses as unique bot count.

count this as 1 infection, while in reality we observe 287 different infections behind this
NAT, meaning we largely underestimate the number infections.

Figure 3.8 shows the PDF of infection size estimations of 2200 ASes divided by the
actual size of the infection on the AS. We see that most infections are underestimated,
due to the presence of a NAT, and that only few are overestimated due to churn. We see
that NATs have a larger effect on the estimation than churns, as NATs can easily host a
large number of devices while the churn rate is not high enough to compensate for this
underestimation. Only 27 ASes were correctly estimated, of which 21 were void of churns
and NATs, showing that IP addresses cannot be used as an effective surrogate to quantify
behavior and characteristics of hosts.

3.8. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a method to quantify IP allocation behavior by leveraging the spread
of a large botnet. The proposed method can distinguish in detail different subnets used
by ASes for various purposes. While previous work has relied on active measurements to
measure churn rates on a large scale, we can passively measure over 12,000 ASes.

We show we can measure churn rates in different networks by using only passive data
collected in a network telescope. Using these measurements, we show that network op-
erators segment their network in different ways, where some operators choose to divide
their network based on BGP prefixes, other operators also segment within these prefixes.
Additionally, we show that we can identify addresses used in (carrier-grade) network ad-
dress translation and quantify the differences in over- and underestimation for IP-based
measurements in different ASes.
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4
FINGERPRINTING ADVERSARIAL

TOOLS

Over the last two decades, Voice-over-IP (VoIP) and specifically SIP have become standard
solutions to realize voice telephony in residential, commercial, and telecom environments.
As of now, an abundance of SIP endpoints exist. It has become financially lucrative for cy-
bercriminals to systematically search for VoIP installations, abuse them for billing fraud,
or hide their criminal activities behind a legitimate connection and phone number. By
now, this has made SIP one of the most scanned UDP protocols on the Internet.

In this paper, we take a look at the actors behind these attacks. Using a large network tele-
scope, we collect over 822 million SIP brute-forcing attempts from 5,691 sources over 187
countries and analyze who is searching for and attacking VoIP endpoints. As each tool
and campaign exhibits specific implementation differences, we can relate individual at-
tempts into campaigns and can thereby provide a detailed view into different actors in the
ecosystem, different techniques and tooling, and how these are developing over five years.
We show that we can fingerprint different SIP scanning tools, show that actors hardly ever
change their toolkit, and identify increases in highly distributed and coordinated scan-
ning.

This chapter has been published as “SIP Bruteforcing in the Wild - An Assessment of Adversaries, Techniques
and Tools” by Griffioen, H., Hu, H. Doerr, C. in the IFIP Networking Conference (2021).
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
Voice-over-IP or VoIP provides the technical means for carrying telephony calls over reg-
ular IP packets over data communication networks, eliminating the need for dedicated
voice lines and the associated circuit switching. This drastically reduces required re-
sources, starting with lower bandwidth per call and more straightforward and less ex-
pensive telecommunication infrastructure. As a result, charges for telephony have plum-
meted, and the widespread adoption of voice-over-IP makes it possible for all-you-can-
call plans to exist for landlines and mobile handsets, sometimes at prices a long-distance
call had been charged per minute in the 90s.

There are two main components to Internet telephony: first, protocols such as RTP
or SRTP transmit the packetized audio and video data, but before a call can be made,
a signaling protocol has to locate the user, set up a call, negotiate the connection and
ultimately end the session. One of the most popular protocols of this second category is
the Session Initialization Protocol (SIP). Standardized in RFC 3261, it is responsible for
VoIP signaling in Internet telephony and adopted by the 3GPP for mobile phone call-
ing over LTE. As VoIP has become the dominant solution to realize voice telephony in
residential or commercial environments and has been adopted by telecommunication
networks themselves, a plethora of endpoints exists listening for incoming connections
signaled by the SIP.

This ubiquity of SIP-speaking endpoints however also opens up the possibility for
abuse, as misconfigured systems or those insufficiently secured may be used by cyber-
criminals, for example, fraudulently placing long-distance calls via the phone lines of the
victim [1]. Furthermore, by making malicious calls through a victim’s systems, criminals
could cloak their identities and origin and even impersonate authorities or legitimate
users as part of a social engineering attack [2]. To discover potentially vulnerable sys-
tems, criminals scan public networks such as the Internet for hosts responding to SIP
requests, and given the wide opportunities for abuse and the plethora of potential vic-
tims, SIP has become a wide-scanned protocol on the Internet today.

While we know already much about the vulnerabilities of SIP in general and how
adversaries can abuse it, we know relatively little about the adversaries who abuse it.
Knowledge of the actors and the overall ecosystem and the techniques used to scan and
compromise hosts provides vital intelligence to detect malicious activities, modify sys-
tems to reduce incentives for an attack, and ultimately identify the criminals behind it.
Furthermore, when we can effectively detect the tooling used by adversaries for a com-
promise, we can stop malicious activities early before causing significant damage.

In this paper, we address this gap and assess the adversaries, their techniques, and
tools for exploiting SIP endpoints. Using a large network telescope of two partially pop-
ulated /16 networks located in enterprise systems, we redirect and analyze incoming
SIP requests for analysis. Based on 822 million SIP connection attempts sent by 5,691
sources over 5 years, we can provide a detailed view of this cybercrime ecosystem. With
this work, we make the following main contributions:

• We create a method for fingerprinting SIP scanning tools and apply this method in
the wild to identify tools used to scan for SIP servers.

• We show that actors do not change their tools but rather keep the same tool even
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when running their operations over multiple years.

• We show most actors use standard tools and run these without any customization.

• We show that custom-made tools are used more in highly distributed and coordi-
nated scanning.

• We identify an increase in distributed scanning over the years, where actors aim to
stay undetected.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 4.2 provides an overview
of previous work and existing knowledge on SIP abuse. Section 4.3 briefly introduces the
SIP protocol. Section 4.4 outlines our method used for data collection and highlights the
methodology used to create tool-specific fingerprints. Section 4.5 analyzes a set of 21
tools found in-the-wild. In Section 4.6 we identify scanning campaigns conducted using
these tools and show how actors are distributing their operations. Section 4.7 summa-
rizes and concludes our work.

4.2. RELATED WORK
In 1999, Handley et al. introduced the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [3], used for initi-
ating and maintaining real-time session for messaging applications including voice and
video messaging. Over the years, the protocol has seen many scrutinous changes adding
new functionalities and security improvements [4–8].

As SIP is a widely adopted protocol, a large body of research work exists to identify
and solve the protocol’s security vulnerabilities. Attacks on SIP are discovered impair-
ing the availability of servers, leaking sensitive information [9], injecting data in SQL
databases, or even using SIP servers as an amplification service to perform DDoS at-
tacks [10]. To aid in finding SIP vulnerabilities, many researchers have created auto-
mated tools which automatically scan and identify problems in the software [11–14].
Along with automated vulnerability scanning tools, researchers introduced other tools
to scan the Internet, identifying hosts running SIP such as NMap [15] and SIPVicious
[16]. This so-called port scanning allows attackers to identify and consequently exploit
hosts running SIP. To examine the threat-landscape of SIP, Nassar et al. [17] created a
honeypot system capable of capturing attack traffic in the wild. In similar work, Hoffs-
tadt et al. [1] deploy a honeypot system in the wild for almost one full year, capturing
over 47.5 million SIP messages. Aziz et al. [18] record in a similar study 857 different
attackers in their honeypots over 1.5 months. While these works report on exploitation
behavior in the wild, the authors do not examine differences in scanning tools and the
evolution of SIP scanning over multiple years.

In other work capturing SIP scanning in-the-wild, Dainotti et al. [19] analyze a large
horizontal network scan targeting the SIP protocol, identifying the SIP payloads used in
the attack and noting that the structure of the payload is similar to that of the SIPVicious
scanning tool, which the malware authors most likely modified. In a follow-up paper,
Raftopoulos et al. [20] identify exploits attempts following the large SIP scan in 2011 and
identify a surge in IP addresses performing exploitations of SIP. While previous works
have identified in-the-wild attack traffic, only one focused on detecting the Tools, Tech-
niques, and Procedures (TTPs) used by attackers to perform these attacks [21]. While the
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Figure 4.1: SIP Signaling and RTP media flow during a VoIP call.

authors identify tools used to scan and exploit their SIP servers and note that adversaries
change SIP fields to circumvent IDS detection, they did not identify large scanning and
exploitation campaigns or fingerprints of specific tools. This paper aims to address the
gap by fingerprinting the tools used to perform SIP scanning and analyzing six years of
in-the-wild scanning traffic to identify actor evolution.

4.3. THE SESSION INITIALIZATION PROTOCOL
Before we discuss our data collection and results, we will first briefly introduce the nec-
essary flows in Voice-over-IP and specifically the Session Initialization Protocol as back-
ground for the messages we observe later and their interpretation in the protocol.

As discussed in the introduction, Internet telephony uses two components: first, the
signaling protocol SIP communicates status messages, setups and terminates calls or ex-
changes configuration information, and second, a media transfer protocol such as RTP
carries the actual voice and video payload between the two communicating endpoints.
While for efficiency and latency reasons, media is transmitted directly between caller
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and callee, this requires knowledge of the location and network address of the remote
party. When users are mobile or making a connection for the first time, we would not yet
know where to find the other party; hence signaling messages are exchanged via proxy
servers. VoIP user identities come in the form of sip:username@domain, which would
tell the caller which server to contact to establish a connection with the desired end-
point. As shown in figure 4.1, a SIP endpoint requests its SIP proxy to make a call, which
would contact the server responsible for the destination. As the called user would keep
alive a connection with its SIP proxy, this server would know how to reach its user and
pass along the request for a connection to the client. If the connection is accepted and
passed back via the proxies, both parties would have all information necessary to start
exchanging data directly.

The Session Initialization Protocol has a message structure comparable to HTTP. Re-
quests are made from a client to a server, which returns a response message in the same
connection. The protocol messages are text-based, the first line of the text contains the
request or response (like an HTTP GET or POST), followed by headers and a message
body. SIP monitors for timeouts and has the functionality for retransmits built into the
protocol. SIP messages are preferably sent over UDP instead of TCP to reduce connec-
tion latency and overhead of the transport layer. There are six general types of requests
in the protocol: INVITE messages request the establishment of a SIP session - thus a VoIP
call -, an ACK confirms the receipt, a BYE terminates an existing connection, and CAN-
CEL stops a transaction that is currently ongoing. An OPTIONS message asks the other
side for its capabilities with starting a session, and a REGISTER performs a sign-in of an
endpoint with the proxy server of its SIP registrar. This means that to get an insight into
SIP abuse and brute-forcing in the wild, we need to open and listen to UDP port 5060
on publicly exposed IP addresses. An abuse will either start with a registration attempt
through REGISTER or the request for a call in an INVITE, which we can harvest when
monitoring a large number of IP addresses for incoming SIP traffic.

4.4. DATASET COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

The data source used in this study is a network telescope of two partially populated /16
networks. All incoming data directed at the unused IP addresses are logged, which gives
insights into all unsolicited traffic, such as port scans probing for available systems and
backscatter traffic originating from current attacks on the Internet. As a network tele-
scope consists solely of unused IP space, this dataset is void of user traffic. It, therefore,
provides a clear overview of Internet-wide scanning for SIP services. This section pro-
vides an overview of the dataset collected from the network telescope and the method
used to process SIP packets.

4.4.1. DATASET

As the network telescope consists of two partially populated /16 networks, it receives
a large amount of data that needs to be processed. On average, in 2020, the telescope
recorded 1.3 Tb of raw network traffic per month. To manage the size of the data, we
aim our analysis at the last 6 months of 2020, providing a recent analysis of SIP scanning
attempts in the wild. In addition, to allow for a longitudinal study of the TTPs used by
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attackers and their evolution, we include the first two months of each year from 2016
until 2020.

We select all packets sent to the SIP service running on the IANA default UDP port
5060 and discard 9.6 million packets that do not contain a valid SIP message. We observe
822 million packets containing a valid SIP header originating from 5,691 unique sources
during the measurement period, sending on average 144,439 packets.

4.4.2. DATA PROCESSING
While SIP runs over UDP and is vulnerable to adversaries spoofing their source IP ad-
dress, this would prevent the adversaries from receiving the response packet sent by a
server. As scanners need the answer to the probe packet to establish whether a port is
open, source IP addresses observed in the network telescope will be controlled by the
scanning actor. We can thus group packets originating from an IP address into a scan-
ning “flow”. Flows are aggregating the SIP packets originating from a single source IP
address with an inactivity time-out of 20 minutes. After these 20 minutes of not observ-
ing a packet in the telescope, the flow is closed, and the next packet coming in from this
IP address will create a new flow. These flows aim to identify artifacts inside the packets
sent by a specific scanning tool.

To ensure we do not lose essential data while aggregating the packets, we leverage
the structure of a SIP packet to devise a single-pass algorithm that can create a finger-
print for a scanning tool. The SIP and SDP header contain text-based variables in the
form: key:value. To combine these text-based values, we compare the values by key and
only keep the overlapping characters in the values corresponding to a key in two packets.
For example if we compare the following two “from” fields: <sip:nm@nm>;tag=1526 and
<sip:nm@nm>;tag=8711, we keep the part that is an exact match: <sip:nm@nm>;tag=
and replace the non-matching part with a non-Ascii character to ensure the location of
all parts of the string remains the same. In this paper we use a dash to denote a non-
matching character, the compared strings will thus return: <sip:nm@nm>;tag= - - - -.
When all packets are compared and aggregated, only the constant part over all packets
will be saved. By aggregating all keys of both the SIP and SDP header, we obtain a fin-
gerprint containing parts of randomized fields and parts of fields that are constant in
every packet. The characteristics captured in these fingerprints allow us to distill infor-
mation about specific tools, as every implementation of a SIP scanner will generate these
packets differently and, therefore, randomize header fields differently. For example, the
standard NMap [15] SIP fingerprint is:

accept : application /sdp
c a l l−id :50000
contact : < sip :nm@nm>
content−length : 0
cseq :42 OPTIONS
from: < sip :nm@nm>; tag=root
max−forwards :70
to : < sip :nm2@nm2>
via : SIP /2.0/UDP nm; branch=foo ; rport
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As seen from the fingerprint NMap always sends the same headers in a SIP packets, as
the aggragation of all packets does not show any randomizations in the header fields. A
tool that randomizes more fields is SIPVicious [16], with the fingerprint:

accept : application /sdp
c a l l−id:−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
contact : sip :100 @SourceIP : SourcePort
content−length : 0
cseq : 1 OPTIONS
from : sipvicious <sip :100@1. 1 . 1 . 1 > ;

tag=38336234−−−−−−−−313363340\ldots
max−forwards :70
to : sipvicious <sip :100@1. 1 . 1 . 1 >
user−agent : fr iendly−scanner
via : SIP /2.0/UDP SourceIP : SourcePort ;

branch=z9hG4bK−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
In this fingerprint, the call-id field is always randomized together with the branch num-
ber and tag in the from field, but the user-agent is set to friendly-scanner in every packet.
Additionally, we replace IP addresses and port numbers used inside the header with the
strings “SourceIP”, “DestIP”, “SourcePort” and “DestPort” as they are commonly used
in SIP headers and we will otherwise discard this characteristic if the source port is for
example not constant between packets. The resulting fingerprints allow for the com-
parison of tools and are robust to small changes to a tool, as most other fields will still
match. We have tested this method against four base- and modified versions of NMap
and SIPVicious, and can uniquely identify all the different implementations.

4.5. SIP SCANNING TTPS
After applying our algorithm to the data, we obtain 187,327 separate flows, with an av-
erage of 4,393 packets per flow. Using these flows, this section will describe and analyze
the behavior of SIP scanners. Using the implementation characteristics mined from the
packets as described in the previous section, this section will list and analyze broadly
used and custom-made tools used in SIP scanning.

4.5.1. SIP SCANNING TOOLS
As shown in section 4.4, tools generate packets with certain combinations of SIP header
fields. A tool such as SIPVicious for example includes an optional header field user-agent
and sets this to friendly-scanner. To detect scanning packets from this tool, analysts
can match this field and filter all probes out. With an abundance of tutorials showing
sysadmins how to filter probes based on this field, an actor might change this to prevent
the probes from being dropped. To circumvent this detection, some actors might make
minor changes to existing tools to alter the fingerprint to circumvent various scanning
detection mechanisms rather than create a new tool. This section will differentiate be-
tween tools derived from known open-source tools and custom-made tools from scratch
by comparing fingerprints to those of the open-source tools NMap and SIPvicious.

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the 21 most used tools we have been able to identify in our
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dataset, the year they first appeared, the number of packets reaching the telescope, a
selection of SIP headers, their scanning strategy, and whether this tool is known when
searching for it on the Internet. While SIPVicious is easily detected and the authors even
provide a program that can be used to crash unsolicited scanning campaigns targeting
your network [22], the standard version of SIPVicious is by far the most popular tool used
to scan for open SIP servers. The alterations of the SIPVicious toolkit mostly change the
user-agent field of the tool to either a name from a list of user-agents or a single genuine-
looking SIP user-agent such as Cisco or PBX. While changing the user-agent will allow an
attacker to circumvent some detection methods, tool 2 neglects to also change the other
obvious mentions of SIPVicious in the from and to fields, where sipvicious is written into.
Tool 3 and 4 are more thorough, as both change the fields to respectively a randomly
chosen (but valid) agent name or the string “AmooT”.

While tools based on SIPVicious change their fields and add more randomization,
tools based on NMap keep the normal structure where no SIP header field is random-
ized and instead only change the values present in the fields. The sophistication of the
tool’s change seems to depend on the sophistication of the tool itself, as randomization
is harder to implement in a tool statically sending the same packet than in a tool already
including some form of randomization.

The best way to avoid detection of artifacts created by commonly used tools is to
create a tool from scratch, or significantly change the tool such that no original fields
are included in the packet anymore. 13 of the 21 tools discovered are not traceable back
to a base version of NMap or SIPVicious and highly vary in implementation, with more
customization in SIP header fields but also changes in scanning strategy. Most tools
aim to spoof the user-agent field to something believable, but some tools such as tool 9
selects a random string for each packet. While this does not generate believable user-
agents, it does circumvent any blacklisting approach as the string will be different on
each probing attempt.

Most custom-made tools change header fields to expected values for a SIP packet
and pick believable user agents that change every packet. However, some tools contain
implementation details that make it trivial to spot that packets do not originate from a
normal SIP client. NMap based tool 8 changed the SIP packet header details by including
the misspelled key content-lnegth (sic!), which a normal SIP parser would not be able to
match with an existing option in the protocol. Tool 14 even implements the SIP protocol
using a dummy example found in many online tutorials, with names as Alice and Carol.

4.5.2. SCANNING ARTIFACTS

Scanning tools do not only create artifacts in SIP header fields but also fields in the IP and
UDP header such as the destination IP address are set by the scanning tool. Suppose the
packets are injected on the network interface without using an Operating System socket,
which is mostly used for high-performance scanning [23]. In that case, fields such as the
Time-To-Live or the IP identification number will also be set by the tool itself.

A tool can select the next target to scan in various ways, for example, by randomizing
the destination IP address or increasing it by 1 every packet. To visualize these differ-
ences, we map our /16 ranges onto a Hilbert Curve, a 2D projection of a list that retains
the distances between most points, where points close to each other in the list are also
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Figure 4.2: Destination IP scanning patterns observed from different scanning tools in-the-wild mapped on a
Hilbert curve containing a /22 netblock.

close to each other in the projection. We assign all points of the projection a color de-
pending on when the particular IP address was scanned inside a flow. Figure 4.2 shows
this projection for three different strategies seen in scanning tools. For visibility, we only
include a /22 netblock in the figure.

Figure 4.2(a) shows a random scanning pattern implemented by some custom-made
tools which randomize the destination IP address over the entire IPv4 space for every
packet. By doing so, a scanner will hit a specific netblock with lesser intensity, as the
probability of picking an IP address in this netblock is netblock−si ze

232 . Figure 4.2(b) shows
a scanning behavior where the next scanned IP address is sequential, which is imple-
mented in SIPVicious and is thus also present in all tools based on this source code. This
functionality can be changed in SIPVicious by providing a –random flag when running
the program, we have not been able to identify any SIPVicious based activity that has
used this functionality instead of the sequential scan. While a sequential scan is simple
to implement, this method will scan all IP addresses in a netblock in a small time frame,
making it easier for IDS systems to identify a scan is going on by matching the number of
packets originating from a single source IP address in a small time window. Figure 4.2(c)
shows the SIP scanning behavior of NMap and similar tools, where the IP address is ran-
domized but generated for small netblocks in sequence, leading to all IP addresses in a
netblock being scanned at once before moving on to another part of a netblock.

Another field a scanner can customize is the source port from which the packet is
sent. For NMap based scanners, these source ports are randomized on every packet
sent, without customization from users. However, in SIPVicious, a user can choose a
port on startup of the scan with a default of 5060 where the program will bind to in the
operating system. When the program cannot bind to a specific port for any reason, it will
automatically move on to the next port until the program can bind to the port. Here there
is again little customization as 94% of all flows are initialized with the default source port.
3% of the flows are initialized with port 5061, indicating that another process is already
bound to the standard SIP port.

4.5.3. SIP MESSAGES

As described in section 4.3, there are six general types of SIP requests: INVITE, ACK, BYE,
CANCEL, OPTIONS and REGISTER. Except for the ACK message, all of these messages
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Message Response

INVITE 100 Trying
REGISTER 401 Unauthorized
BYE / CANCEL 481 Call / transaction doesn’t exist
OPTIONS 200 OK (Options in headers)

Table 4.3: SIP message types used for scanning and the responses from a server.

can be used for the detection of SIP servers, as a SIP server will respond. Table 4.3 shows
responses of a plain SIP server to the message types. As every message type elicits a
different response, the messages provide an adversary with different information after
a server is identified. In our measurements, we have observed the INVITE, CANCEL,
OPTIONS and REGISTER commands being used to scan for open services. Most scans
use the OPTIONS message type, which is the default scan type of most tools, including
NMap and SIPVicious, and notifies the scanner about server functionality.

While SIPVicious and NMap based scanners mainly use the OPTIONS type in the
message, custom-made tools instead prefer to use REGISTER messages, with 6 out of the
13 custom tools solely using this message type. By using this message type, the scanner
will immediately find whether an additional login is needed on the server, or that it can
be used to perform for example call fraud without having the server credentials. CAN-
CEL is the least often used with only tool 17 sending this message type. While a packet
containing CANCEL could be used to stop a SIP connection forcefully, it is very unlikely
for this to happen in a scan due to the entropy of call-ids. INVITE messages are only
used by scanners 11, 12, and 20 and do not only obtain a reply from the server to identify
new SIP servers, but they also instruct the server to request the establishment of a SIP
session when a phone number is provided in the packet, which only occurs in 3.5 million
packets. In total, 234 unique numbers are included located all over the world. We do not
find any indication of why these specific numbers are called, except for two numbers
included in over 100K packets each and reported to be scammers by a Norwegian phone
number reputation database.

4.5.4. TOOL EVOLUTION

When scanning the Internet for a long time, actors might opt to redesign their tools to
make them faster or change the payload to prevent their probes from being fingerprinted
and subsequently dropped. To understand how SIP scanning actors have evolved, we
identify the 21 tools found using the fingerprints in-network telescope data of the first
two months of every year from 2016 to 2020 and compare the tools used by source IP
addresses over the years. Figure 4.3 shows the evolution of tools used by source IP ad-
dresses, where only the IP addresses that are observed to be scanning for more than one
year are included in our data. When scanning for periods spanning multiple years, they
would be expected to update their tools over time, yet we see surprisingly little evolu-
tion in tooling. Most actors never change their tool even when newer tools are available
that are better suited for circumventing detection systems by randomizing destination
IP addresses. Even when IP addresses are observed years apart, such as an IP address
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Figure 4.3: Sankey diagram of the yearly evolution of tools. Boxes show the relative number of IP addresses
using a tool and the flows between boxes show the overlap between years.
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Figure 4.4: Geographical distribution of source IP addresses running specific tools.

that was only online in 2016 and 2020 running the sip.b.local tool, the same tool is used
when they come online again.

4.5.5. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TOOLS

While scans originate from 75 countries, 65% of scanning traffic originates from only 5
countries: Germany, the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and the Nether-
lands. Interestingly, this does not follow usual IP allocation; China has a large address
space but only 1.4% of hosts scanning SIP originates from China. Germany on the other
hand has a much smaller address space while 30% of all SIP scanning hosts originate
from this country. Overall scanning traffic mostly originates from countries such as
China or the US [24], which is not the case for SIP scanning traffic.

Figure 4.4 shows the geographical distribution of sources using one of the tools we
can fingerprint. The figure shows that tools based on SIPVicious are highly distributed,
with countries with large IP space such as the US holding a significant part of the scan-
ning activity. Tool #4 is also highly distributed in countries, but a disproportionate amount
of sources is located in the Netherlands and Russia. We can trace back the scanning ac-
tivity of this tool to datacenters and bullet-proof hosting providers. NMap-based tools
show less geographical distribution, with only the base tool and not its derivations be-
ing used from multiple countries. Unlike SIPVicious, NMap is also used from Chinese
sources. The only other two tools used from China are tool #14 which uses a standard tu-
torial packet and tool #20 which uses INVITE messages. As tool #20 is mostly distributed
according to geographical IP allocation and only sends INVITE messages we suspect this
tool to be used to place phone calls rather than discover SIP services, and therefore ran-
domizing the Source IP address of each packet preventing the answer to these requests
being observed by the actor. Custom tools are as expected much less distributed than
common tools, as various actors worldwide use common tools, and custom tools are
most likely used by a single actor or small groups of actors.
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Figure 4.5: Bubble plot of scanning campaigns identified in the data colored by tool, with the observed amount
of packets per IP address and the average speed observed in the telescope. A blue dotted line shows the ad-
dresses in the network telescope.

4.6. CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS
While the fingerprints identify a tool used by a source IP address, it does not allow for
direct identification of scanning campaigns as the same tool might be used by different
actors. In this section, we will identify behavioral traits allowing for the identification
of scanning campaigns targeting SIP and analyze the behavior of these scanning cam-
paigns.

4.6.1. BEHAVIORAL CLUSTERING

When scanning the Internet, an actor will either send all packets from one source IP
address or farm out the operation over multiple controlled hosts. As creating a new tool
for every collaborating host is impractical, the actor will most likely use the same tools
on all machines. To verify this claim, we first create clusters of source IP addresses by
grouping them based on their activity and verify that campaigns we find are conducting
scans with a single tool.

A scanning campaign consists of multiple distributed hosts scanning the Internet at
the same time. We cluster source IPs in three steps: First, we create a binary vector span-
ning our entire measurement period for every source IP address where a ‘1’ is added on
every day the source IP has been observed and a ‘0’ when it is not observed. Second, we
perform HDBScan clustering using pairwise Euclidean distances on the resulting vectors
and select the clusters with 5 or more hosts. Third, we remove all clusters of IP addresses
that are always active as they do not provide us with a distinct behavioral fingerprint but
will rather cluster all campaigns scanning every day into one big campaign.

After clustering the 5,691 source IP addresses, we obtain 250 campaigns containing
2,787 (49%) IP addresses, all scanning the Internet using only one tool. Figure 4.5 visual-
izes these campaigns in a bubble chart where every bubble corresponds to a campaign,
colored by the specific tool that was used to perform the scan. We find that common
tools such as SIPVicious are used to scan the Internet at high speeds (mean of 520 pack-
ets per second in our telescope). Only limited actors are actively throttling their scanning
speed to avoid detection by IDS systems. While only one campaign using SIPVicious is
sending at a rate where we observe less than 5 packets per second, we observe highly dis-
tributed campaigns from custom tools that are actively scanning at very slow rates, with
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4 campaigns sending even less than 200 packets per second if we extrapolate over the
entire IPv4 space. We would expect that actors adapt the number of packets sent based
on the number of hosts used to perform the scan and thus send half as many packets per
host when scanning with 2 IP addresses instead of one. To test this, we correlate the size
of the cluster with the number of packets sent per source IP address and find a much
weaker relation than we expect with R = −0.134 (p < 0.05) as many campaigns scan all
IP addresses from all of their hosts. For scanning speed, we do not find a significant re-
lationship. Still, there is an indication of a small negative effect of the amount of source
IP addresses used in a campaign and the average scanning speed (R = −0.09, p = 0.13),
indicating a slight reduction in scanning speed when distributing scanning activities.
Still, most distributed scanners are farming out their operation to obtain a significant
speedup of the campaign. We identify the largest campaign uses tool #10 and is highly
coordinated, evenly distributing the operation over 283 IP addresses and limiting scan-
ning speed.

4.6.2. SCANNING ACTIVITY

While scanning the Internet once for open SIP servers might be enough for adversaries
that aim to perform a one-time exploit, some actors will periodically update the list of
open servers by performing regular scans. Campaigns using tools #10 and #17 are scan-
ning the Internet every month, while tool #15 is used very sporadically, and no clear pat-
tern emerges in its scanning behavior. From all IP addresses scanning SIP, 2,634 (46%)
only scan the Internet once and never return. From the 54% of IP addresses generating
multiple flows, only 642 (21%) are located in Germany, where the bulk of SIP scanning IP
addresses are located. Instead, most recurring scanning activity originates from the US,
where 1,345 (44%) of the IP addresses generating multiple flows are located. Additionally,
we find that campaigns using custom tools are more likely to perform periodic scanning,
with 76% of campaigns being periodic, whereas only 29% of SIPVicious-based scanning
campaigns show recurrence. While over time Internet speeds increase, with only in 2017
already a global speedup of 30% [25], we do not see a significant increase in scanning
speed over the years (p = 0.79). Instead, average scanning speeds remain constant as the
variation between clusters becomes larger, where increases in scan rate are countered by
campaigns actively throttling their operation. However, the number of packets sent per
source IP address in a campaign sharply drops over the years (R = −0.41, p < 0.001),
showing that the distribution of scanning campaigns becomes much more frequent.

4.7. CONCLUSION

This work analyzes tools used for SIP scanning from 2016 until 2020, finding that most
actors perform large single-source scans using standard tools. We explore who is scan-
ning and provide a method to identify which tools are used to perform a scan, uncover-
ing 21 different tools used by various actors. We find evidence of distributed and persis-
tent scanning campaigns, where actors scan the Internet periodically and actively reduce
the number of probes sent per second by their measurement infrastructure. Over time,
scanning campaigns become increasingly more distributed, making these scans harder
to detect for defensive infrastructures.
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UNDERSTANDING ADVERSARIAL

TTPS

Amplification attacks generate an enormous flood of unwanted traffic towards a victim
and are generated with the help of open, unsecured services, to which an adversary sends
spoofed service requests that trigger large answer volumes to a victim. However, the actual
execution of the packet flood is only one of the activities necessary for a successful attack.
Adversaries need, for example, to develop attack tools, select open services to abuse, test
them, and adapt the attacks if necessary, each of which can be implemented in myriad
ways. Thus, to understand the entire ecosystem and how adversaries work, we need to
look at the entire chain of activities.

This paper analyzes adversarial techniques, tactics, and procedures (TTPs) based on 549
honeypots deployed in 5 clouds that were rallied to participate in 13,479 attacks. Using
a traffic shaping approach to prevent meaningful participation in DDoS activities while
allowing short bursts of adversarial testing, we find that adversaries actively test for plau-
sibility, packet loss, and amplification benefits of these servers, and show evidence of a
“memory” of previously exploited servers among attackers. In practice, we demonstrate
that even for commonplace amplification attacks, adversaries exhibit differences in how
they work, and these behavioral differences allow us to cluster attacks to campaigns.

This chapter has been been published as “Scan, Test, Execute: Adversarial Tactics in Amplification DDoS At-
tacks” by Griffioen, H., Oosthoek, K., van der Knaap, P.C.F., Doerr, C. in the ACM SIGSAC Conference on Com-
puter and Communications Security (2021).
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Figure 5.1: To understand how adversaries work, we can separate DDoS attacks into separate phases and ac-
tivities and investigate actor-specific techniques and commonalities in behavior between adversaries.

5.1. INTRODUCTION
In order to impair the availability of Internet services, adversaries commonly deploy dis-
tributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. Such attacks typically take one of two forms:
(1) they target communication protocols, for example, by exhausting a maximum num-
ber of concurrent connections, a classic example of this being the TCP SYN flood; or (2)
they target the connection itself by flooding the victim with large volumes of unwanted
data so other data cannot come through anymore. As such packet floods would require
the attacker to generate lots of traffic, these assaults are expensive for the adversary. For
this reason, they are typically executed as reflection attacks, where the attacker forges a
request on behalf of the victim to a third party by address spoofing and lets the answer be
delivered to the impersonated victim. If the request is much smaller than the resulting
response, the cost and effort for the adversary are minimal.

Amplification attacks are conceptually easy, straightforward to implement, and en-
able large attacks using minimal resources. The attacker only needs to find open ser-
vices running on a connectionless protocol with an attractive amplification ratio. The
importance of this attack vector to DDoS attacks has led to several research projects that
looked into the ecosystem of these amplification attacks over the past decades. Notable
contributions to the field have been made by Paxson [1] and Rossow [2], who created am-
plification honeypots to capture attacks in-the-wild, or Krämer et al. who ran 21 nodes
with their AmpPot to discover previously unknown details on amplification attacks and
their victims [3].

While several studies look at amplification attacks in the wild, little is known to date
about the activity behind these attacks. In other words: how do adversaries plan, pre-
pare, and execute these attacks? For example, when attackers collect lists of abusable
services, do they indiscriminately use any servers they encounter, or do they carefully
test, select and curate a portfolio of amplifiers? Do adversaries go for “textbook” attacks,
or do they make efforts to understand and adjust their actions to cause the most dam-
age?

To help answer these questions, we can look at DDoS attacks not just in the context
of the resulting packet flood but aim to understand the entire chain of events that led to
the execution and (successful) completion of the attack. As shown in figure 5.1, before
packets flow towards the victim, adversaries will have to go through a series of planning
and preparatory steps, understanding which attack vector to use, locating infrastructure
that could be abused for amplification, selecting how the victim should be targeted, im-
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plementing software and payloads to implement the attack, to eventual testing. Each
of these steps can be implemented in various ways. By studying adversarial behavior,
we gain better insights into the threat landscape of DDoS attacks assisting in developing
better defenses.

In this paper, we perform an investigation into the different phases of DDoS attacks
and in-depth analysis into the steps and techniques used by adversaries while devel-
oping, preparing, and executing such attacks. By deploying 549 honeypots in 5 public
clouds around the world over a period of 3 months, we have collected a total of 605,181
reconnaissance and testing activities leading up to 13,479 attacks consisting of 720,995
individual attack flows on 8,315 victim systems. Through careful design of experimental
conditions where we use a new traffic shaping approach to ensure we are not actively
participating in these attacks, our study elicits adversarial behaviors by monitoring am-
plification attacks through an infrastructure an order of magnitude larger than previous
work and provides significant new insights into the threat landscape that have been pri-
marily investigated based on the attacks themselves. We show that a bulk of these 13,479
attacks can be linked together based on shared adversarial techniques, tactics, and pro-
cedures (TTPs). With this work, we make the following main contributions:

• We are the first to investigate the full ecosystem of amplification DDoS attacks and
the impact of amplification power offered by a service on the level of abuse.

• We demonstrate a wide variety of ways how attackers maintain and curate their
lists of abusable servers. We find that there is a “memory” on the Internet for some
protocols that IPs once ran a service. Adversaries still return to these weeks after
the service has stopped responding to requests.

• We show how sophisticated attackers optimize their bandwidth usage by conduct-
ing attacks in pulses rather than a constant packet stream, reducing the cost of
attacks.

• We demonstrate that the number of honeypots needed to obtain sufficient attack
coverage is much higher than previously shown in related work and that the threat
landscape is more diverse than previously thought once we employ a large number
of honeypots.

• We show that while the bulk of the threat landscape consists of unsophisticated
actors with little capability, there are very knowledgeable adversaries who test ser-
vices they abuse.

5.2. RELATED WORK
While DDoS attacks have historically been conducted using botnets as a means to amass
enough firepower [4], the largest attacks to date were done as amplification attacks, with
Google reporting attack peaks at 2.5 Tbps [5]. The ease with which these amplification
attacks create large traffic floods popularized this method, and researchers report a me-
dian of 1,930 attacks per day since 2014 [6]. Many works exist analyzing observed am-
plification attacks by setting up amplification honeypots. In 2001, Paxson conducted the
first work on capturing these amplification attacks “in the wild” by setting up these fake
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amplification services [1]. In more recent work, Rossow [2] provides an in-depth study
into attacks performed in 2014, analyzing captured traces on various protocols, and eval-
uating open amplification services on the Internet. Subsequently Kührer et al. have per-
formed significant work to reduce vulnerable NTP services and IP address spoofing [7],
complemented by others that have focused on amplification using specific protocols,
such as DNS [8–12] or NTP [13–16]. The largest study on amplification attacks to date
has been performed by Thomas et al., who capture attack traces using a mean of 59.7
honeypots over 1010 days [6].

While the work on executed amplification attacks is abundant, research on the ecosys-
tem behind these attacks is scarce. The first work to address this is from Krämer et al.
[3], who deployed honeypots with different modes to capture differences in the behavior
of adversaries using these systems. The authors used a fixed rate-limiting threshold to
prevent their experiment causing serious damage, but identify the concern that this rate-
limit might lead to honeypots being detected as such by scanners. While work by Krämer
et al. [3] has tried to establish how many honeypots are needed to capture a significant
part of these attacks by setting up 21 honeypots in different geographical regions, the
lack of understanding on how “smart” adversaries select their amplification servers can
significantly bias the results as these attackers might test the devices and consequently
stop using them. To further understand the ecosystem of amplification attacks, Krüpp
et al. analyzed the reconnaissance activity performed as part of DDoS operations [17].
In another experiment, Krüpp et al. used a set of 11 honeypots to attribute their use to
certain booter services [18]. While the authors were able to link usage of their honeypots
to actual booter services, they only found their results representative for DNS and NTP
as they missed portions of self-attacks for SSDP and CHARGEN. Other works have also
investigated the use of booter services in order to gain more understing of the ecosystem
[19–22]. But only some of them have specifically explored the use of amplification DDoS
honeypots in the context of these services, such as Kopp et al. [23] who have investigated
spatial and temporal trends of DDoS attacks launched by booter services.

Contrary to honeypots aimed at compromisation attempts [24], it is currently un-
known to which extent adversaries test and abandon amplification honeypots. While
some works set initial steps into this direction by creating different configurations in
the honeypots [3], none of the prior works has deployed a large enough network of
honeypots to accurately capture these adversarial differences nor used a traffic shaping
method to allow adversarial testing traffic. As prior works on DDoS attacks have mostly
considered the execution and only look at a narrow set of the entire chain of attacks re-
quired for the attack to be successful, it is currently unknown to what extent adversaries
test systems to use in their attack and whether they are actively weeding out known hon-
eypots. The closest work to address the full chain of steps is by Krupp et al. [17] who
analyze the scanning behavior between different attacks, but do not investigate other
activities around the preparation or testing of an attack. Analyzing the entirety of these
attacks will allow researchers to describe and discuss these attacks in more detail.

In this work, we go beyond adversarial scanning and set up various experiments us-
ing a configurable honeynet an order of magnitude larger than prior work. In a series of
experiments, we not only investigate what how adversaries discover and abuse ampli-
fiers, but study all steps adversaries take leading up to the DDoS attack itself. This allows
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us to study the sophistication of adversarial activities, and a deeper assessment of the
threat landscape than before.

5.3. DDOS ATTACK CHAIN AND SYSTEM SETUP
Previous studies discovered several methods used by adversaries to select amplification
servers and victims. However, as discussed in the previous section, most research is lim-
ited to the attack itself and does not study the sequence of events before and during the
attack nor investigates the adversarial characteristics behind the attack. In this study, we
aim to address this gap through configurable, adaptive honeypots, which enable us to
investigate how actors work towards attacks, how they prepare, what they look for in a
service to abuse until the actual execution of the attack.

The DDoS Attack Chain. Amplification attacks typically do not suddenly emerge, but
the onset of an attack on a victim results from a series of preparatory steps by the adver-
sary that we can identify and measure. In this paper, we structure these activities along
a sequence of six consecutive phases as depicted in figure 5.1, which allows for an effec-
tive discussion and thus a better understanding of how DDoS operations are realized.
Although the concrete attack on a particular victim may be unique, adversaries can be
assumed to recycle much of the supporting activities, such as the list of abusable servers
or attack methods, which allows the recognition and linking of individual attacks, as well
as to provide a better understanding of the ecosystem and an early warning system for
upcoming activities.

As shown in figure 5.1, a pre-requisite for a DDoS attack is some Capability Develop-
ment by the adversary. Depending on attacker sophistication, this can range from mod-
ifying standard scripts to tailor-made attack vectors. Next, the attacker would have to
perform Infrastructure Reconnaissance to identify and collect systems that can be used
as part of the attack. In terms of amplification attacks, the attacker would locate avail-
able amplifiers, but other attacks could recruit unsecured IoT devices or bots as a plat-
form for the attack. The adversary then needs to know where to attack the victim. In
Target Reconnaissance the fundamental details necessary for the attack, such as the vic-
tim’s IP address, open ports, and vulnerabilities, are collected. During Weaponization,
the output of the previous three phases is fused to craft the attack technique that will be
used to perform the attack. To assess whether the developed weaponization is suitable
to harm the target or even work with the identified infrastructure, some Testing may be
required, before finally, the Execution commences, and is ‘delivered’ to the victim.

System Overview. In order to observe these adversarial TTPs along the DDoS attack
chain, we developed a framework for the operation and management of honeypots. The
system aims to enable deployment and exposure of commonly used services towards the
Internet and allow us to facilitate attacker-dependent, configurable responses to incom-
ing requests dynamically.

Figure 5.2(a) shows an architectural diagram of the honeypot. In order to provide an
authentic appearance, each honeypot runs a selection of containerized services, for ex-
ample, BIND to service DNS requests or ntpd for NTP queries. Incoming requests from
the Internet are either proxied to these instances or to an emulated service that returns
(obviously) fake answers. This emulated service does not implement all features the pro-
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Figure 5.2: Deployed honeypots maintain a control connection to a coordinator to perform effective rate-
limiting.

tocol requires in order to test the interaction and reaction of adversaries to services. The
Bandwidth Amplification Ratio (BAF) [2] of the honeypots are listed in Table 5.1. In ad-
dition to logging the interactions of adversary and backend services at the application
layer, packets are also recorded at the link layer to discover reconnaissance actions like
port scanning as well as implementation characteristics in the attack packets to poten-
tially relate individual attacks and adversaries.

Our behavior differs depending on how the honeypots are contacted. As shown in
figure 5.2(b), all honeypots are in constant communication with a central coordinator,
which tracks the requests sent to all 549 honeypots. Suppose the incoming requests
exhibit features of selected testing (e.g., only individual honeypots are triggered, short
bursts instead of a packet flood are requested, requests are typical reconnaissance but
no amplification packets, etc.). In that case, the coordinator instructs the honeypot to
comply, if the requests show the characteristics of an attack, which we can detect due
to our distributed setup, which will be explained in Section 5.5.2, the configuration is
adjusted across all honeypots to reduce the data rate of all 549 servers towards the IP
address to a maximum of 0.5 Mbps. This value was chosen to result in a minimal impact
and ethical operation of the honeypot system. In several rounds of tests before the actual
experiment, we verified whether adversaries would detect this traffic shaping and sub-
sequently stopped using these systems. This was not the case. We used only honeypots
at Digital Ocean for these tests and ran the experiments on different IP addresses. As we
find no statistical differences between cloud locations, this verification did not bias our
experimental setup.

Experimental Design. In order to discover how adversaries select their infrastructure
and victims as well as perform their implementation and execution, we rolled out differ-
ent configurations to parts of our honeynet. Specifically, we are interested in the influ-
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ence of:

1. Amplification Factor: do adversaries search for and focus on servers with the
highest amplification?

2. Obvious Honeypots: are adversaries monitoring and discarding servers if they do
not fully implement the protocols or even explicitly announce to be a honeypot?

3. Suspicious systems: are adversaries actively investigating the system, and do they
behave differently if an unbelievable number of open services is installed?

4. Packet Loss: do adversaries test and discard services if they are not constantly
answering or drop requests?

5. Packet Delay: do adversaries select servers based on the response time and speed?

We have structured our system as follows: honeypots are split into four groups with
low and high amplification ratios providing a correct response, and low and high ampli-
fication ratios providing a response that is obviously a honeypot by replying with a mes-
sage such as “This is a honeypot attack detector, usage is logged and rate-limited”. So that
size is not a confounding variable; these responses of the obvious honeypots are equally
large as real responses. Additionally, we vary the number of services operating on the
servers. To ensure that the results are not biased due to the location of the honeypots,
we distributed groups equally over five different clouds and availability zones. Through-
out the experiment, we alter the behavior of this setup, for example, by dropping packets
or delaying the responses, to identify the reaction of the adversaries.

Ethical considerations. DDoS amplification honeypots run the risk of participating in
attacks when being used by adversaries. In the past, honeypot systems were typically im-
plemented to drop attack packets entirely [2], the same method is used for other works
[3, 6, 25], however, this comes with the complication that the research community would
not be able to observe the more sophisticated actors who would consequently abandon
honeypots after testing. In order to balance the need to understand the threat landscape
and actor actors while not irresponsibly participating in DDoS attacks, we implemented
a token bucket as a flow shaper in front of the honeypots. Figure 5.3 visualizes the con-
cept, where at a specific rate, tokens are being dropped into a bucket of maximum size.
Every packet that leaves our amplification honeypots consumes a token, and if none are
available, the packet is dropped. Token buckets have the advantage that they can be con-
figured to throttle attack traffic aggressively but at the same time allow short temporary
bursts of activity that we would see during testing. Adversaries would therefore consider
the honeypot as a normal server. However, during an attack, we would not create a sig-
nificant impact, leading to a loss of attack power for the adversary when using our system
instead of a real amplification server. How we behave during testing and sustained at-
tack is governed by the fill rate and bucket size. We chose a bucket depth for a peak of 25
packets per second, which we experimentally determined in our pre-study. This value
was 20% above the maximum traffic we observed from adversaries during testing. Thus
the honeypots would pass all testing procedures we observed. After the bucket is emp-
tied, the combined attack force of our honeypot drops down to a maximum packet rate
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Table 5.1: Response sizes of the honeypot setup in bytes and the Bandwidth Amplification Factor (BAF) [2] per
protocol, the allocation over cloud providers and different experiments.

Responses Real small Real large Fake small Fake large

Bytes 84 524 88 413
RIP

Max BAF 3.5 21.8 3.7 17.2

Bytes 94 1,406 94 1,450
CharGen

Max BAF 94 1,406 94 1,450

Bytes 45-50 1,450 53 1,437
QOTD

Max BAF 45-50 1,450 53 1,437

Bytes 272 430 277 429
SSDP

Max BAF 2.3 3.7 2.4 3.7

Bytes Varies Varies Varies 347
NTP

Max BAF 0 46+ 0 43.4

Bytes 83 Varies 83 352
DNS

Max BAF 1.6 1.6+ 1.6 6.8

Cloud provider Total servers Real small Real large Fake small Fake large

AWS 171 47 52 36 36
Azure 24 6 6 6 6
Digital Ocean 166 45 49 36 36
Google 124 32 34 29 29
OVH 64 16 16 16 16

Experiment Total servers Real small Real large Fake small Fake large

Single protocol 120 30 30 30 30
Packet loss 60 15 15 15 15
Packet delay 60 15 15 15 15

of 0.5 Mbps, which is less than 1
160 of the average Internet speed [26]. Sending a fraction

of the traffic that a single Internet user could send, we are not actively hampering victim
systems. At the same time, we are in practice able to collect data on adversarial behavior
in DDoS attacks.

We have received approval from our IRB for the design, and additionally from our
information security officer (ISO) whether the honeypots, rate limiting, and maximum
data rates were responsible choices. No further requirements were put forth, and the
experimental setup and data rates were confirmed as adequate choices.

5.4. DATASETS

Our 549 honeypots were distributed in the public clouds of the five largest cloud providers
Google, Amazon, OVH, DigitalOcean, and Microsoft, and placed in availability zones in
North America, Europe, Australia, and Asia between 31 August 2019 and 30 November
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Table 5.2: Timeline of data collection phases.

Phase From To

Passive (scanning baseline) 31-08-2019 07-09-2019
Active 07-09-2019 27-09-2019
Passive (attacker memory) 27-09-2019 30-11-2019

Bucket depth
(maximum burst size)

Fill rate
(max. continuous flow)

Traffic sent
to honeypots

Outgoing traffic
from honeypots

Token?

time

vo
lu

m
e

Testing
Attack

Forwards temporary 
traffic from new source,
preserves load testing

Sustained traffic is 
attenuated across all 

honeypots to max. rate

Figure 5.3: The token bucket limits the maximum outgoing flow, but preserves unseen temporary bursts and
testing.

2019. The distribution of different servers over cloud providers and experiment groups
is listed in Table 5.1. As we are interested to understand the entire chain of adversar-
ial preparation and maintenance behavior and understand if adversaries work ad-hoc
or build repositories of known servers, the honeypots were not activated immediately
on the first day. Instead, for the first week, honeypots merely recorded all scanning ac-
tivity without responding to establish a baseline. Subsequently, the honeypots actively
answered requests for 20 days. Finally, we again switched to passively recording scan
and attack packets that were directed towards us for another nine weeks (see Table 5.2)
to understand the “memory” of the attack landscape, whether attackers use previously
discovered amplifiers even though they are not active.

Aside from the application and link-layer traces from the honeypots, we used two
additional datasets to further quantify how adversaries scan the Internet for open am-
plification services. While these datasets do not provide additional insights into ampli-
fication attacks, they do provide insights into the reconnaissance phases of an attack.
First, a large network telescope of three partially populated /16 networks with 65,000 IP
addresses providing a historical record of scan traffic for the past five years, and second,
scan activity against the distributed telescope of the provider Greynoise. This allows us
to differentiate whether attackers focus on select public clouds or perform broad scans
across the entire Internet.

The number of honeypots needed to perform accurate measurements is much higher
than previously believed. As we will show later, the threat landscape of actors per-
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Figure 5.4: New information per extra honeypot. Dotted lines show the total number of attacks identified
and regular lines show the extra information added per honeypot. Vertical lines indicate knowledge of 99% of
attacks.

forming amplification DDoS attacks is highly heterogeneous regarding techniques and
resources applied. For instance, adversaries often do not exhaustively search the In-
ternet for all open, amplifiable services. However, they are content with small sets of
amplification servers, since on average, only 41 of our 549 honeypots were used in a
given attack campaign. This means that to obtain a good overview of the ecosystem, it
is necessary to operate many honeypots to capture small attacks and avoid bias towards
adversaries conducting massive trawling through the entire Internet. Figure 5.4 shows
the convergence of the spectrum of attacks seen as a function of honeypots in opera-
tion. Even in comparatively simple protocols such as NTP and quote-of-the-day (QOTD)
where DDoS attacks presumably all look similar, the heterogeneity when looking at the
entire sequence of attack steps is so large that as many as 150 honeypots are needed to
capture 99% of actor behavior. This shows the constant evolution of the ecosystem, as
previous work from 2015 identified that the majority of attacks were captured in 21 hon-
eypots [3]. The honeynet size of more than 500 servers – an order of magnitude more
than in previous studies – is thus necessary to provide a good understanding of the DDoS
threat landscape.

5.5. AMPLIFICATION DDOS IN THE WILD

When we activated our honeypots after the week-long baseline, it took mere hours for
the first adversaries to abuse our infrastructure in attacks. During its 20-day activa-
tion, we recorded 13,479 separate attack campaigns, targeting 8,315 unique source IPs
located in 4,340 /24 subnets. Altogether, our honeypots collected 448 GB in amplifica-
tion requests attributed to attacks, for which we generated on average 0.12 Mbps from
our system towards a victim. In this section, we discuss these attacks using the model
from figure 5.1.
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Table 5.3: Number of scanning IPs per protocol.

Protocol Residential Hosting Research

NTP 855 (50.1%) 941 (24.8%) 489 (25.1%)
DNS 317 (38.3%) 179 (9.3%) 658 (52.4%)
SSDP 341 (63.3%) 138 (9.0%) 425 (27.7%)
CharGen 63 (62.5%) 8 (5.3%) 51 (32.2%)
RIP 31 (73.1%) 2 (4.7%) 32 (22.2%)
QOTD 24 (50.5%) 2 (2.0%) 28 (47.5%)

5.5.1. CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT

To perform an attack, an adversary first needs to develop a capability to execute the at-
tack with a specific vector. In this study, we focus on six commonly abused protocols in
amplification attacks [2]: NTP, DNS, SSDP, CharGen, RIP, and Quote-of-the-Day (QOTD).
Overall, we find adversaries are abusing these long-established protocols with concep-
tually similar vectors. We however also see glimpses of innovation and capability devel-
opment where attackers are not bound to a specific protocol and perform attacks using
multiple protocols simultaneously. This however only occurs infrequently, as only 252 of
the 13,479 attacks leverage multiple protocols in their attack.

5.5.2. INFRASTRUCTURE RECONNAISSANCE

Before a server can be abused, an adversary needs to know about its existence. This
is typically executed through port scanning, which our system can distinguish from at-
tacks, as during a scan, only a few packets are sent to one honeypot, wherein an attack,
many packets are sent from one IP address to multiple open services. To identify scan-
ners, we apply our auxiliary telescope datasets and the honeypot servers that are only
running a subset of services. If source IPs connect to dark IP addresses or honeypots
where a service is not running, these requests are scanning and not part of attack usage.
We experimentally derived that actors use up to 20 packets from the same source IP to
test honeypots. In the following, we use this threshold to classify probes below this as
scanning, while flows of more than 20 packets towards two or more of our honeypots are
labeled as an attack.

Our honeypots report 3,650 distinct IP addresses sending scanning probes to our sys-
tem, in which NTP, DNS, and SSDP are much more popular than the other protocols in
terms of scanning activity. Based on the data in the telescopes, we can identify whether
hosts scan the entire Internet or target the cloud providers in which our honeypots are
located. Surprisingly, only 56% of all scans seem to target the Internet indiscriminately,
and 44% was only observed on our honeypots in the cloud locations. Additionally, we
find that 39% of IP addresses targeting only cloud instances are hitting only one cloud
location, which we can largely attribute to scans originating from the same /24 subnets
targeting their scans towards separate cloud locations spread across the netblock. The
remainder of the scans targeting small parts of the network might originate from botnets
segmenting their scanning activity or from attackers probing a single cloud provider. We
observe a small fraction (6%) of all attacks only using amplification servers located in a
single cloud, which we will show later, are not performed by sophisticated attackers.
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Table 5.4: Distribution of connections per country.

Country Residential Hosting Research

US 287 (28.8%) 361 (7.7%) 1377 (63.5%)
TR 500 (35.5%) 819 (64.5%) 0 (0%)
CN 291 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
NL 90 (78.4%) 14 (5.4%) 92 (16.2%)
GB 43 (75.9%) 10 (18.3%) 108 (5.8%)
FR 49 (79.7%) 4 (6.0%) 32 (14.3%)
Other 377 (88.5%) 31 (7.3%) 18 (4.2%)

Research scans are prevalent, and we need to account for these to avoid biases. Not all
scanning traffic is malicious, as services such as Shodan, Censys, and Rapid7 scan the
Internet for research purposes and identify themselves as such using hostnames such as
worker-01.sfj.corp.censys.io and census6.shodan.io and originate from a known block of
IP addresses. To obtain an accurate view of scanning with malicious intent, we manu-
ally classified IP addresses either as research, hosting provider, or residential, based on
reverse DNS, BGP data, and cloud customer IP ranges. Table 5.3 shows the result per
protocol. It is striking that overall, research-based scanning accounts for more than 30%
of all scans and 37% of all IP addresses. For DNS, research-based scans even amount to
over half of all scanning. While not common in scanning research, it appears that careful
curation is needed.

When considering the geolocation of scanning IP addresses, most of the hosts are
located in the US. However, as listed in table 5.4, the large majority of IP addresses scan-
ning from the US belong to research institutions. In our analysis, we thus excluded re-
search scans from our dataset and instructed our honeypots not to respond to these
projects. By excluding scanning institutions such as Shodan and Censys [27, 28] our
honeypots will not appear on their publicly available lists, meaning that attacks can only
be a result of scanners from the other categories: residential and hosting IP addresses.

Responsive IPs make scanners come back twice as fast. As shown in figure 5.5, the num-
ber of IP addresses scanning our honeypots sharply increased after the services started
to respond after a week of passive listening. Richter et al. [29] have investigated this by
comparing scanning traffic in a CDN against a network telescope and find that the pres-
ence of active services would trigger adversaries to intensify their activities. By compar-
ing the difference of our baseline and the active experiment, we find that this increase
is primarily driven by intensified rescanning – IP addresses come back to a vulnerable
server on average two times faster than when the scanned protocol is not present on the
machine – and to a lesser degree on new IP addresses emerging. After the infrastructure
returns to passive mode, previously connecting IP addresses slowly go back to the base-
line. As we will show later, the attacker’s “memory” of which services used to be available
at an IP easily spans months.

Initial testing happens during scanning. During a scan, adversaries are already inter-
ested in the first quantification of the system. We have seen that even during the initial
scan, the amplification supplied by the server is tested; adversaries would use the same
packets that will eventually be used in attacks to immediately establish whether a server
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Figure 5.5: New/total active non-research scanners. After activation on Sep 7th, traffic from recurring scanners
increased and only slowly declined after the shutdown on Sep 27.

can be used later on based on the observed amplification power. We found this for all
protocols except DNS, where scans primarily request the BIND version running.

5.5.3. TARGET RECONNAISSANCE
Compared to DDoS attacks that exploit a particular vulnerability, the amount of target
reconnaissance activity is minimal in case of amplification attacks. Though an attacker
can direct any kind of data to the victim to consume the bandwidth, we still observe
slight nuances in how victims are targeted in practice.

Victimization has changed since previous studies. The majority of victims are located
in the US and China, with 846 and 602 subnets being attacked, consistent with previous
works and logical given IP address allocation. Jonker et al. [25] found attacks mostly fol-
low Internet usage patterns with exceptions of, for example, Japan, Russia, and France.
We however observe a different disproportional share of attacks on countries such as
South Africa, Poland, or Kuwait. We find that this disproportionality mainly stems from
different services located in these countries, such as hosting providers which are exten-
sively attacked during our study. As our experiments only ran for a limited time due
to the scale of our honeypot system, we cannot identify seasonality in the attacks, and
we could therefore have a bias towards large attacks that happened during our mea-
surements. However, as we identify significant changes in attack traffic than previous
work, future work should identify whether there are trends in DDoS attacks or are largely
spurred by opportunistic attacks.

Only 51% of all targeted IP addresses had a domain name pointed to it during the at-
tack based on passive DNS and a database of daily active domain crawls. While we expect
most DDoS attacks to be targeted against servers that would commonly have a domain
name pointed to them, we find that there are also a large number of DDoS attacks on res-
idential IP address space without domain names. As the domains are not only pointing
towards web servers but also to, for example, Minecraft servers, we queried the Shodan
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API for active scanning data to find open ports on the victim devices. Shodan lists the
open ports for 1,289 (9,6%) of the IP addresses that were attacked. While Jonker et al.
[25] associate most UDP amplification attacks with online gaming, we find that only a
small part of the attacks we have recorded are targeting game servers or ports used by
multiplayer games.

Attacks towards large domains are rare. Load balancing interferes with an attacker’s
objective, as taking down a host leaves a service unimpaired, redirecting users to one
of the hosts that are still online. Performing an attack on these services requires an at-
tacker to attack all fronts, using the domain name resolution to resolve all IP addresses
of this service. By identifying attacks on IP addresses hosting common domain names
using passive DNS and active domain lookups, we can find attacks conducted on multi-
ple IP addresses addressed by a single domain name. In total, we find 862 domain names
for which more than one IP address was part of an attack and find that not only do at-
tacks target multiple IP addresses for the primary domain but also multiple subdomains
simultaneously. In an attack on the Discord service, providing chat rooms targeted at
gaming communities, 61 servers were targeted, aiming to bring down a specific region
indicated by domains such as russia17.discord.gg. Many of the attacks directed to multi-
ple IP addresses hosting domains are targeting CDN providers such as yunjiasu-cdn.net
or googleusercontent.com. As the attacks solely target the IP addresses where a domain
is hosted and no other addresses belonging to the specific company, these attacks could
only have been conducted using DNS lookups.

Subnet-based attacks are increasingly rare. Attacking an enterprise can be daunting, as
the resources or large organizations allow them to switch between different IP addresses
to mitigate an attack rapidly. To avoid this, attackers choose not only to attack the IP
addresses running a service but also to attack entire /24 subnets. These attacks do not
target hosts but exhaust the router’s capacity in front of these hosts, rendering all hosts
unreachable. We find these attacks are increasingly rare as opposed to [6], as we observe
12 complete subnets being attacked with another 29 subnets being partially attacked
during our entire study while Thomas et al. identify on average 5.39 of these attacks per
day. All full subnet attacks we have identified are aimed at shared hosting providers, for
which a single set of amplifiers is used for the entire attack across all IP addresses. This
is implemented using a round-robin for the IP address of the subnet, which are all hit
consecutively in the full-subnet attacks observed.

Attacks are scheduled to hit during prime time. While related work has not considered
the time a DDoS attack is conducted from the victim’s perspective, we find that DDoS at-
tacks are aimed at a victim during times that there would be the most impact. Figure 5.6
shows the start of attacks in the local timezone of the victims for the top 5 attacked coun-
tries. We find that attacks occur mainly in the afternoon and evening, where many peo-
ple would be using the attacked services. Based on open ports listed in Shodan, attacks
on websites occur evenly during the afternoon and evening. Interestingly, we find that
83% of attacks on game servers occur after 6 PM as adversaries hit these servers at their
busiest times.
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Figure 5.6: Local attack times for the top 5 victim countries. Attacks are mostly conducted in the afternoon and
evening, except in the US where mainly data centers targeted at night.

5.5.4. WEAPONIZATION

After the reconnaissance phases, the adversary needs to create software and packet pay-
loads to trigger the amplifiers. This might result in attacker-specific and tool-dependent
implementations.

Packet content shows high homogeneity between attacks. In the first step of the anal-
ysis, we investigate the commands used to trigger the amplification, where we find as
shown in table 5.5 very high homogeneity of what techniques adversaries use, even though
we have observed 16,900 different payloads being directed to our honeypots. In NTP the
monlist packet is present in almost all attacks, and similarly in RIP only one packet has
been used for all attacks. Attacks using SSDP however show the use of multiple different
strings, although the overall attack stays the same, where they all request ssdp:discover
in the packet, albeit with different flags or different order in the fields sent. In QOTD
however, 10% of the attacks were observed leaving the message bigbo in our honeypots,
and another 8% of all attacks requested getstatus, which has no meaning in the quote
of the day protocol. DNS attacks were mainly conducted with empty packets that did
not request a server to perform a lookup and return some record, which results in a re-
sponse containing a string of root servers, amplifying the DNS header approximately
six times. Attackers could obtain much higher amplification rates when using servers
enabling zone transfers, which allows attackers to make a DNS server pass a copy of
its database to a victim. While we would expect adversaries to probe our systems on
whether this is possible, none of the attackers has tried to identify non-restricted DNS
servers.

Attackers care about the amplification power of a server - at least in some protocols.
We placed honeypots with different amplification factors throughout our network to test
the differences in how attackers located and used them. Intuitively, two things could
happen when attackers find several servers with various amplification ratios: (1) The at-
tacker is aware and consciously optimize based on amplification ratio, in which case we
should see a selection bias towards high amplification machines, or (2) the attacker does
not track this in which case we should see randomly sampling from the set of high and
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Table 5.5: Most popular requests per protocol.

Protocol Command % of attacks

NTP Monlist 99.96
DNS Root lookup domain 75.61
SSDP ssdp:discover Host:239.255.255.250:1900 67.16
CharGen 0x01 71.07
RIP Standard request 100
QOTD 0x01 72.66

Figure 5.7: Selection of low and high amplification servers in attacks, showing a surprisingly little amount
attackers actively select servers with higher amplification.

low amplification servers. Figure 5.7 shows the number of high and low amplification
servers utilized in each attack, where each dot is an attack and the color indicates the
protocol used. We configured an equal amount of machines to act as a high or low am-
plification server by letting them answer requests with a different response size. Suppose
an adversary is not making any active selection. In that case, the same number of high
and low amplification honeypots should statistically be picked, and the dot thus falls on
the 45-degree line or in the blue shaded area for sampling from a hypergeometric distri-
bution at 95%, 99%, and 99.9% confidence intervals.

As we see in the figure, there is active selection for “good” amplification servers in
many attacks. These practices are differently pronounced depending on the protocol
used in the attack. For example, RIP is never located outside the 95% confidence interval
of non-selective behavior, while attacks using NTP and DNS are seldom located inside
this interval. We see significantly different levels of heterogeneity for other protocols de-
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Figure 5.8: Attacks are largely indifferent about whether a service is real as long as it provides amplification.

pending on the attack campaigns, with some actors randomly picking servers and more
sophisticated attackers concentrating on high amplification servers only. It is interest-
ing to note that no attacks use a disproportionate amount of low amplification servers,
confirming the hypotheses that attackers either randomly sample or select higher am-
plification servers.

Adversaries generally do not care whether a system is a honeypot. To investigate whether
attackers only collect machines in an automated fashion or apply some level of post-
processing or vetting of the discovered services, we allocated a new set of IPs to honey-
pots that would, as part of the response, clearly identify themselves as honeypots that
are rate-limited. While this would require a human to look at the responses, we also
made these honeypots behave non-protocol compliant, which meant that machine-
based post-processing (if being done) should weed them out. To rule out a potential
confounding based on the amplification as discussed in the previous section, the ampli-
fication ratio was identical to those of our real servers. Servers running fake responders
were exclusively running fake services to prevent confounding.

Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of attacks between real and fake servers in an iden-
tical setup as figure 5.7, and we see that the bulk of the attackers is indifferent about the
responses of the system. Only in DNS and NTP do we observe a handful of attacks being
conducted without any fake services. However, in these rare situations, the adversaries
did not show sensitivity to the honeypot identification string but expected a particular
response to their query and would drop deviating servers from the list. Contrary to what
one might think, adversaries do not make any effort to check the plausibility of servers,
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neither manually nor by scripts. Curiously, we also observed a series of NTP attacks that
were exclusively using fake systems, the result of an adversary using an incorrect Mon-
list request packet that would be dropped by a regular NTP server implementation as an
incorrect query.

Implausible amplifier setups do not matter to any adversary. Krämer et al. hypothesize
that hosting multiple services on the same IP address might influence the behavior of an
attacker when interacting with the device [3]. To establish whether such a difference ex-
ists, our honeypot system deployed 120 servers (24 per protocol) that are solely running
one service. In contrast, the rest of the honeypots run all protocols in parallel, which is
an implausible setup on a regular server. We do not find any statistically significant dif-
ferences between those groups. Although anecdotal, we observe adversaries performing
multi-vector attacks gladly using all services located at the same honeypot for their at-
tack, even though in practice, the shared uplink would limit traffic at the amplifier.

5.5.5. TESTING
After locating candidate systems for abuse, an adversary might opt to test amplifiers
whether they are heavily rate-limited or drop packets and thus not useful in an attack.
Actors would not observe these behaviors when scanning using a single packet but need
to test hosts actively. Additionally, as services might be moved to other IPs or be shut
down, it would make sense for adversaries to frequently test if the amplifiers are still
online to not waste reflection potential by sending packets to a server that does not re-
spond.

Only a few attackers test whether a system is rate-limited before performing an at-
tack. Evidently, operators do not want their servers being abused in performing attacks,
as this unnecessarily drains one’s resources, and the victim might blame the amplifier
for the packet flood. Operators would therefore minimize the risk for attacks, for exam-
ple, by establishing rate limits on requests towards a service. To establish the extent to
which adversaries actively test servers before using them in an attack, our honeypot sys-
tem contains 60 servers per protocol that are actively dropping one-third, one-half, or
two-thirds of all outgoing packets. While all servers will amplify incoming traffic when
an attacker crafts the correct packet, it is clear that the amplification potential decreases
dramatically when two-thirds of the packets are dropped. To ensure these servers will be
found by a scan and not bias the setup, the first packet in a connection will always receive
a reply. With this setup, only attackers who have probed the system with more than a sin-
gle scan will know these differences. Figure 5.9 shows the distribution of attacks across
these services and the probability of these server choices occurring at random using the
confidence intervals explained in the previous section. The image shows that overall
packet loss seems of no concern to adversaries. Only in SSDP do we see attackers mak-
ing an effort to steer clear of servers with packet loss. As there is no significant deviation
in how many times servers were scanned, these choices have to be made deliberately.

While many attacks using SSDP use a disproportionate amount of loss-free servers,
we would expect adversaries to completely steer away from them when having the choice
between different servers that perform better. However, almost no attacks are void of
any lossy servers, raising the question of how adversaries make this selection. As the
probability that packet loss will occur when contacting a host is in our case 1 − (1 −
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Figure 5.9: Usage of servers with packet loss in attacks, active selection only occurs in case of SSDP.

dr opr ate)k−1 where k is the number of packets sent during one connection, some scans
will not be enough to establish that some of our hosts never reply to a portion of the scans
coming in. Assuming a scan rate of 5 packets per host, which we observe in 9% of scan-
ning traffic, an adversary will have a 20% chance that packet loss is not observed when
we drop 1

3 of the packets, making the packet loss invisible to the adversary. Let us only

consider the servers with 2
3 packet loss, which would be visible 99% of the time when

sending five packets towards this honeypot. We indeed find adversaries testing the in-
frastructure with 150 attacks in NTP and 96 attacks in SSDP that do not use any of these
servers.

Adversaries do not care about server latency. Aside from dropping packets, also con-
siderable packet delays might pose an obstacle for adversaries when launching attacks.
We placed 60 servers that delayed the response by an extra delay of 500 ms to investi-
gate a potential selection strategy for this. With regular service times below 1 ms and
worst-case round-trip network delay from Europe to Asia being in the order of 300 ms,
this delay should significantly stick out. A significant delay in sending responses could
indicate a highly loaded or overloaded system, making it less attractive for an adversary
as it might get overwhelmed during the attack. We do, however, not find any statistically
significant differences that adversaries prefer non-delaying servers over these servers.

Sophisticated adversaries do not blindly trust their amplifier lists. Over time, results of
the scans performed to find open amplifiers might not be accurate anymore due to the
reconfiguration of servers or even the decommissioning of the machines. To not waste
effort on non-responsive machines, an adversary should repeat scans and curate the list
of used servers. To investigate the extent to which adversaries rescan the hosts to verify
their status, we continued to collect all network traffic towards our honeypots after we
concluded the active experimentation. In this passive phase, all traffic was sink-holed,
and no replies were sent out anymore. Figure 5.10 shows the attack rate while we ac-
tively responded to requests and the rate after the shutdown of the amplifiers. In the
baseline period before the amplifiers actively respond to requests, no attacks were mea-
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Figure 5.10: Incoming attacks during active replies and subsequent shutdown on September 27th.

sured. While we verified during the baseline establishment that the IPs were unknown
to attackers and received no attack requests, reverting to this state and nullifying their
use in amplification attacks did not cause the number of attacks conducted using the
servers to go down drastically. On the contrary, attacks continued at roughly the same
pace for all protocols for more than two weeks. Even after two months, attacks were
still conducted using our infrastructure, which had been disabled for longer than it was
ever enabled. We believe there can be two explanations for this behavior: (1) The at-
tacks conducted with our servers originates from the same actors who have created lists
of vulnerable servers and do not update these frequently, or (2) our servers have been
listed in publicly available lists of amplification servers, and the people conducting at-
tacks blindly trust these lists to be accurate and up to date. While we have not been able
to find any notion of our servers being on amplifier lists, these lists might be shared in-
side closed communities. While many attacks are conducted after the system does not
respond anymore, no large attacks are being conducted using the amplification servers.
Additionally, after the servers are taken offline, the attacks conducted are only rarely us-
ing solely high amplification servers. The adversaries that are capable of performing
large and lengthy DDoS attacks are thus updating their lists.

5.5.6. EXECUTION

While a DDoS attack is a simple concept in which a victim’s resources are drained, the
ways in which these attacks are executed are diverse in practice. In this section, we will
show various attack techniques used by adversaries captured in our honeypots.

Attack durations and modes differ between amplification protocols and targets. Am-
plification attacks sent to our honeypots had an average duration of 394 seconds, almost
a factor of 5 longer than for TCP SYN floods, the other major type of DDoS attack vector
[25, 30, 31]. The duration of attacks observed in our work falls between observed median
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Figure 5.11: CDF for the duration of attacks per protocol.

Table 5.6: Source port usage of traffic coming into our system.

Protocol Attacks 1. Single (%) 2. Static (%) 3. Rand (%)

CharGen 471 1 95 4
DNS 55 11 35 55
NTP 11,130 2 47 51
QOTD 264 6 94 0
RIP 184 2 98 1
SSDP 1375 30 68 1

durations in related work, which report a median of 658 [6] and 255 seconds [25]. Figure
5.11 shows how the durations even significantly differ per protocol, with QOTD having a
median attack duration three times as high as NTP. In QOTD, we also see modes at 400
and 500 seconds that are not present in other attacks. The mode at 300 seconds is visi-
ble in QOTD, CharGen, NTP, and RIP but does not show in SSDP. The presence of attack
durations and modes has earlier been identified by [30] for TCP SYN flooding attacks in
2017, where typical durations of 30 and 60 seconds were traced back to test attacks by
booter services. For amplification DDoS attacks, these modes have been identified by
[6]. In our study, we find that both the attacks take significantly longer and common
modes are significantly higher opposed to TCP SYN flooding attacks, but both are lower
compared to [6].

Given the differences between protocols and the way attacks are run, it is natural to
wonder whether these are used for different purposes. When we look at attacks on two
different types of services, those on game hosts and web servers based on their open
ports using Shodan, we find that the type of target influences the used attack vector and
the duration of the attack. The attacks on game servers are solely conducted with NTP
and SSDP, whereas attacks across all protocols attack web hosts. In terms of duration,
game hosting servers are attacked more rigorously than web servers, with an average
attack duration of 12 minutes. In contrast, web servers only deal with attacks that, on
average, last a bit more than 5 minutes. Between the two groups, there is no difference
in the selection of servers to be used in the attacks.
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Attacked ports cannot be used in the protection against attacks - except when attack-
ers are targeting TCP ports instead of UDP. Various controls exist to filter DDoS attacks
[2]. One of these techniques is to filter based on ports. Like most other services, our
honeypots run their services on default UDP ports, which would not provide an angle
for the victim to filter out the amplified data. On the other hand, the attacker’s spoofed
requests need to originate from a source port, to which (at the victim’s IP) the response
will be sent. We distinguish three cases for the ports used to request data: (1) All requests
towards honeypots are made from one port, indicating a crafted, injected packet. (2)
The requests are made using different ports per honeypot. (3) For every request, the at-
tacker generates a random port number, evenly distributing the traffic over all ports. All
three cases show distinct implementation choices an attacker can make and could avoid
packet-based filters that are placed as a countermeasure. Table 5.6 shows the distribu-
tion of source port usage in attacks, and we see a large part is implementing the frames
using a static port per honeypot. While randomizing source ports is only slightly more
complicated in implementation, most adversaries do not seem to choose this route, even
though it can be more robust against packet level filtering [2]. Only in NTP and DNS a
part of attacks is performed while randomizing ports across the entire port range.

This however raises another important operational aspect. An amplification attack
towards a single port could be trivially blocked by packet filtering unless the filtering
happens on the victim’s premises. The flood is sufficient to congest the connection from
the victim to the Internet. However, if the attack targets a service already running on the
victim, the attack might be hard to distinguish from legitimate traffic as found by [25],
who identify that most of the attacks are aimed at ports connected to online gaming.
We do not find many attacks targeted at gaming ports and instead find that adversaries
fail to take into account that protocols such as HTTP would run on TCP port 80 or 443
and not UDP port 80, which would not be whitelisted in a firewall.1 Thus, the deliberate
targeting of select ports would not have any more benefit than a packet flood towards a
random destination port. From the 650 single port attacks, 364 send their attack towards
port 80 on the victim, while another 20 target port 443. The only attacks aimed at a UDP
service were 16 attacks on DNS port 53.

Attack pulses maximize the attack efficiency while minimizing the cost for the at-
tacker. After a packet flood has disrupted a service, it might take a moment after the end
of the attack for services to recover and clients to reconnect. This means that even after
the flood itself has stopped, the effects might still be ongoing which can be used by an
adversary to minimize the bandwidth required for a successful attack. We observed that
several adversaries do not launch their attacks as continuous floods but instead adopt a
pulsing behavior of floods followed by brief inactive periods. This would have the advan-
tage of reducing the risk of “burning” the amplifiers due to continuous usage while still
meeting the objective. Figure 5.12 shows this behavior for one such attack, with multi-
ple waves of flooding. When we observe pulses, their behavior was highly coordinated,
as we observe all honeypots used in the attack simultaneously receiving traffic and si-
multaneously stop receiving requests. We would expect sophisticated actors to perform
these types of attacks, and we indeed find for all pulse attacks that they are exclusively

1A major service running on UDP would be QUIC on UDP port 80, however none of the hosts attacked on this
port ran this protocol.
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Figure 5.12: A pulsing attack using 40 honeypots.

conducted using only high amplification devices.

5.6. DDOS ATTACK CAMPAIGNS
One of the most important arguments for investigating attacks along the DDoS attack
chain presented in this paper is that adversaries will likely reuse components from a
previous attack. Instead of finding infrastructure, testing it, and weaponizing every time
a victim is being targeted, attackers would instead use the same set of servers, attack
packets, etc., to perform multiple attacks.

Actors have a geographical focus. When multiple attacks use the same servers in our
system, the probability of this occurring due to random selection of two different enti-
ties is negligible given the number of active honeypots. We use this as the first feature
to cluster attacks, where we cluster attacks if these are using the same set of our am-
plifiers. We do not link attack instances if they have all honeypots of a particular kind
in common – such as all NTP high amplification services –, as specific preferences of
adversaries might result in multiple actors sharing these edge cases. From the 720,995
attack flows, we obtain 749 clusters of attacks, of which 351 attacks more than once. To
verify if the same actor indeed performs the attacks inside a cluster, we use three crite-
ria: (1) The attacks are performed using the same request packet. (2) The attacks use the
same strategy in picking the source port. (3) The flows inside the cluster have the same
characteristics in, for example, pulsing and intensity. Amazingly, all of the 351 clusters
attacking more than once match these criteria and will therefore be considered in this
section as being valid clusters. Figure 5.13 shows the distribution of targeted countries
by the clusters attacking more than 100 separate IP addresses. We see actors show a sig-
nificant degree of geographical specialization. While previous work locates the bulk of
DDoS activity to the US and China [25], we find it much more nuanced from an actor
perspective, which focuses and specializes on victims in a handful of countries. This
shows that attacks are not randomly carried out but are aimed at an objective from the
adversary; for example, NTP clusters 4, 5, and 6, which solely target Turkey identify that
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Figure 5.13: Attacks from clusters performing more than 100 attacks during our study.

the objective of these adversaries is different from other clusters. As discussed in sec-
tion 5.5.3 attacks are often performed during the afternoon or evening at the location
of the victim. As most attackers are biased towards certain countries, we would expect
these actors to have distinct attack timings as well. From the 86 (25%) clusters perform-
ing attacks over multiple days, we indeed observe 68 (19%) showing a diurnal pattern,
where the number of attacks drops significantly during certain hours. The remaining
18 (5%) clusters are not significantly lowering their activity in a day/night rhythm and
might be an indication of automated booter services that are used by people in multiple
countries.

Sophisticated actors reuse the same servers often. As all the individual attacks within a
cluster use the same attack packet, with identical traffic dynamics and from the same
(randomly chosen) source port, they can be attributed to the same setup by the ad-
versary. Within clusters, all attacks are performed using the same command. For an
attacker, this makes sense, as the attacker knows that the request sent to the server is
amplified based on previous scan results. When we look at the volume of the attacks
originating from a cluster and the way they select our honeypot infrastructure, we find
an astonishing rich spectrum of behaviors. Figure 5.14 shows for each of the clusters
the volume of attacks through the size of the market and on the x- and the y-axis the
percentage of fake and high amplification honeypots that were used during the attacks.
As clusters also showed the behavior of selecting the same set of amplification servers,
these data points are not averages but static over time. Much of the clusters congregate
in the middle of the graph, distributed around the expected values for the ratio of fake
servers and high amplification devices an attacker would use based on a random selec-
tion, such as an indiscriminate scan of the Internet. Deviations to the left mean that the
adversary is performing some post-processing to weed out suspicious devices, shifting
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Figure 5.14: Scatterplot of attack clusters.

to the top an active selection to maximize the attack volume. As we see in the graph,
the more attacks an attacker performs, the stronger it will pre-select for high amplifi-
cation servers and discard low-utility devices. The more attacks an attacker performs,
the higher the likelihood to identify and discard unusually behaving servers from the at-
tack list. Thus, the most extensive campaigns tend to be run by the more sophisticated
adversaries. We indeed find a significant positive correlation (p < .05) between the num-
ber of attacks in a cluster and the amplification ratio, as well as a significant negative
correlation (p < .01) with the number of fake servers used. There are however groups
performing a large number of attacks using only fake high amplification servers. On in-
spection of these clusters, we find that these attackers are not using the correct protocol
specification and do not receive replies from the real servers. However, the adversaries
do select the servers that provide the highest amplification. Additionally, we find a sig-
nificant negative correlation (p < .01) between the fake servers used in an attack and the
amplification ratio, hinting that advanced adversaries are actively filtering out these ob-
vious honeypots. This behavior is curiously only present in NTP and SSDP abuse, while
adversaries targeting DNS, RIP, or QOTD do not seem to care how they achieve their
objective. Surprisingly, the adversaries that perform highly targeted scans towards sin-
gle cloud zones are not the sophisticated attackers as the adversaries actively removing
poorly behaving amplification servers are also evaluating the entire ecosystem and use
amplification servers hosted in multiple cloud locations.

Sophisticated attackers do not show advanced behavior across the entire spectrum
but innovate only selectively. To better understand how adversaries work, the steps
they take can be separated into different phases. Table 5.7 shows a mapping for seven
clusters performing attacks using our amplification honeypots on the model shown in
figure 5.1. Looking at the entire chain of activities rather than only the separate phases,
we find that clusters performing longer-lasting attacks are more likely to use servers
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with a higher amplification factor, indicating that attackers capable of performing long-
lasting DDoS attacks are making more effort to ensure their operation is successful. But
there is no relation between the duration or amplification factors in attacks and whether
or not the adversaries use our obvious honeypots. However, we find evidence that ad-
versaries capable of performing large attacks are curating the set of amplifiers, whereas
adversaries that only perform lower volume and duration attacks are using their am-
plifier lists for weeks without checking whether these systems are still online. Clusters
performing long-lasting attacks with high amplification such as cluster #1 and #7, which
perform attacks lasting over 2 hours, are continuously curating and updating their am-
plifier lists by continuously scanning the servers used in the attacks and are thus not
active anymore after the active phase of our experiment concludes, as their continuous
curation prevents them from using a non-responsive server in an attack. While we have
seen many attacks being performed weeks after the infrastructure did not respond to at-
tacks anymore, these attacks are almost exclusively under 10 minutes and do not care
about the amplification ratio provided by a server. The actors capable of performing
high-volume and high-duration attacks are thus test servers for their amplification ratio
and weed out unresponsive servers before performing an attack.

5.7. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
Investigating the Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures used in DDoS attacks may change
the way we organize our defenses. By looking at the entire DDoS attack chain with the
model presented in this paper, we show that the ecosystem of DDoS amplification is
more than a collection of individual attacks but that it is possible to correlate and link
them based on solid behavioral features. The results show the presence of hundreds
of actors with different sophistication, preferences for attack vectors and victims, and
unique modus operandi. This suggests that instead of merely enduring and mitigating
DDoS attacks, some degree of attribution for attacks is possible.

Although a significant share of DDoS appears as ‘dumb”, ‘script-kiddie”-driven activ-
ity, our study reveals the presence of sophisticated actors who investigate, inspect and
measure services on the Internet and perform active selection to maximize their return-
on-investment. This means that future research on DDoS and the Internet threat land-
scape has to account for such adversarial behavior and needs to advance in terms of
techniques, as obvious decoys or servers not participating in test attacks that are cur-
rently being used in research would be discarded by sophisticated actors. This would
result in a drastically biased perspective on the DDoS ecosystem. By using actual ser-
vices and through momentary but ethical participation when rallied, we were the first to
show this unexplored dimension of the threat landscape and demonstrate that ethical
investigation of this behavior is feasible.

In this study, we deployed an order of magnitude more honeypots than any previous
works, first to allow for systematic and statistically significant testing of different scenar-
ios and configurations, but second because the heterogeneity of the ecosystem would
otherwise lead to biased results from the overrepresentation of select actor groups. We
also identify the need for rigid methods in separating malicious scanning activity from
research scan activity to avoid large measurement biases. Using the technique from [2],
we can show that 3-10 times as many honeypots are necessary to capture the richness of
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the threat landscape as were deployed in previous work, as shown in figure 5.4. To deal
with such temporal biases and ecosystem heterogeneity, we advocate that future studies
should deploy honeypots in the hundreds, not dozens, to be effective.

Accomplishing this deployment scale also has drawbacks, and in this study, we limit
our experiments for monetary reasons to a significantly shorter online duration. While
smaller honeypot studies operated for several months or even years [2, 3, 6], our system
was deployed for three months, from which actively responding for three weeks. This
limited-time might influence the number of adversaries using our systems and would
not show those actors who enter the ecosystem only at longer spaced intervals. Finally,
our study deployed honeypots within the IP ranges of cloud providers. Although many
organizations are now moving their infrastructure to the cloud and adversaries should
hence look for abusable systems there, it is possible that some actor groups specifically
focus on network ranges owned by enterprises, which we would miss in such a study.

5.8. FUTURE WORK
Despite the heterogeneity of the overall ecosystem in the spectrum from script-kiddie
to sophisticated actor, our results show that each attack – even though it might hit hun-
dreds of amplifiers – is remarkably similar. This is understandable as the perpetrators
are optimizing for the economies of scale, but it also opens up angles for mitigation. By
identifying, automatically recognizing common tactics and techniques, and distributing
them to defenders for detection [32], much of current distributed amplification DDoS
could be mitigated. Our findings show that recent proposals such as BGP flowspec could
be highly effective in practice by filtering incoming amplification requests and not only
merely the resulting packet floods towards the victim. Given this similarity and the fact
that essentially every perpetrator in our study horizontally scaled out to abuse many
honeypots in the same attack, also collaborative identification of malicious flows – either
at the level of networks or resolvers – could provide an angle towards reducing this attack
vector if servers providing amplification would run a service that could not be disabled
otherwise. Such an approach creates again interesting but solvable research problems
to remediate the resulting privacy concerns. However, it could be a viable and scalable
solution as incentives and costs are aligned for the operators of the abused services.

In this study, we focused on attacks measured by our deployed honeypots and can-
not measure the attacks at the victim’s side. To understand the behavior of the victims
and the actual attack sizes, future works should focus on a collaboration with victims,
cloud service providers, or DDoS defense companies as an additional vantage point.
This would allow for further analysis of attack “pulses” and give insights into the total
number of amplifiers used in attacks.

5.9. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed adversarial techniques for amplification DDoS attacks using 549 hon-
eypots running six amplification protocols that were rallied to 13,479 attacks over three
weeks. We show that adversaries tend to select the servers with the highest amplifica-
tion potential and that adversaries create tests to identify the servers that would create
the largest impact. Additionally, we show the existence of “memory” of amplification
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services, which are abused long after the service is taken down. While the bulk of adver-
saries pursue simple techniques at a high level, we show the presence of highly advanced
attacker groups, selectively picking servers and tactics to perform their attacks with the
most firepower.
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6
UNDERSTANDING THE EVOLUTION

OF ACTORS

Using hundreds of thousands of compromised IoT devices, the Mirai botnet emerged in
late 2016 as a game-changing threat actor, capable of temporarily taking down major
Internet service providers and Internet infrastructure. Since then, dozens of IoT-based bot-
nets have sprung up, and in today’s Internet, distributed denial-of-service attacks from
IoT devices have become a major attack vector. This proliferation was significantly driven
by the public distribution of the Mirai source code, which other actors used to create their
own customized version of the original Mirai botnet.

This paper provides a comprehensive view into the ongoing battle over the Internet of
Things fought by Mirai and its many siblings. Using 7,500 IoT honeypots, we show that
we can use 300,000,000 compromisation attempts from infected IoT devices as well as a
design flaw in Mirai’s random number generator to obtain insights into Mirai infections
worldwide. We find that networks and the particular malware strains that plague them
are tightly connected, and malware authors take over strategies from their competitors
over time. The most surprising finding is that IoT botnets are not self-sustaining epidemi-
ologically, were it not for continuous pushes from bootstrapping, Mirai and its variants
would die out.

This chapter has been published as “Examining Mirai’s Battle over the Internet of Things” by Griffioen, H.,
Doerr, C. in the ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security (2020).
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of the Mirai botnet in late 2016 fundamentally changed the Internet
threat landscape. Although the risk of insufficiently protected Internet-of-Things (IoT)
devices was long known, the problem made the front pages when its initial distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks exceeded volumes of 600 Gbps, crippling major Inter-
net infrastructure and service providers such as OVH [1] or Dyn [2]. The first attack by an
IoT botnet doubled previous attack volumes from the get-go, and in the coming weeks,
would continue to increase to break the 1 Tbps threshold [3].

This captured the attention of the general public and defenders and the imagination
of perpetrators. Soon after, the source code of Mirai was published online [4], leading
copycats to release clones of Mirai-based IoT malware. Named “MIORI”, “JOSHO”, or
“MASUTA”, these variants are directly derived from the Mirai source code, copying the
core framework and essential routines for scanning, infection, and communication, but
also feature actor-specific modifications to passwords, the way the malware identifies
itself, and the C&C servers bots report back to.

Trivial access of the source and the abundance of vulnerable devices have led to
many Mirai variants, which are fighting over control over the millions of IoT devices
deployed worldwide. In this paper, we are examining this battle between Mirai and its
siblings that have emerged since. To do this, we leverage the fact that the Mirai botnet
behaves like a worm, using an infected IoT device to scan the Internet for other devices
it could potentially compromise. With an installation of 7,500 IoT honeypots, we are
collecting these infection attempts and can turn 300,000,000 received compromisation
attempts into a real-time view of which devices around the world are infected at a given
moment with a particular strain.

One of the core features across Mirai, and all its variants, is how it searches for vic-
tims. The malware selects targets based on randomly generated destination IP addresses
to avoid sequential port scanning that is trivially detected. The authors designed their
own random number generator (RNG). As we will show, this design has severe flaws, al-
lowing us to break the seed based on information from a single incoming packet. This
insight can then be used to learn about the lifetime of the infection on the device itself.
With this work, we are making the following contributions:

• We are the first to provide a comprehensive view into IoT devices’ infection and
reinfection behavior. We demonstrate that it is possible to exploit structural weak-
nesses in Mirai’s RNG to extract the precise moment of compromisation, which we
use to understand the lifetime of infections.

• We show that IoT devices are under intense attack by a plethora of actors. We
follow the activities of 39 variants and analyze how they infect and retain con-
trol over some 200,000 unsecured devices. We find that compromised hosts fre-
quently change “ownership” through reboots and reinfections and based on hos-
tile takeovers by other actors.

• We show that IoT malware crashes comparatively quickly on routers, and there are
clear differences between particular malware strains and the network devices are
placed in.
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• We provide the first epidemiological quantification of Mirai and show that epi-
demiologically speaking, Mirai is not a self-sustaining worm and would die out if
it would not be for the bootstrapping infrastructure that constantly spreads rein-
fections to vulnerable devices.

• We find evidence of specialization of malware authors towards specific victim groups.
Strains use information about devices in particular networks to gain a competitive
advantage, yet malware owners observe their competition and adapt their pass-
word lists with information from their rivals.

• We demonstrate that adversaries are making deliberate efforts to evade network
ranges and thus avoid detection by common measurement initiatives.

6.2. THE MIRAI BOTNET
While attacks on IoT devices have become commonplace, the advent of Mirai as the
first major IoT malware was a milestone in Internet security. Japanese for “future”, the
IoT malware became front-page news when its attacks severely impacted major Internet
infrastructure and service providers in DDoS attacks. To understand how Mirai operates,
we begin with an overview of the system infrastructure and how it targets victims.

6.2.1. SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE
The ecosystem of the Mirai botnet consists of three main components as shown in fig-
ure 6.1: a loader to bootstrap the botnet, the compromised routers themselves, and the
command-and-control (C&C) server to which bots report back and obtain instructions
from. Connections to the C&C are made using a plain TCP socket on an address and
port hardcoded in the source. The control protocol is straightforward, with instructions
in binary status codes. The core of the botnet is the compromised IoT devices, which are
responsible for spreading the infection further. To this end, they independently scan the
Internet for devices responding on specific ports. When configured to search for telnet,
they target ports 23 and 2323.

As adversaries would avoid doing the first initial scan and compromisation activities
from their IP address, the Mirai toolchain includes a loader mechanism, which is pro-
vided with a list of devices, for example, powerful hosts with a high-bandwidth network
connection. These devices are then used to start the scanning and infection activities,
thereby bootstrapping the Mirai installation.

6.2.2. MIRAI BEHAVIOR
Certain implementation choices of Mirai create unique behavioral characteristics that
we can efficiently fingerprint. At a high level, the Mirai IoT malware pursues three dif-
ferent objectives after the infection of a device: first, it closes the entry point (typically
telnet on TCP port 23, which is also the focus of this paper) to gain exclusivity over the
compromised device. Second, the malware will start a continuous scan for other de-
vices, and if it identifies an open telnet port, it begins to brute force based on a built-in
credential list. And third, it establishes a connection with the C&C server hardcoded in
the source and executes commands it receives. Figure 6.2 shows an excerpt of the Mirai
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Adversary

Compromised
IoT devices

C&C
Server

custom
port

Port 23
Loader

Figure 6.1: Adversaries bootstrap using loaders, targeting a predefined list of devices. Compromised hosts
report to a C&C and randomly target IP addresses to proliferate.

source, which we will discuss in the following, with these three tasks spawned in main()
(see marker 1© in figure 6.2).

When targeting telnet, Mirai will attempt to bind to port 23. If this is not possible, it
tries to shut down the other telnet process through which other logins could occur. In
killer_init(), it identifies and kills the process that has bound to this port 2©, thereby
locking the router down for the duration of the infection. However, Mirai and its de-
scendants are non-persistent, so after a reboot, the device is restored to its pre-infected,
vulnerable state. It will spin up its original telnet process and is ready for reinfection.

As one of its first actions, the Mirai malware forks off a separate thread that performs
an Internet-wide scan for other IoT devices. As shown in scanner_init(), it begins by
re-initializing the random number generator (RNG) 3© and choosing a random source
port in the range of [1024, 65535] 4©. It then prepares the IP and TCP header it will use
for subsequent scan packets. In an infinite loop, it chooses random IP addresses as target
(get_random_ip()) 5©, sets a random IP ID for the packet and chooses port 23 or 2323
as port 6©. Every IP is probed 10 times before continuing. In case of a response, Mirai
will start to brute force the login using a local dictionary.

TARGET SELECTION AND RANDOMNESS GENERATION

Several packet-specific information in the TCP SYN scans sent by Mirai are populated
based on output from the RNG, most importantly the destination IP address, source
port, and IP ID. This RNG is seeded at startup and again at the fork of the thread with
the current time in epochs, the process IDs of the main() and the scanning thread, and
the number of clock ticks since the current process has been started (which resets in the
scanning thread due to the fork). These functions return 32, 15, 15, and 32 bit values
respectively, and are used to initialize register variables x, y , z and w used in each itera-
tion. Although this would naively imply 94 bits of entropy in the RNG seed, in practice,
most bits are entirely predictable.

The RNG follows a linear shift feedback register design (LFSR), with four XOR op-
erations and three-bit shift operations. The inner workings are depicted in figure 6.3,
which shows the state initialization and the generation routine. After the initialization
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Figure 6.2: Selection of the Mirai source code, responsible for the creation of scanning packets [5]
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x
<latexit sha1_base64="SJdCZfJ4cup9hgHfVEMm4H9qZM8=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="9zS8Rzq7eCac/LqzP8I68d8F2WM=">AAACs3icbVHLattAFB0rfaTuI48uuxlqCkkJRnKatKEYAt10mUCdBCQRRqOrePA8xMxVU0foC7ptd/2x/k1HslvipAcGjs6de3Tn3KyUwmEY/u4Faw8ePnq8/qT/9NnzFxubW9tnzlSWw4QbaexFxhxIoWGCAiVclBaYyiScZ7NPbf38K1gnjP6C8xJSxa60KARn6KXT+eXmIByGHeh9Ei3JgCxxcrnV+5XkhlcKNHLJnIujsMS0ZhYFl9D0k8pByfiMXUHsqWYKXFp3kzb0jVdyWhjrj0baqbc7aqacm6vM31QMp+5urRX/W2sVNEa6lQHqzLIZ4J2hsPiQ1kKXFYLmi5mKSlI0tE2I5sICRzn3hHEr/LMonzLLOPocV9xRzG68t4ZrbpRiOn+bcGF9CnkcpXXSluO/yxnvtCbD9nM3rfv0FhJtcojdlJUwXvTvFULKPaE1WOp/Nx75hGlnsEu9L3zDLrn6eioQmnoQNc3Hpul7dPs8anH4b3v3ydloGO0P90/fDY5Hy82uk1fkNdkhEXlPjslnckImhBMg38kP8jM4COIgC/LF1aC37HlJVhCoPwzu1Tg=</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="WwKc7NplX0IcdFP/POWlSogb7zE=">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</latexit> w

<latexit sha1_base64="Mc4sKacM5k2ABFxjVY1ecEGs/+U=">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</latexit>

time(NULL)
<latexit sha1_base64="kMjtpGKty/2OMY0yNpLmERl84yk=">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</latexit>

clock()
<latexit sha1_base64="TVSLqj3X9VXnKCCNYK7QXX/o9sA=">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</latexit>

z � y
<latexit sha1_base64="PgJLuMlB1JpKNiXzalJ6hjImcI4=">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</latexit>

getpid() � getppid()
<latexit sha1_base64="Zl1QnpiueuMAiAD4aesP2wfcL4U=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

Initialization

<< 11
<latexit sha1_base64="i3f3jKwd2ojnqnPiReEG4JDUAmY=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="SJdCZfJ4cup9hgHfVEMm4H9qZM8=">AAACs3icbVFdS9xAFJ1Nv+z2S9vHvgxdClpkSdZWLWVB6EsfFboqJEEmkxt32PkIMzfqNuQX9LW++cf6bzrJbourPTBwcu7ckzvnZqUUDsPwdy948PDR4ydrT/vPnr94+Wp94/WxM5XlMOFGGnuaMQdSaJigQAmnpQWmMgkn2exrWz+5AOuE0d9xXkKq2LkWheAMvXR0dbY+CIdhB3qfREsyIEscnm30bpLc8EqBRi6Zc3EUlpjWzKLgEpp+UjkoGZ+xc4g91UyBS+tu0oa+90pOC2P90Ug79XZHzZRzc5X5m4rh1N2tteJ/a62Cxki3MkCdWTYDvDMUFvtpLXRZIWi+mKmoJEVD24RoLixwlHNPGLfCP4vyKbOMo89xxR3F7If31nDJjVJM5x8SLqxPIY+jtE7acvx3OePN1mTYfm6ldZ/eQqJNDrGbshLGi/7tQki5LbQGS/3vxiOfMO0Mtqj3hSvskqsvpwKhqQdR03xpmr5Ht8/PLXb/be8+OR4No53hztHHwcFoudk18pa8I5skInvkgHwjh2RCOAHyk/wi18GnIA6yIF9cDXrLnjdkBYH6Awqf1Tc=</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="9zS8Rzq7eCac/LqzP8I68d8F2WM=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="WwKc7NplX0IcdFP/POWlSogb7zE=">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</latexit>

w
<latexit sha1_base64="Mc4sKacM5k2ABFxjVY1ecEGs/+U=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

>> 8
<latexit sha1_base64="OBktQXu87W3qPHMUZClnD5J8/HY=">AAACtnicbVFdb9MwFHUzPkb52AePvFhUSBuaqqRD0Al1msQLj0Oi26QkTI5z01h17Mi+YXRR/gKv8MAf49/gpAWtG0eydHKu78n1uUkphUXf/93zNu7df/Bw81H/8ZOnz7a2d3bPrK4MhynXUpuLhFmQQsEUBUq4KA2wIpFwnsw/tPXzr2Cs0OozLkqICzZTIhOcYSsdH9Px5fbAH/od6F0SrMiArHB6udP7FaWaVwUo5JJZGwZ+iXHNDAouoelHlYWS8TmbQeioYgXYuO6Gbegrp6Q008YdhbRTb3bUrLB2USTuZsEwt7drrfjfWqug1tKuDVAnhs0Bbw2F2TiuhSorBMWXM2WVpKhpGxJNhQGOcuEI40a4Z1GeM8M4uijX3FHMr523giuui4Kp9HXEhXEppGEQ11FbDv/uZ7LXmgzbz/247tMbiJROIbQ5K2Gy7D/IhJQHQikw1P1uMnIJ085gnzpf+IZdcvVVLhCaehA0zfum6Tt0+zxq8fbf9u6Ss9EwOBwefnozOBmtNrtJXpCXZI8E5B05IR/JKZkSTnLynfwgP72x98UDb7a86vVWPc/JGrzyD1F71bE=</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="SJdCZfJ4cup9hgHfVEMm4H9qZM8=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="9zS8Rzq7eCac/LqzP8I68d8F2WM=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="WwKc7NplX0IcdFP/POWlSogb7zE=">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</latexit>

w
<latexit sha1_base64="Mc4sKacM5k2ABFxjVY1ecEGs/+U=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>
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rand_next()i + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

i + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

i + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

i + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="NhEu5XMMzFNaQ348QU4xNnAuvMs=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="NhEu5XMMzFNaQ348QU4xNnAuvMs=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="NhEu5XMMzFNaQ348QU4xNnAuvMs=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="NhEu5XMMzFNaQ348QU4xNnAuvMs=">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</latexit>

>> 19
<latexit sha1_base64="ezlujJjdw66AzuXKHw0N3TCDQws=">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</latexit>

Figure 6.3: RNG initialization and generation.

of (x, y, z, w) with environment variables, in each iteration, the left and the rightmost
internal state variables are repeatedly combined with bit-shifts and XOR operations to
compute the value of the internal state variable w , which is at the same time the gen-
erated random number. Note that the generated randomness is directly taken from the
internal state without any output transformation and thus leaks the state information
to the outside. The content of the remaining three state variables is shifted by one field
to the left, thus the next random number directly depends on the last random number
generated and the one from three iterations ago.

While rand_next() generates a 32-bit value, its output is truncated when used for
the source port and IP ID to the lower 16 bits. Mirai also rejects values lower than 1024
when setting the source port to avoid privileged ports, as well as when the generated
target is part of specific IP ranges the malware author chose to skip. The excerpt shows
that a new value is drawn if an IP address on the local loopback address (127.0.0.0/8), the
15.0.0.0/8, and 16.0.0.0/8 netblocks. These lists are hardcoded in the source, figure 6.2
shows a truncated list for readability.

6.3. RELATED WORK
Over the past two decades, security researchers have tried to identify, analyze and mit-
igate botnets. One of the first of its kind was Cooke et al. [6], who demonstrated that
the activity of botnets might be captured and analyzed by deploying honeypots. While
research has studied botnet identification and mitigation, limited focus has been put
into analyzing why some botnets are more successful than others and how the increase
in botnets has prompted botmasters to compete with each other for control of devices.
The relative ease of building botnets and their disruptive power rallied researchers to
create detection and mitigation methods for this threat. Although many methods have
been proposed [7–12], the continuous evolution of botnets remains a constant challenge
for the disruption of these networks [13–17].

One such evolution is the use of poorly configured Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices
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to build a botnet, which has since gained a lot of attention from the security community
[18–23]. When the source code of the IoT-based botnet Mirai was publicly shared [4],
new actors could bootstrap their botnet with ease. Antonakakis et al. [3] gave the first
comprehensive understanding of this botnet and the effect of the shared source code,
describing that new, specialized variants spawned off from Mirai. We build on this large
foundation of studies to show these evolutions’ impact and how botmasters evolve to
trump their competition.

While the source code leak of Mirai enabled many actors to join the IoT game, the
raised awareness of these new threats prompted device owners to protect their devices
[24]. As a result, the share of devices available to actors has decreased. As the scale of
a botnet is important for its monetization [25], by for example using the computation
power of infected devices for cryptocurrency mining [26], botmasters have found an in-
creasing number of ways to infect devices. While new infection vectors have been added
to also the descendants of Mirai [3], the most commonly probed service is still the telnet
port used in the original version of Mirai [27]. The impact of these evolutions on botnets’
size and geographic distribution has yet to be evaluated in the scientific community.

Several works have analyzed the structure and infrastructure behind the original Mi-
rai IoT botnet. [23] show the communication pattern between Mirai bots and loader, and
show how Hajime has evolved beyond the original Mirai. [28] performed a forensic anal-
ysis of the original Mirai botnet, among others, on encoded user credentials. The authors
call upon further research to focus on the customizations of Mirai to find these artifacts
in them as well. [22] has provided an overview of a handful of Mirai variants, among
them Hajime, Persirai, and Brickerbot, show how these variants are used and how they
have changed their infection behavior from the original Mirai botnet. Furthermore, [29]
found there to be many different password combinations in use by various IoT malware,
[30] showed a link between password lists and used tooling during brute-forcing. Similar
to the other related work, these papers have also not identified the differences in success
between botnets.

Other IoT botnets have also been examined by the security community, with [31] an-
alyzing the Hajime botnet in-depth, [32] surveying the BlackIoT botnet and many reports
from industry [33–36]. Similar to the works on the original Mirai botnet, these papers fo-
cus on one botnet and do not analyze the effect of multiple botnets competing for the
same IoT devices.

In this work, we go beyond state of the art by answering two major questions that
were put up but remained unanswered in previous work. First, what is the interaction
and competitive behavior of the plethora of IoT and specifically Mirai malware strains in
the wild? And second, which factors determine how successful a particular malware can
spread?

We extend the work of Antonakakis et al. [3] and in this paper additionally inves-
tigate the evolution of Mirai-based botnets and how these adaptations relate to the re-
gions they infect. We do this by introducing a novel way to identify the exact moment a
device was compromised, a technique that we also use to track the lifetime of an infec-
tion, which allows us to trace the infection characteristics of Mirai and its descendants
accurately.
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Dataset Size Purpose
(Jan-Mar 18)

Telescope 1.2 TB Infected devices, RNG analysis
Honeypots 213 GB Variant+behavior identification, credentials,

staging servers
Netflows 569 GB Verification and coverage analysis,

blacklisting analysis

Table 6.1: Datasets used in this study.

6.4. DATASET
The analysis in this paper is made possible through the combination of three datasets
listed in table 6.1, each capturing a different aspect of the worldwide phenomenon of
an IoT botnet. First, we use a large network telescope to capture the scanning behavior
at the scale of infected Mirai instances looking for other vulnerable hosts. Second, we
operate an installation of 7,500 honeypots to determine which particular strain an IoT
device is infected with. And third, we use operator netflows to assess the behavior of the
botnet at large. We will describe each of these datasets in more detail in the following.

Telescope. As soon as a Mirai variant infects a device, it immediately scans the Inter-
net for other vulnerable hosts. This scanning routine is based on specifically crafted and
injected packets and thus displays some implementation particularities. For instance,
the malware will always set the TCP sequence number to the destination IP. On startup,
a Mirai instance picks random values for window size and source port it will use for every
packet until the infection is removed. This allows us to link incoming packets to those
potentially sent by Mirai.

To confidently arrive at an estimate of how many and which devices are potentially
infected by Mirai, we use a large network telescope consisting of three partially popu-
lated /16 networks with ∼65,000 IP addresses. These dark IP addresses will only receive
scans and Internet backscatter, which can be easily separated based on the TCP SYN or
SYN+ACK flags [37]. As Mirai’s target selection is random, the large size of the telescope
– we monitor about one in 65,000 IP addresses on the Internet – will allow us to quantify
and track how long infections are active.

The Honeytrack IoT system. While the telescope provides a basis for counting and
tracking a particular infection based on header values, it does not reveal which malware
strain has currently infected a device. For this, we developed a distributed honeypot sys-
tem consisting of an endpoint agent and a backend environment visualized in figure 6.4.
The agent listens on TCP port 23 and transparently tunnels incoming packets to an en-
vironment where IoT devices are emulated. Incoming requests are randomly allocated
to one of eight system images (based on the most common banners in a Censys telnet
survey), exposing a fully functional (high engagement) but virtualized IoT device. Once
a connection is made, the same IP will always be connected to the same device again,
which is subsequently serialized to preserve state if the attacker would be coming back.

For 6 weeks, we deployed 7,500 honeypots in 3 home ISP networks, 2 network ranges
of a public cloud, and three network ranges of an enterprise network where they were
interleaved on unused IPs between active systems so that the honeypots would blend
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Figure 6.4: The Honeytrack system routes compromization requests into a separate, virtualized environment.

in. For this, we sought permission from the network owners via the established ap-
proval mechanisms. The installation recorded a total of 300,000,000 login attempts from
203,920 unique sources, which during the brute-forcing would reveal their hard-coded
password list as well as the malware strain. This is possible as the Mirai botnet does
not immediately test whether it has successfully logged in with one of the passwords it
has sent. Instead, the malware sends a username/password combination followed by
a set of commands, the last one being /bin/busybox MIRAI to the tested device. This
has two purposes. If the username/password combination was correct, the command
string gets executed. If none of the credentials worked, the busybox command is just
another username. If the credentials were correct and the command executed, a router
running busybox would respond with “MIRAI: applet not found”, while a host without
would throw an error. Mirai thus knows from the response whether a credential was cor-
rect, and the system runs busybox. When later botmasters recycled Mirai’s source code
to change their own IoT variants, they changed the busybox string. By providing a lo-
gin and a working shell environment, we can thus track with Honeytrack which variant
attacks and whether it was modified to contain different or new credentials.

To assess the role of Mirai and its variants in the entire spectrum of actors targeting
telnet and the IoT, we tracked all source IPs that scanned or attempted login over the
whole observation period. 87% of all source IPs exhibited Mirai’s special way of crafting
packets, thus making this particular IoT malware family the dominant player and most
relevant phenomena in the IoT malware arena. For this reason, we have made Mirai and
its variants the focus of the discussion in this paper.

Netflows. The above two datasets show which malware strains are currently de-
ployed at which IoT device around the world. To also understand what these devices
are doing and how the support infrastructure works, we also use netflows from a Tier 1
network operator. To preserve the privacy of the end users, the source and destination
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IP addresses are masked using the prefix-preserving anonymization scheme presented
in [38], proven to be semantically secure. This AES masking key is only known to the
operator, which does provide us with a mapping of IP addresses that attacked us to their
anonymized counterparts. The data access procedure was cleared with the correspond-
ing protection authority of the operator. This setup protects the identity of particular
clients, but at the same time, does allow us to understand in which networks and coun-
tries particular variants are raging.

6.5. ATTACKING A LOW ENTROPY PRNG
Although the PRNG of Mirai is relatively simple, it creates good quality output. The cycle
length has a period of 296−1, and the output passes the Dieharder test suite [39, 40]. Still,
LFSRs are not equivalent to cryptographic RNGs and are inherently vulnerable, and the
lack of a suitable output transformation effectively leaks the internal state via the gen-
erated randomness. If enough consecutive bits become observable, it allows the predic-
tion of future results.

The LFSR used within Mirai depends on four internal state-keeping variables, which
means that if we were to learn four consecutive random values, we could predict all fu-
ture ones. Observing four complete consecutive values is, however, impossible since
the rand_next() function is used not only in the packet generation but also elsewhere,
and the 32-bit output is truncated to 16-bits when setting the IP ID or source port. If
we were to obtain two Mirai scan packets back-to-back, we would thus learn twice 32
bit RNG output from the destination IP and twice 16 bits from the IP ID. However, as IP
addresses are hit randomly, it is unlikely that two consecutive packets hit our telescope
or honeypots. Still, as two subsequent calls to rand_next() are used in the creation of a
single packet, we can efficiently confirm a correct state guess as the likelihood to obtain
a 32-bit, and a 16-bit match is vanishingly low.

Attacking the seed. Any PRNG is only as good as the entropy it has been seeded with.
Even a cryptographically strong PRNG can be broken when initialized with (largely) pre-
dictable data. Such insufficient entropy is another problem in Mirai’s home-grown de-
sign. Upon startup of the thread, the router fills the internal state variables with four
values: (1) the epoch in seconds, (2) the process ID, (3) the parent process ID, and (4)
the number of clock ticks since the launch of the program. In theory, combining these
four values could provide 94 bits of entropy on a 32 bit system. In practice, however, the
entropy of the random numbers is lower due to several conceptual and implementation
mistakes:

• time(NULL) returns the time in seconds since January 1, 1970. As Mirai imme-
diately starts to send packets at a high rate, the startup time will be very close to
the time of the first arriving packets, especially in a telescope. Even if we very con-
servatively assume that the device has been infected for 24h before we see the first
packet, this would imply a mere 16 bits of entropy. Our measurements have shown
this to be much shorter in practice, with the first attack packets reach us on average
within 15 minutes after startup.

• Before the RNG is initialized, the process is forked to create a dedicated thread for
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scanning. As a fork is essentially the start of a new program, the number of clock
ticks elapsed starts at 0 for the child process. By the time the RNG is seeded, only
four instructions have been executed. This reduces 32 bits of potential entropy to
just a handful of bits. In glibc prior to version 2.18, which is frequently used in
IoT devices, the resolution of clock() was limited to a granularity of 10,000 ticks.
Thus, at this stage in the program, possible values are either 0 or 10,000, reducing
the entropy to just 1 bit.

• The state y is set to the process ID XORed with the parent process ID. While both
process IDs are 15 bits, the combination of both also has 15 bits of entropy.

Due to these issues, the 94-bit seed has in practice only 32 bits of entropy. We can
analytically derive which bits in the four registers contain entropy. However, given that
LFSRs can be efficiently computed, it is trivial to brute force the remaining 32 bits and
evaluate the sequence to find a value pair where the 16 bits used in the source port and
window size match the output.

As the source port and window size only provide the last 16 bits generated, multiple
seeds in our search space will generate these numbers in correct succession. To verify
which of the matching combinations is the actual seed, we can generate the sequence
of numbers and verify if this matches packets coming into the telescope. In these se-
quences, we can identify whether an IP ID and destination IP address are generated
consecutively and repeat the process until we have only one candidate seed left, the right
seed. In most cases, we only have to generate the sequence until the first IP address to
find the correct seed. Generating the sequence until the first observed IP address is a
process that will terminate for the correct seed, but for incorrect seeds, it will run in the
worst case indefinitely. The number of steps we have to take depends on the statisti-
cal likelihood to be hit by a Mirai infected device, and as our telescope contains more
than 216 IP addresses, a fully random scan would target one of our IPs after, on average
215 steps. For 99% certainty that a seed is not correct, we can stop our verification if it
does not generate the first observed combination from the telescope within 225 steps.
Therefore, program execution can be halted soon without potentially losing candidate
solutions and yields the seed within 100 milliseconds.

6.6. MIRAI’S BATTLE OVER THE IOT
The attack on the random number generator and the ability to efficiently compute the
seed value allows us to characterize the current state and behavior of Mirai infections
worldwide. When receiving scan and brute-forcing attempts into our telescope and hon-
eypots, we can determine the exact moment when a particular IoT device was infected.
Since packets have the same random source port and window size, we can relate all sub-
sequent interactions to a specific infection of which we know the variant type from the
honeypot interactions. Finally, as soon as no further connection attempts appear within
the expected inter-arrival time, we can tag the device as cleaned again due to a reboot or
being patched by the owner. We will use this method to look at the lifetime of infections,
first the infection characteristics in general, and second operational aspects such as the
regional biases and other modifications that have been introduced into the source code
by later botmasters.
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Variant Hosts Variant Hosts

1 MIORI 75,249 6 MASUTA 5,338
2 MIRAI 62,235 7 NGRLS 5,113
3 JOSHO 23,487 8 SORA 4,631
4 daddyl33t 12,583 9 RBGLZ 4,076
5 Cult 5,621 10 OWARI 2,201

Table 6.2: Unique hosts for the top 10 advertised botnets.
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Figure 6.5: Marketshare of advertised variants.

In total, we received scanning and credential brute-forcing from 203,920 hosts that
matched the Mirai fingerprint. This number is significantly lower than the peak size of
Mirai in 2017 [3], but we find a similar total number as the 200,000 - 300,000 reported by
[3]. While our honeypots would welcome any telnet traffic, we see that with 87% of all
telnet compromisation attempts, Mirai and its siblings are the dominant players in the
IoT malware arena. Table 6.2 lists the top variants and how many hosts were observed
in our study, the largest one infecting more than 75,000 hosts. We have identified 39
variants in total, with only the top 10 being advertised from more than 2,000 hosts during
our study. The complete list of variants covered in this paper is in the appendix.

6.6.1. INFECTION CHARACTERISTICS

As Mirai spreads like a worm, the growth of the infections is in principle exponential but
is naturally bounded by the total number of vulnerable machines. After the rapid expan-
sion, the infection will reach a steady-state or die out depending on the parameters of
injection and curing. Indeed, Antonakakis et al. [3] show that Mirai rapidly grew in size
at the beginning, but after a while, the total number of infected devices fluctuated be-
tween 200,000 and 300,000. When we measure Mirai a year later, we still find the ecosys-
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Figure 6.6: Lifetime distribution of variants over time, normalized per variant. Red shows peak per hour, blue
shows little hosts being infected by the variant.

tem of Mirai-infected IoT devices in a steady-state, except the infected population, has
significantly decreased.

Epidemiologically speaking, the memory-bound infection follows a mixed SIS (Susceptible-
Infected-Susceptible) or SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) process [41]. When we
measure the infection rate, we see that, on average, 27,182 devices are newly infected
each day with a standard deviation of 18,381. With the curing rate being almost iden-
tical – 26,757 devices are cleaned up every day with 19,153 as standard deviation –, it is
clear why the ecosystem is in a steady state. We empirically determine a basic repro-
duction number of R0 = 1.0033, which is surprisingly low given the aggressive scanning
and infection behavior and barely enough for the worm to sustain itself. As Mirai targets
IPs randomly, it is highly unlikely for pockets of undiscovered, vulnerable devices to still
exist, hence new infections can only come from newly introduced vulnerable devices or
from taking over devices from someone else.

Indeed, we find that the battle over the Internet of Things is largely a zero-sum game,
with significantly fluctuating market shares between variants. Figure 6.5 shows the dis-
tribution of infected devices over the largest botnets, which surprisingly shows that the
original Mirai is today only one player among many, and variants that evolved from it
have gained significant market share. Surprisingly so, this competition between Mirai
variants has received only little attention to date. When we count the number of devices
infected by a particular strain at any given moment, we see momentary explosions in ac-
tivity, where a lot of hosts suddenly get infected by a new variant. As shown in figure 6.6,
this is especially true for smaller strains such as Cult, MASUTA, or OWARI, but even the
main players in the ecosystem experience frequent jolts in installation size. These spikes
are counterintuitive, as brute-forcing from thousands of infected hosts towards random
IPs should lead to a continuous influx of new infections. We can explain the loaders and
reboots as we show later.

TRANSITIONS BETWEEN BOTNETS

While new IoT devices are constantly being added to the Internet, awareness and im-
proved security (such as omitting open admin interfaces or default credentials) should
reduce the attack surface over time. This would mean that to increase their botnet, bot-
masters could, in the long run, only grow by compromising existing devices, potentially
already under the control of another botmaster. Indeed, we already observe this, with
infections rarely occurring on “fresh” devices and 88.5% of all new infections on systems
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that have been exploited previously.
Botmasters do not want to share an infected device with other botnets, so when a

botnet infects a device, one of its first actions is to kill processes such as telnet and ssh
that can be used to infect this device. While this ensures that the device cannot be ac-
cessed after infection, once the infection is removed from the device – typically after a
reboot – it will be vulnerable again. Such reinfections happen comparatively fast, the
average duration to be reinfected is 1 day and 9 hours, with a standard deviation of 4
days and 7 hours. We determined the type of device based on daily IPv4 banner grabs
from Shodan and Censys. Surprisingly, we see that routers frequently reset in practice,
and remain infected for only 12 hours (standard deviation 89 hours). Still, takeovers can
happen if the telnet port was not exposed to TCP port 23 but to port 2323. While Mi-
rai brute forces on both ports, it only eliminates programs listening on port 23. These
devices can hence be “stolen” from other adversaries.

Figure 6.7 shows such takeover behavior for one example device. The device is reset
on multiple occasions, indicated by the red triangles, but immediately reinfected. From
the figure we see that this particular device is mostly reinfected with the same malware,
but frequently another variant takes over. In the time between reboot and reinfection,
IoT devices are up for grabs. Figure 6.9 shows the transition behavior between infections
for all devices after a reboot for four of the major variants encountered. It shows that bot-
nets do at a global scale lose some IoT devices towards other major players, however, in
most cases, the reinfections happen with the same malware strain. This is made possible
as successful login attempts are reported to the C&C server, thus providing the botmaster
with a list of good credentials and facilitating easy reinfection. This feature was already
part of the original Mirai. As the reinfections by the same malware are so successful, it
might be the case that botmasters actually use the alive pings sent to the C&C server to
monitor whether a device is still active or has dropped off infect the device again. By
monitoring and reinfecting devices in this manner, they could preempt another botnet
from taking over the device. While we do find indications for this hypothesis given that
the average time for a device to be reinfected with the same malware is only 1.5 hours
instead of the average infection time of 1 day and 9 hours, it is impossible to prove this
by merely observing the ecosystem.

Figure 6.9 however, also shows that a large portion of devices is never infected again
after cleanup, denoted by an edge going to the “end” node. As it is unlikely for a device
not to be invaded or reinfected, the device is most likely secured by its owner. In total,
175k devices are infected by only one variant throughout this study, whereas 28k devices
were taken over at least once.

Without information about “infectable” devices, the only way for botnets to locate
victims is based on port scanning. As Mirai performs scanning based on randomly cho-
sen candidate IPs, the largest botnets should be most likely to find these restarted devices
to add them to their network and would therefore need the least time to find and infect
a device that another malware has just cleaned up. Figure 6.10 shows the probability
density function for different variants and shows that the larger the variant, the quicker
it takes over a device. Size does matter: we find a strong negative correlation between
the original size of a botnet and the time it takes to accumulate new devices and grow,
that with a Pearson coefficient of -0.501 (p < 0.01) can explain half of the difference in
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Figure 6.7: Devices get cleaned up and get reinfected by the same malware variant, until another variant takes
over on the restart of a device.

Figure 6.8: Concurrent infections on 1 IP. The first started 10 days before the second, in mid Jan our setup
launched and registered both variants.

infection behavior between strains.

CONCURRENT INFECTIONS

To gain exclusivity over a device, the Mirai malware shuts down all processes running
on ports 22, 23 and 80, and binds itself to these ports to prevent other processes from
doing so. While this is an effective way of keeping others out, it does not fully eliminate
the possibility of other bots attacking certain devices. As telnet is a protocol that receives
much-unsolicited traffic [42], network operators sometimes bind their telnet not to port
23 but port 2323. The original Mirai takes this into account by scanning port 2323 in
every 10th scanning packet. While the scanning part takes this into account, the port
killing part of the source code does not. Therefore, devices using port 2323 as their telnet
port will continue to present an open port even after infection. Figure 6.8 shows a host
being infected with two variants at the same time, XWIFZ and AKUMA, before restarting
and getting infected afterward with other variants. In total, we observe 8.9% of the total
infected devices being infected by multiple variants at one time. Note that this behavior
results from a co-infection and not of two devices behind a NAT, when the packet gener-
ation of both stops simultaneously. In [43], we further elaborate on the issue of NATs and
show how the faulty RNG can be used to identify NATs, and thus can be used to quantify
IP churn across the Internet.
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Figure 6.9: Device transitions between botnets in percentage of out-degree over the entire data collection pe-
riod.

While this oversight in the Mirai source code transfers to most of its descendants,
several malware authors tried to understand the inner workings and have removed this
oversight from their codebase. When looking at the variants present on concurrently
infected devices, we can identify several variants that successfully kill their competitors
and lock them out. While MIORI and JOSHO are present on 5680 and 3726 concurrently
infected devices, we find no rivals when MASUTA and SORA are running, showing them
more effective in stopping competition.

COMPATIBILITY OF MALWARE

While botnet size significantly influences its ability to infect new victims, we also see ma-
jor differences in infection characteristics between different countries and autonomous
systems (ASes). Figure 6.11 shows the duration a particular strain has control over a given
device until it reboots, for a selection of ASes which more than 1,000 compromised de-
vices. While the average duration of infection is relatively short, there are major outliers
where a large share of IoT malware can hold on to devices for up to a week or longer. As
can be seen on the box plots, average values of infection times are not a good measure
to understand the behavior of IoT malware, given the sheer number of these outliers
and their deviation from the mean. Not only are the distributions highly heterogeneous,
but we also see the emergence of clusters, indicating that there are groups with similar
behavior.

We can clarify this behavior better if we look at infection characteristics not only
from the perspective of the victim device but in symbiosis with a particular malware
strain. Figure 6.12 breaks down the infection duration for one of the ASes with large out-
liers. Here, we see that the time a particular malware strain holds a device captive is
vastly different. In AS9121, MIORI and MASUTA are largely unsuccessful in maintaining
a foothold, and devices reboot on average after 106 and 32 minutes. The fact that in 99%
of cases neither malware runs longer than 239 minutes on vulnerable IoT devices within
this AS before the device resets and is later infected by something else, suggests some
incompatibility of this malware or the way it is used with a particular type of host pre-
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Figure 6.10: Probability density function of the time for a variant to take over a device previously “owned” by
another.

dominantly used in this network. We can rule out that this behavior results from coor-
dinated cleanup activities or some centralized reboots due to a power outage, as devices
eventually and at different times fall victim again. As we see from the graph, it appears
that JOSHO is a more suitable IoT malware for this AS, while the best performance is
achieved by Hajime with an average infection duration 9 times larger than the average
for this AS, and even the shorter Hajime infections outperforming the best performers of
the other IoT malware by far. We find similar heterogeneity for many ASes and malware
types. It seems that malware frequently causes issues, and reboots of IoT devices can be
attributed not just to external influences (user reboots, power outages, updates, etc.) but
to a significant degree to the malware itself.

6.6.2. CUSTOMIZATION AND EVOLUTION
Different types of malware seem to work better or worse depending on the AS devices
are located in. Once an IoT device reboots, it is just a matter of time before it is re-
discovered and reinfected. As shown previously, the larger a botnet is, the faster it can
locate routers to potentially infect. This makes it hard for new botnets to enter the “mar-
ket” and compete successfully for vulnerable devices. In response to this, it would make
sense for botmasters to customize their strategy where to look for victims and localize
productive niches to exploit [26]. On the one hand, such customization could be done
by only targeting the address space of particular ASes, or on the other hand, be done
based on curating credential lists. Using open-source intelligence, actors could identify
default username/password combinations for devices that occur frequently but are not
so mainstream that other botmasters might target them.

REGIONAL BIASES

One way of creating a niche in which a botnet can thrive is by targeting devices, not in
demand by others. In the case of Mirai, which sole attack vector is the use of weak cre-
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Figure 6.11: Infection times per AS with more than 1,000 infections, showing large differences between the
infection times of different ASes.

Figure 6.12: Infection times of different variants on AS9121, showing large differences of variants within ASes.
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Figure 6.13: Regional infections per variant, normalized over the total number of seen IoT devices in a country.
Several show heavy biases, mainly due to targeted password lists.

dentials, the way to target new devices would be to add a new username and password
combinations that no other variant uses.

An effective approach would be to include credentials used by a significant number
of devices as their default. With devices such as routers deployed in bulk by telecom
operators to their customers, the location of these devices can be heavily biased to a
region. When a variant targets such a device, it would grow its influence in a specific
geographic location. In figure 6.13, the distribution per country is plotted for different
Mirai variants. The biggest botnets, MIORI and Mirai, occur widely. Others, however,
such as AKUMA and MASUTA, are heavily biased toward Japan and Vietnam, respec-
tively. This imbalance stems from the credentials: AKUMA includes 17 unique username
and password combinations not seen in other variants, including the combination “ad-
min,oelinux123”. This combination is targeted at the EE 4GEE HH70 ROUTER, a mo-
bile WiFi router especially popular in Japan. Masuta, on the other hand, has only one
unique combination: “root,00000”, the default credentials used to log in to an old DVR.
After adding this, the MASUTA botnet took over 2645 hosts in Vietnam in one single day,
growing their botnet by a factor 4 from 810 infected to 3455 hosts.

INCREASING YOUR MARKET SHARE

Specializing on ASes pays off when one can find networks with a large number of vulner-
able devices. After the initial foothold, variants seem to effectively maintain the majority
share of an AS, making the initial foothold even more important. Botmasters can op-
timize their botnet for certain ASes by changing the credential list and removing those
that will not be successful as bots execute a limited number of login attempts. By doing
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Name R p
MASUTA -0.064 <0.1
Cult -0.086 <0.05
OWARI -0.120 <0.001
daddyl33t -0.124 <0.001
XWIFZ -0.140 <0.001
dwickedgod -0.170 <0.001
MIORI -0.172 <0.001
MIRAI -0.179 <0.001
HAJIME -0.188 <0.001
JOSHO -0.206 <0.001
OBJPRN -0.663 <0.001

Table 6.3: Correlation between botnet size and its growth.

AS R p

Frontier Communications of America Inc. -0.519 < 0.001
asn for Heilongjiang Provincial Net of CT -0.511 < 0.001
Ratt Internet Kapacitet i Sverige AB -0.501 < 0.001
Bredband2 AB -0.484 < 0.001
Bredbandsson AB -0.475 < 0.001

Viettel Group -0.129 < 0.001
OPTAGE Inc. -0.127 < 0.001
Jupiter Telecommunications Co. Ltd. -0.123 < 0.001
Jupiter Telecommunication Co. Ltd -0.119 < 0.001
NTT Communications Corporation -0.104 < 0.01

Table 6.4: Correlation between the size of an AS and its growth, ordered by coefficient for the top and bottom 5
ASes.

so, the effectiveness in other ASes might be impacted due to the deletion of important
credentials. For MIORI, Mirai and JOSHO, we have observed infected devices belong-
ing to the same variant from several ASes brute-forcing our honeypots using different
password lists, showing that malware authors diversify and launch different versions to
maximize effectiveness.

Another way to grow a botnet is by better targeting the scanning activity towards
vulnerable devices. While Mirai chose to send packets to either port 23, or with 10%
probability to 2323, we observe botmasters removing either one of the two to make the
scan more focused towards one port. Removing 2323 does, in theory, make sense, as
Shodan reports there are more than 20 times as many devices on port 23 than on 2323.
We classify a host actively avoiding a port when we have observed 44 packets but none on
the considered port, as this gives us a 99% chance the port should have been observed,
and find that mainly variants of Mirai and JOSHO avoiding port 2323 with 7484 and 4558
hosts only scanning 23. On the other hand, we find 105 hosts belonging to MASUTA only
targeting port 2323. For hosts avoiding port 2323, we find no difference in distribution
over ASes.
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Figure 6.14: Passwords adoption between variants. Outgoing edges denote a credential adoption, edges are
colored in the color of the variant they came from.

WATCHING AND LEARNING FROM YOUR COMPETITORS

If such strategies are fruitful and actors are aware of the success, we would assume those
with a competitive advantage to proliferate. As unique passwords are one success factor,
we tracked how Mirai variants introduced new credentials during our study and whether
others would adopt these combinations to their codebase.

Figure 6.14 shows password adoption behavior of the largest Mirai variants and the
smaller but particularly noteworthy strains MM and OBJORN. The size of the connec-
tions shows the number of passwords that get transferred from one to the other, with the
color of the edge denoting the variant that pioneered the password. What immediately
springs out is that all variants except Mirai engage in password adoption but that the two
largest botnets predominantly operate on credentials they have pioneered themselves.
Mirai does not introduce external credentials, and the other large player, MIORI, bor-
rows a minor share only from Mirai. Overall, smaller botnets are generally much more
likely to pick up passwords (MATOS/MM/OBJPRN) rather than being innovative on their
own. Even more surprisingly, we see that copying behavior follows some form of hier-
archy. The large botnets only feed on other large botnets but not smaller ones. There
are also clear preferred relationships, for instance, passwords used in the variant Cult
predominantly originate from JOSHO.
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Figure 6.15: Infection distribution for AS4134 per hour, in percentage of infected devices per variant. The AS is
highly dominated by MIORI, others only hold a small percentage.

KEEPING THE NET ALIVE

If a large botnet is amassed, the worm-like structure of the botnet should ideally be able
to sustain the loss of devices by growing at least as fast as they decay. The authors in
[3] refer to this as the stable state and find that at the end of their measurement period,
the overall size of the Mirai botnet was shrinking. When looking at the different strains,
we also observe all variants shrink over time, and there is an overall negative correlation
between the size of a botnet and its growth (r = -0.16, p < 0.01). Table 6.3 shows these
correlations per variant and shows large differences between the variants, where large
ones such as Mirai, MIORI, and JOSHO are below average, but others such as OBJPRN
are much less likely to survive. The survival rate of a botnet seems to be dependent on
the time it takes for bots to find a victim to brute force, giving a correlation of r = -0.516
with p = .02 between the correlation scores in Table 6.3 and the average time between
brute force attempts on our honeypots from a single infected host.

Table 6.4 shows the growth rates of the top and bottom performing ASes in our study.
We confirm the findings by [3], who showed a decline in the number of bots on certain
ASes. We have not observed ASes with a positive correlation between the number of
infected devices and the growth of this number. This shows that the botnets are slowly
losing their grip on IoT devices.

LOADING INFRASTRUCTURE

Devices infected by Mirai are used to scan the Internet to help infect new devices by
brute-forcing passwords. After the correct credentials are found, and the device has
logged in, the credentials are sent to a server responsible for the infection of new devices
[3, 23]. Figure 6.16 shows this process. Making a centralized server responsible for the
infection makes it easier to update the software loaded onto new devices or customize
infections if new devices are discovered.

Identifying these loading infrastructures is trivial, as they always immediately pro-
vide the correct credentials when they log in to our honeypots and never input false
credentials. If infections occurred from the infected devices themselves, these would
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Figure 6.16: In Mirai’s loading infrastructure, bots identify devices where they can log in (1). These are then
reported to a loading server (2), which then performs the infection (3).

need at least several tries to guess the correct combination before loading the malware
onto the device. By identifying the bot that has successfully brute-forced the password
that is later sent by the loading infrastructure, we can identify which variant connects
to which loading IP address. Figure 6.17 shows IP addresses used for loading the mal-
ware on devices and the bot variant responsible for letting the server know the correct
password. Each colored circle represents a loading server, where the color indicates the
variant it spreads and the size of the number of installations it does, respectively. Indi-
vidual dots mark the IP address of an infected device, the line to a circle which loading
server it provided the credentials to. The color of the line represents the malware variant
the infected IP had at that moment. We find that XWIFZ and AKUMA both use many
loading servers relative to other malware strains. Even more surprisingly, we see that a
large portion of this infrastructure base is shared, as either a bot of AKUMA or XWIFZ
has brute-forced a password correctly before one of these loaders logged in. For MIRAI
we can observe a few small clusters, using the variant name MIRAI as its loader, while in
the original source code [5] the loader for MIRAI identified itself with the ECCHI string,
which means that actors also adapt the software in the backend.

Almost all variants use centralized loading servers and are prone to takedowns and
IP-based blocking of enabling infrastructure. To limit the risk of a takedown or block,
botmasters might opt to change their loading infrastructure by regularly using DNS. In
practice, however, we do not see this behavior in any centralized variant, as identified
loading servers have been active over the entire period our honeypots were active. Only
two variants have significantly changed their loading infrastructure and use the bots
to scan and perform the infection, making these botnets significantly harder to block.
One of these botnets, identified by eight random characters as variant names, spreads
its loading servers throughout the network and cycles them around, making it hard to
identify and block them.

Mirai’s source code included the original loader used by Mirai, which consequently
was copied by its descendants. As with the password lists, the loading code has been
altered by some of the variants to remove indicators from the issued commands [44].
Alterations include the original ECCHI variant string, file names created on the system,
and the entire loading procedure. These alterations extend into the commands issued by
the bots after a compromisation, where some variants already request more data from
the device such as the "/proc/mounts" file. Table 6.5 shows the changes made by dif-
ferent variant authors in these criteria and shows that full customization is rare. Ad-
ditionally, the last two loader services are shown in figure 6.17 change their command
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Figure 6.17: Identified loading servers for several variants. Edges denote successful brute force attempts and
are colored by the variant of the brute-forcing bot.

structure over time. We first identify the server “RBGLZ;rm;ACWCD” as variant ACWCD,
but the server changes the loader code and its identifier over time. The loader server for
“rm;daddyl33t” behaves the same, first identifying with daddyl33t, and later changing
the commands sent from the infrastructure. Curiously, both modified the identification
string to include commands.

HONEYPOT EVASION

In our discussion of the source code, we have pointed out that Mirai skipped over IP
addresses it randomly generated if they would fall within a particular range. The original
Mirai blocked probes to multicast ranges or invalid addresses, such as 0.0.0.0/8, as
well as selected large organizational networks such as the Department of Defense and
the US Postal Service.

To remain undetected and speed up the scanning process by skipping known IP ad-
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Name Loader Load via Loader Bot shell
name bots commands entries

XWIFZ X
RipPEEP X X X
PUTIN X
HAJIME X X X X
daddyl33t X
8-characters X X X

Table 6.5: Changes in bot and loader code across variants from the original Mirai source code.

Network Akiru AKUMA JOSHO MIRAI MIORI OWARI RBGLZ SORA

E
n

te
r.

authors1 /16 X X X X
authors2 /16 X X X X
authors3 /16 X X X X X X X

C
lo

u
d 165.227/16 X X X X X X X X

167.99/16 X X X X X X X X
172.31/16 X X X X X X X

H
o

m
e 80.114/16 X X X X X X

83.172/16 X X X X X X X

Table 6.6: Honeypot locations hit by variants of Mirai.

dresses that are not of interest, adversaries can update the blocklist to include these IP
ranges. To quantify to which extent malware variants update and utilize blocklisting, we
distributed our honeypot agents in 8 different /16 networks assigned to Internet Service
Providers, public clouds, and one enterprise network. By comparing incoming probes
across the different ranges coming from the same source during the same infection pe-
riod, we can quantify which Mirai variants update and customize their blocklists. Table
6.6 lists a selection of variants and the ranges we have observed them at. We see that
the largest malware MIRAI, MIORI, or JOSHO, show no discriminative behavior but that
smaller variants such as OWARI selectively exclude the enterprise range. Cloud providers
are attractive across all variants, even though one would not expect to find many IoT de-
vices in these networks. The ranges of DigitalOcean (165.227/16 and 169.99/16) are, for
example, not excluded by any single variant.

This blocklisting behavior indicates that adversaries are conscious about where to
find victims or where their activities might be monitored. Multiple variants perform
evasion, and the ranges they evade are similar, which could mean that all of these ac-
tors either research where infrastructure is located or that locations are shared among
actors. While the first reason is hard to verify, we have found evidence of these lists be-
ing shared online [45], labeled with the exact institutions or organizations these ranges
belong to. Additionally, a plethora of blocklists that can be readily put into source code
exists online, which block major Internet ranges.

Verifying Blocklists. We verify whether a variant blacklists additional IP addresses
in two ways: First, as Mirai’s target selection merely skips generated IP addresses if the
target appears on the list, we can use this feature and our ability to efficiently bruteforce
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the seed to selectively test which blacklist an actor is using. Whenever IP addresses are
skipped, the state of the RNG is advanced, and we can now test whether we can break
the seed and reproduce the sequence of probing packets given one of the lists we could
locate online. Second, we use netflows from a Tier-1 operator to verify that the bots do
indeed never probe the particular IP ranges.

We find that some botmasters go the extra mile of updating this part of the Mirai
source code. Akiru, OWARI, RBGLZ, and SORA have adopted customized blocklists,
whereas MIORI, AKUMA, and JOSHO run with the original Mirai algorithm. Especially
larger variants are not homogeneous, and there exists not just one version that identi-
fies itself as Mirai. 93% of all hosts infected by Mirai is running the source, but 7% have
adapted lists. Even within these, we find differences in behavior, with some of them
blocklisting some of the ranges we monitor but not others, while some versions block
more extensively.

6.7. LIMITATIONS
Infected devices had to connect to either our telescope or one of our 7,500 honeypots to
be detected by us. As discussed above, Mirai and its variants employ a blocklist, and there
may be variants that do not connect to any of the eight /16 networks we were present in.
To assess potential blind spots, the Tier1 operator collected the set of IP addresses that
showed brute-forcing behavior on telnet on a given day, which we compared against the
list of hosts that brute-forced us that day. This revealed 2.9% additional IP addresses that
were targeting hosts on the Internet via telnet but not present in our analysis, thus our
study provides an almost complete picture of telnet brute-forcing, with Mirai accounting
for 87% also a solid assessment of the Mirai ecosystem.

For this study, we define malware as Mirai-based given distinct features in the packet
generation process, such as a TCP sequence number - IP match and the fixed window
size and IP ID fixed for the session. While later botmasters copied the original Mirai
source code, they also introduced modifications. These were functional in nature, to in-
troduce new features or avoid certain ranges. Some may modify the packet generation
itself, such as randomizing every header value with an RNG unrelated to the original
one. These variants are not part of our analysis as they would not stand out based on
structural features. Given that the netflows reveal only very few IP addresses going af-
ter telnet but not in our honeypot dataset indicates that such deep modification would
rarely occur if at all.

6.8. CONCLUSION
After the source code of the Mirai botnet was shared, many new actors have sprung up
to take advantage of misconfigured IoT devices. In this work, we exploited a flaw in the
design and entropy of Mirai’s RNG, allowing us to track the exact infection time of a host
and track how infections are evolving. We observe a continuous battle over the Internet
of Things among different strains. We find that these IoT botnets on their own are not
self-sustaining. The success of malware variants depends on their installation size and
how well they seem adapted to occupy specific niches of vulnerable devices.
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7
TAKING DOWN MALICIOUS

ACTIVITY

Botnets often spread through massive Internet-wide scanning, identifying and infecting
vulnerable Internet-facing devices to grow their network. Taking down these networks is
often hard for law enforcement, and some people have proposed tarpits as a defensive
method because it does not require seizing infrastructure or rely on device owners to make
sure their devices are well-configured and protected. These tarpits are network services
that aim to keep a malware-infected device busy and slow down or eradicate the malicious
behavior.

This paper identifies a network-based tarpit vulnerability in stateless-scanning malware
and develops a tarpitting exploit. We apply this technique against malware based on the
Mirai scanning routine to identify whether tarpitting at scale is effective against contain-
ing the spread of self-propagating malware. We demonstrate that we can effectively trap
thousands of devices even in a single tarpit and that this significantly slows down botnet
spreading across the Internet and provide a simulation framework to simulate malware
spreading under various network conditions to apriori evaluate the effect of tarpits on a
particular malware. We show that the self-propagating malware could be contained with
the help of a few thousand tarpits without any measurable adverse impact on the com-
promise routers or Internet Service Providers, and we release our tarpitting solution as an
open platform to the community to realize this.

Parts of this chapter will be published as “Could you clean up the Internet with a Pit of Tar? Investigating tarpit
feasibility on the Mirai malware” by Griffioen, H., Doerr, C. in the IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy
(2023).
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7.1. INTRODUCTION
When connecting a host to the open Internet, it does not take long before the first con-
nection requests arrive. Probing for services such as SSH, telnet, DNS, or SIP, these are
part of continuous scanning activity from various actors, testing which IPs are active
on the Internet and which hosts may be compromised, used as amplifiers for attacks
or stolen from. If a computer responds to these requests, the machine may be inspected
further, either by the scanner itself or a second-stage device trying to establish a foothold
on the machine.

The bulk of the scanning and initial compromise activity comes from automated
tooling and scripts [1] that either rely on common passwords [2], attack services based
on pre-defined signatures, or blindly launch exploits directed at common and frequently
unpatched vulnerabilities. Given the plethora of Internet devices and generally low-
security awareness, it is only a matter of time before one of these attackers “gets lucky”.
As Internet-connected devices are often set up using weak, common, and insecure pass-
words [3] or are not updated to address vulnerabilities [4], there are enough victims to
make automated scanning and exploitation a profitable activity. This explains figures
such as [5] which report that 63% of Internet scans target port 23 and [6] that the portion
of malicious Internet traffic is heavily increasing.

As many insecure devices expose themselves on the Internet and automatic scan-
ning is both low effort and lucrative, neither problem will go away by itself on its own.
Today, botnets compromising of hundreds of thousands of low-powered devices [7] are
together capable of launching major distributed denial-of-service attacks [8], originate
SPAM [9], or participate in cryptocurrency fraud [10]. This poses the question of whether
it is possible to prevent large-scale exploitations with all their severe outcomes by ad-
dressing the link between perpetrator and victim: can we somehow influence that these
scripts do not efficiently find victim devices to exploit? As we cannot and do not want to
interfere with the network itself, we advertise decoy devices so that adversaries concen-
trate the bulk of their malicious activities on them and have, in turn, fewer resources to
go after real victims.

One of the key engineering principles to make high-speed scanning and exploitation
possible is that devices do not keep track of past and ongoing connection requests they
have sent [11]. As the book-keeping from making contact to an IP address and retrying
on a non-response would be way too slow to cover significant parts of the Internet, mod-
ern scanning tools blast out connection requests via raw sockets without actually going
through the operating system to establish a connection. If an answer comes back, the
tool checks based on header field values whether this response could be related to the
previous scan and hones in on those IP addresses that have responded.

In this paper, we exploit this design, and trick scanners to believe they have received
an answer from a device they have not even contacted. We utilize this flaw to collect
connection attempts from infected devices and actively respond to all these requests
from a decoy victim using these connection details. The decoy then traps the device at
the transport and application layer, and due to the single-threaded nature of these mal-
wares, brute-forcing does not continue elsewhere on the Internet. The malware will thus
be hindered in propagating further and ultimately decline. As we show in section 7.5, the
trapping of the malware does not impair the devices or the Internet connection of the in-
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Figure 7.1: A network telescope detects infected devices and informs a tarpit to offer itself as a decoy victim.
Honeypots measure the effect from reduced compromization activity.

fected users, and only adds insignificant additional traffic to the Internet. Through our
work, we make the following contributions:

• We are the first to evaluate the merits of tarpitting at scale against a real-world bot-
net and introduce a method to “trick” a stateless scanner into making connections
to a tarpit and evaluate how to traverse a NAT.

• We set up an operation to tarpit botnet connections that scan the Internet using
stateless-scanning techniques. We show that using a single decoy server, we can tie
up 48% of all Mirai-infected devices from further spreading the malware at the cost
of 35 Euro/month. With 45 Mbps sent from a single decoy, we cut brute-forcing
attempts on the Internet in half.

• We demonstrate that full containment of self-propagating malware is feasible in
practice based on experimental measurements and agent-based simulations and
open-source a multi-protocol tarpit allowing volunteers to join the containment
of botnets.
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Figure 7.2: Devices infected with Mirai scan the Internet for vulnerable hosts, and report their findings to a
loader.

7.2. BACKGROUND

The work put forward in this paper is applicable to the containment of any self-propagating
malware. In the following, we focus on the Mirai IoT malware as one of the most sig-
nificant Internet threats [12]. To understand why trapping would be effective in today’s
high-performance scanning routines, we first need to introduce some background about
the Mirai ecosystem and the way it selects its targets.

The Mirai Ecosystem - The Mirai IoT botnet is the result of three infrastructure com-
ponents: compromised IoT devices, the malware loader and a command & control server.
As shown in Figure 7.2, the core of the botnet consists of vulnerable IoT devices, which
are recruited to launch attacks on victims and play a key role in spreading the infection
further: Compromised hosts independently scan the Internet on TCP ports 23 and 2323
(1), and once they discover a host with an open telnet port, they start brute-forcing it
based on a fixed list of credentials (2). If some username/password combination has pro-
vided access, it is reported to a loader server (3), which then installs the Mirai malware
on the vulnerable device (4). Mirai is a volatile malware; in other words, the infection
only lasts until the device is rebooted or crashes. The device is then able to be infected
again. Infected IoT devices call back to a central command & control (C&C) server for
commands.

Scanning and Brute-Forcing Processes - Although the malware loader technically
makes the infection, Mirai behaves like a worm as the compromised devices are respon-
sible for discovering and breaking into additional victims. In order to spread effectively,
Mirai uses some architectural designs commonly found in high-performance port scan-
ning software such as ZMap or Masscan. As opening TCP sockets in the operating sys-
tem comes with significant overhead and the OS limits open connections, consecutively
making connections would be too inefficient. Instead, Mirai performs scanning based
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on RAW packet injection: the malware crafts TCP SYN packets to randomly generated
destination IPs and directly injects them into the network. If the destination IP is a device
listening on TCP port 23/2323, it will answer with a TCP SYN+ACK. Once a SYN+ACK is
received, the malware opens a “real” network socket to the destination and begins brute-
forcing. By avoiding opening connections for scanning, Mirai does not have to save any
internal state and therefore progresses fast; in our experiments, we saw IoT devices rou-
tinely scanning at speeds exceeding 8500 packets/second.

Internally, this design is realized by two separate processes, where the first one is in-
jecting SYNs and the second one is initiating brute-forcing upon receipt of SYN+ACKs.
The malware opens a maximum of 128 brute-forcing connections which are fed by a
queue with observed SYN+ACKs. SYN+ACKs that arrive when this queue is full get dropped,
and we use this fact in our work to eliminate the spreading of the worm: by tying up as
many of these 128 connections as possible, the bot has no resources to brute-force newly
discovered devices which means the bot is therefore not able to find the correct creden-
tials and inform the loader about a victim. The botnet propagation thus slows down,
potentially leading to the containment of the malware.

NATs and IP Churn - Mirai infections are not limited to end users’ Internet routers,
any device opening a telnet port with weak login credentials is in principle susceptible.
This means that for dealing with Mirai infections we have to consider three scenarios
depicted in figure 7.3:

Scenario 1: Infected Internet-facing device. In the simplest case, the device is ex-
posed via a public IP address to the Internet and has opened port 23. The situation
is typically the case for home users where the router or Internet modem is vulnerable.
However, it may also occur in smart devices such as TVs, printers, sensors, or enterprise
environments assigned to publicly routable IP addresses. Scans and brute-forcing at-
tempts will thus originate from the public IP address a and b. Counting the number
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of scanning/brute-forcing public IPs will reveal the number of infected devices on the
Internet.

Scenario 2: Infected device behind a router. In some cases, the infection is not borne
by the device connecting to the Internet, but by a device behind the router. In these sit-
uations, a device has requested the router to open the telnet port and forward incoming
packets internally (e.g., via UPnP) and got compromised as a result. As all telnet con-
nections terminate at the same device, any compromisation attempt from the outside
will end up at the same device. Thus, a quantification based on public IPs will tally the
number of infections.

Scenario 3: Carrier-grade NAT. As publicly routable IP addresses are in short supply,
many ISPs do not hand out individual public IPs to each customer. Instead, the routers
of home users are given a local IP address only and connect to the Internet via a carrier-
grade NAT (CGNAT). Thus, an arbitrarily large number of home installations would be
exposed via the same IP address to the Internet. The CGNAT tracks the state and matches
incoming responses from the Internet to an earlier request to deliver it to the correct
local client. For tracking Mirai infections, this creates the complication that more than
one device might be infected behind a public IP. Occasionally, CGNATs are assigned a
pool of public IPs (x, y , and z in figure 7.3), and may re-assign a particular home user to
a different public IP in regular time intervals, creating so-called IP churn. This creates
another complication for tracking, as the same infection would be recorded multiple
times over its lifetime if only counting scanning IP addresses. IP churn is known as a
major factor in over- and under-estimating infections [13].

The particular setup of Mirai’s port scanning routines conveniently addresses both
issues. As upon startup, the malware picks a random source port and window size, this
32-bit value is fixed during the entire infection period. Suppose scanning packets orig-
inate from the public IP address x with two different sourcePort/windowSize combina-
tions. In that case, we are confident that two devices behind that IP address have to be
infected, as Mirai binds to port 23 and thus prevents two concurrent infections from be-
ing active on port 23 [14]. Similarly, if scanning traffic stops on IP x and shortly after
commences on IP y with the same sourcePort/windowSize combination, there is only a
one in four billion chance that this is not the same infection. We can thus also reliably
track and count infections behind carrier-grade NATs.

7.3. RELATED WORK
The default action against botnets in the recent past has not been based on tarpits but
rather through sinkholing, where the Command and Control (C&C) infrastructure is taken
down by researchers or law enforcement [15, 16]. The coordinated takedown of a C&C is
very labor-intensive and often escapes long-term effects as malware authors will simply
restart their activities [17]. Major botnets such as ZeuS or CodeRed could be reactivated
in a matter of days after such takedown [17, 18]. Furthermore, over the past decade, mal-
ware has evolved to use peer-to-peer-based overlays [13], fast fluxing [19], proxy layers
[20], or bitcoin-based signaling [21], making it increasingly hard to find and take down a
C&C server.

Some studies have shown that so-called tarpits can be used to reduce impact of
DDoS attacks [22], SPAM [23] and Web Crawlers [24] by occupying infected devices.
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While researchers have focused on creating and evaluating tarpits, no work has evalu-
ated the effect of a tarpit on large malware installations. We are, however, interested in
how this approach would work in practice with a sufficiently large monitoring infras-
tructure, and whether a large tarpit infrastructure would be capable of slowing down the
spread of a botnet.

Tarpits aiming to trap malicious devices have been around for a long time. The first
tarpit was called “LaBrea” and was introduced by Tom Liston [25] in response to the
CodeRed worm [26] that exploited a vulnerability in Microsoft IIS web servers to spread
through the Internet. LaBrea monitors TCP traffic towards a host and replies with a
SYN+ACK that completes the TCP handshake and makes the malicious program wait for
new replies that are never sent. Since its inception, other research has developed tools to
reduce network attacks based on tarpits. Borders et al. [27] created OpenFire, which fills
unused address space with honeypots and makes the entire port space appear to be open
to an attacker. Modern scanning software and malware have both implemented multi-
threaded infrastructures and network timeouts, limiting the impact that these tarpits will
make nowadays.

When a worm connects to a tarpit that attempts to keep the malware occupied on
the network layer, the worm does not receive the expected application layer data, and
the malware author can use a timeout to detect the trap. Walla and Rossow [28] propose
an automated method to identify implementation mistakes in the malware that can be
used to halt the program execution remotely. Other researchers have devised methods
to scale tarpits to IPv6 [29], but only evaluated the method on a real-world /24 network
as the IPv6 network did not receive packets. Furthermore, the authors only report on
general trapping durations and not the effects on a worm.

Given the increased difficulty and diminishing returns of takedowns, tarpits have
been recently rediscovered and suggested as an alternative to contain malware [28], but
no works have identified whether this would work at-scale. As replacing a single C&C is
easy, taking away the foundation of a botnet is more challenging to replace and might
offer longer-lasting results. From epidemiological evaluations of the Mirai malware, this
might very well work, as researchers show that the Mirai-malware, which is a large bot-
net, has a low reproduction number R0 = 1.0033 and is barely self-sustaining [1]. If it
would be possible to slow down the infection process with a tarpit significantly, it might
lead to a collapse of the botnet. Tarpits exist for many different botnets and the eped-
imiological effects of the tarpit on the malware spread would be similar between these.
For this study, we will evaluate the effect on a botnet in-the-wild, for which the eped-
imiological results will be transferable to other botnets as well. We evaluate whether we
can contain botnets based on Mirai’s scanning routines [2] and significantly disrupt the
spread and impact of these botnets through a tarpit.

7.4. METHODOLOGY

We deploy a two-stage methodology to trap hosts of botnets that implement a form
of stateless-scanning. First, we identify infected hosts by monitoring scanning traffic.
Then, we forge response packets from a centralized host and use these packets to “trick”
an infected device into connecting to our tarpit.
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Table 7.1: Datasets used during this study. Data generated by the tarpit and the cloud honeypots will be shared
with the community.

Dataset Date (2021) Description

Network telescope Feb 19 - Apr 16
Set of 65.000 unused IP addresses used to identify infections and required
packet header fields

Cloud honeypots Feb 19 - Apr 16
100 honeypots used for:
(1) collecting application-level traces on port 23, 1023 and 2323.
(2) Identifying new infections and required packet header fields

Main tarpit Mar 3 - Apr 8 Machine used to trap infections identified by honeypots and telescope
Extra tarpit Apr 2 - Apr 8 Machine used to trap infections identified by honeypots and telescope
Tarpit code - Source code of a tarpit responding to scanning probes
Tarpitting simulator - Source code of agent-based simulator simulating malware infection

7.4.1. DATA COLLECTION

To identify devices infected by a variant of Mirai, we use two complementary datasets
that are also shown in Figure 7.1:

1. Network telescope - We use a large network telescope of approximately 65,000 IP
addresses in an enterprise environment to record scanning attempts. As these IP ad-
dresses never respond, they will only receive Internet scans and backscatter. Scattered
throughout actively used enterprise IP address space, we find them not to be on the
blocklists of Mirai malware [30].

2. Cloud-based honeypots - While the telescope provides an overview of the infec-
tions on the Internet, it does not actively respond and can therefore not tell which de-
vices would scan and which would try to brute-force credentials. To differentiate be-
tween these two, we deploy 100 honeypots with a major cloud provider to monitor traf-
fic on all ports and respond to all telnet traffic on ports 23, 1023, and 2323. These in-
stances complement the data collection in the network telescope and report infected IP
addresses to the tarpit.

In addition to the sightings at telescope and honeypots, the tarpit collects a log of
all IP addresses using a scanning routine based on the Mirai source code. Furthermore,
it records connection attempts and raw application-level traces of tarpitted devices. As
stated in section 7.2, Mirai scans devices using TCP SYNs from a session-static source
port and recognizes the return packets by embedding the destination IP address as the
TCP initial sequence number. Distinguishing Mirai-based scanners from other scanning
traffic can thus be easily achieved. In total, we collected 103 billion connections from
423,810 IP addresses over 35 days in the tarpit and almost two months in the monitors,
providing a total of 28 TB of traffic across all measurement points. To identify whether a
single tarpit is enough to handle this many concurrent connections, a second tarpit was
briefly activated and collected 4 billion connection traces. Most data collected during
this study will be made available to the community. Table 7.1 lists the datasets used for
this study, dataset sizes, and in what form it will be released after publication of this
paper.
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7.4.2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The setup of the entire system is shown in figure 7.1. Our network telescope and honey-
pots forward infected IP addresses and the corresponding source and destination ports
towards our tarpit, which in turn starts to forge artificial reply packets and maintains
connections to compromised devices. The tarpit is designed to send out 100 artificial
replies (6.4 Kb) per second to infected devices (the motivation for this will be shown in
section 7.6). It will timeout after the device has not responded for one minute so that the
system will send at most 384 Kb towards devices cleaned up after a reboot.

As the tarpit will send 100 packets per second (pps) to infected hosts and respond to
all incoming connections from infected devices, the system needs to send large amounts
of packets if we aim to address Mirai infections worldwide from a single device. Raw
Ethernet sockets would therefore be too expensive, as it uses the sendto system call,
which performs a context switch and transfers packets through kernel space. Similar to
[31] we use the PF_RING ZC interface, which works as a kernel bypass and allows user-
space code to access the NIC directly, eliminating the need for context switches [32].
To support this, we implemented a simplified TCP stack in Golang to construct valid
responses. The machine running the tarpit was comparatively moderate, with a quad-
core Intel Xeon E3-1225 from 2011 at a clock speed of 3.20 GHz, a 1 Gbps uplink and 32
Gb of memory.

7.4.3. TARPITTING STRATEGIES

After an infected device opens a connection to the tarpit due to the crafted SYN+ACK,
the goal of the tarpit is to prolong the connection. Tarpits can work on different layers
in the network stack, for example, layer 4 (Transport) and layer 7 (Application). While
layer 4 tarpits keep a network socket open, applications will not receive any responses
and might therefore timeout. Layer 7 tarpits could trap a connection on the application
layer but require more book-keeping to save the state of connections. To figure out what
type of tarpit is effective in practice, we cover the possible tarpit strategies, we deploy
five response methods that try to trap a device in different ways:

1. Only complete the handshake. Evaluating every incoming request in the tarpit
takes up processing power. A socket will be tied up until a timeout occurs by only com-
pleting the handshake, limiting the strain on the tarpit.

2. Send TCP keepalives. The tarpit prevents the OS to timeout the connection with
TCP keepalive packets. This means that a timeout occurs only at the malware itself.

3. Reply with random data. This method slowly sends an endless stream of char-
acters over the connection avoiding special characters such as newlines, null bytes and
EOF. An application reading until such a special character will be continuously stuck if
no timeout is specified in the application.

4. (Telnet only) Emulate a telnet connection. As a baseline, we measure how long
connections last on a telnet connection. The first reply in the connection will ask for a
username: Sun OS 5.8 Login: . After receiving a reply, the tarpit will send a password
prompt and accept every password to access a fake shell. The connection remains open
as long as the device desires.

5. (Telnet only) Emulate a telnet connection and reply with delays. The tarpit again
provides an emulated prompt but delays all responses, including the shell, by 5 seconds.
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7.4.4. LIMITATIONS

In normal TCP operation, SYN+ACK packets are only used in the handshake to respond
to a SYN packet. The unsolicited scan replies sent by the tarpit are therefore not part of
the TCP specification and might be dropped by some firewalls. Additionally, infected de-
vices might be located behind a NAT that is dropping the unsolicited SYN+ACK packets.
In these cases, the tarpit will be unable to reach infected devices. We will revisit these
operational issues in sections 7.7 and 7.8.

7.5. VERIFICATION AND ETHICS
After the introduction of the concept and implementation strategy, we must however
first validate and verify before proceeding that (1) the proposed tarpitting approach is
in practice actually limiting the propagation activity of infected hosts, and (2) that our
methodology does not negatively impair the proper functioning of infected devices or
Internet Service Providers in general, in other words that we are not launching a denial-
of-service on the involuntary perpetrators. These two aspects are the focus of this sec-
tion.

7.5.1. VERIFICATION OF THE TRAPPING OF INFECTED HOSTS

The telescope and honeypots provide a real-time view of infections, but they only serve
as monitors. To trap the malware, we (ab)use the scanning protocol of Mirai and craft
answer packets such that (1) the expected acknowledgement number in a reply packet is
the Destination IP address + 1 and (2) the packet returns the correct, current session port.
Because the malware does not keep a list of scanned IPs, any SYN+ACK satisfying these
two requirements will convince the infected device that it has found a new potential
victim.

The scanning packets captured in the telescope and honeypots allow us to find the IP
addresses of infected devices and their randomized source ports on which they are lis-
tening. We can then send a SYN+ACK from any IP towards the infected device, leading it
to believe a new victim is located at this IP address and open a regular socket connecting
to it. The original Mirai malware (and all variants we observed) allows for a maximum
of 128 concurrent sockets, meaning that every device can simultaneously brute-force or
exploit 128 devices. A regular tarpit would only block one of these sockets at a time, as it
traps a single socket of the infected device when found in a scan. By proactively sending
out many SYN+ACKs, we can tarpit all sockets of an infected device using a single host.

To verify this concept, we infected an IoT device in a controlled environment with
the original Mirai malware [30], and measured its scanning and brute-forcing activity
before and after we initiate our trapping routine. Figure 7.4 shows the number of brute-
forcing connections open towards a vulnerable device located in a network of 20 devices.
This means the malware has a 5% chance of discovering the vulnerable device every
time it sends out a scanning probe, which is magnitudes larger than the probability of
finding a vulnerable device during an Internet-wide scan. The orange line shows the
amount of connections that are active towards a vulnerable device that is identified by
the malware. The blue line shows the amount of connections towards the tarpit, that is
not identified by scanning but only advertises itself by forging 100 SYN+ACKs per second.
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Figure 7.4: Connection trapping against a base version of Mirai.

In this extreme example where the malware has a 5% probability of finding a vulnerable
device with each probe and without any connection slow-down, the trapping can reduce
the amount of brute-forcing towards the vulnerable device by a factor of 20.

7.5.2. ETHICS: IS OUR TARPITTING IMPAIRING USERS OR THE NETWORK?
While the trapping works as intended, it is essential to verify that this procedure does
not impair the stability or performance of the device to the end user, and instead only
prevents the spread of the botnet. To test this, we created the verification setup as shown
in figure 7.5, in which we benchmark the behavior of four Internet routers, ranging from
a $20 budget device to mid-range home routers.

In our environment, these routers are setup to connect an end-user to the Internet
either via a 1 Gbps Ethernet cable or 100 Mbps WiFi connection and operate the router
at its maximum transmission rate. We connect a high-end router on the Internet uplink
of the infected IoT device that drops the outgoing scan probes to prevent pollution and
links the setup to our tarpit. We then measure with iperf the performance of a band-
width test between the end user machine and the router’s uplink in terms of packet less,
latency and throughput, and at the same time monitor the “health” of the router by mon-
itoring its CPU load. This allows us to quantify whether either the end user experience is
impaired or the device itself has to process an abnormal workload.

Each router is tested for 300 seconds in the following scenario. We first establish the
iperf connection measuring the performance of the end user’s connection. We infect
the router, which triggers the device to begin scanning the Internet for other devices.
We record this baseline activity for 100 seconds. We then activate our tarpit to trap the
device at the intensity of 100 SYN+ACKs per second, identical to the speed we will use
throughout our experiments. This trapping continues for 100 seconds. At second 200
into the experiment, the tarpit shuts down so that we can monitor for the remaining 100
seconds the rebound behavior of the router. We perform this experiment for a variety
of routers, ranging from a $20 MikroTik HAP Lite budget router with only 32 Megabyte
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Figure 7.5: Experimental setup to test for potential impairment of the router in forwarding capacity, delay and
CPU utilization.

RAM, two mid-range routers Zyxel VMG8825-T50, a TP-Link AD7200 to a high-end Asus
GT-AC5300. The device only has 100 Mbps Ethernet ports, the all others feature a Gigabit
Ethernet interface.

Figure 7.6 shows exemplarily the download speed and the round-trip time (RTT) la-
tency of the Asus GT-AC5300 and the Zyxel VMG8825-T50 during the course of the ex-
periments. The graphs are depicted separately, as the Asus can forward at Gigabit, while
the Zyxel has only 100 Mbps interfaces. As we can already see visually, the tarpitting at
100 SYN+ACKs per second has no impact on the forwarding performance of the router,
also the CPU load does not measurably increase after the tarpit starts and during the
time it is running. We performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the individual mea-
surement samples, and the test confirms that the router behavior is not impaired by our
trap. While only two examples are shown, all routers behave identically.

Finally, we have to ascertain a potential impact on the network in which the devices
are located, as they have to forward our tarpit responses to the infected devices. To es-
timate the impact, we take a worse-case scenario approach to obtain an upper bound
on the amount of traffic that is forwarded through a network. Let us consider the most
infected AS in the world, AS4134, in which we have seen a total of 125,000 IPs being
infected historically. If we suppose that we would trap all 125,000 devices ever seen con-
currently at the tarpitting speed we utilize in this work, we would send a total of 12 Mbps
towards this AS. This is approximately half of the bandwidth requirement that would
be generated by a single customer watching a 4K video from a streaming platform. We
hence can consider the additional traffic on ISPs and the Internet in general to be negli-
gible, especially as by trapping the infected devices we would also prevent the response
traffic from brute-forcing to be ever generated.

7.6. TRAPPING MIRAI IOT INFECTIONS
During the 35 days in which we operated our tarpit, we observed a total of 423,810 dis-
tinct IP addresses scanning and brute-forcing the Internet using the Mirai fingerprint.
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(a) Asus GT-AC5300, Gigabit uplink measured over Ethernet
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(b) Zyxel VMG8825-T50, 100 Mbps uplink measured over WiFi

Figure 7.6: Impact of our tarpit on forwarding speed and latency. The blue line at the top of the graphs shows
the download speed per second and the orange line at the bottom of the graphs shows the RTT of a packet.

These devices originated from 178 countries and 3,150 Autonomous Systems. Since its
inception, Mirai’s principles have been adopted by other malware, which also diversified
in terms of targets: we found that in addition to telnet, the diversified Mirai ecosystem
now also targeted 17 other ports. As all of these malwares rely on Mirai’s scanning rou-
tines, our tarpitting is effective against all of them. During this time, we successfully
trapped 202,003 (48%) of these IP addresses in our tarpit.

Although we observed hundreds of thousands of infected IP addresses, the momen-
tary amount of infections is significantly lower: Mirai-infected devices frequently crash
and become available for reinfection [1], furthermore Internet Service Provider often dy-
namically reassign IP addresses regularly – so-called IP churn –, which means that a
unique infection might reappear later from a different IP. We account for IP churn us-
ing the methodology in [14] and find on average 13,298 unique infections on a particular
day. We designed and executed a series of experiments to trap devices and understand
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the dynamicity of the environment and the resulting requirements on a tarpit infrastruc-
ture. In this section, we report on the success of trapping these infections with respect
to the following questions:

• Steady-state: When the tarpit reaches a steady state, what is the overall impact on
the ecosystem?

• System startup: As devices are trapped when stumbling upon a tarpit, how long
before effects are visible?

• System retention: As IoT devices are continuously introduced, restart or churn
away, how much agility is needed in a trapping infrastructure?

7.6.1. THE IMPACT OF A TARPIT IN STEADY STATE
During the entire experiment, we encountered Mirai infections at 423,810 IPs, of which
we were able to trap a total of 202,003. As discussed above, the number of momentary in-
fections is much lower, and of the 13,298 addresses infected on average per day, the hosts
were able to trap on average 6,326 (47.5%). In this subsection, we report on the effective-
ness of the infrastructure once the tarpit was fully active, namely when the telescope
and honeypots (see figure 7.1) feed their Mirai sightings to the tarpit, enticing hacking
attempts. In subsections 7.6.2 and 7.6.3, we report how long it took to get there and the
performance degradation if we would not keep track of new infections.

Even a single tarpit can tie up the brute-forcing of thousands of devices. As dis-
cussed in section 7.2, Mirai uses separate routines for finding victims and exploiting
them. By allegedly responding to its scanning probes, our theory was to tie up a de-
vice’s brute-forcing resources so that other concurrently identified victims could not be
compromised. In practice, this turned out to be remarkably effective: The original Mirai
source code supports 128 concurrent brute-forcing sockets, none of the variants we ob-
served have ever increased this limit. To measure the effectiveness of our infrastructure,
we count the number of brute-forcing connections we can concurrently trap, figure 7.7
shows a CDF of the average new connections per minute across all IP addresses. On aver-
age, we see 356 new sockets per minute, 2.8 times the maximum number of connections
Mirai can maintain at a single point in time. As the sockets timeout on either the OS or in
the application itself, the malware immediately creates a new socket towards the tarpit.
This means that when the duration-before-connections timeout is longer, the number
of sockets created is lower. We find that the duration it takes for a socket to timeout is
indeed inversely proportional to the number of new sockets created over time. When we
combine our measurements, we see that we trap on average 126.2 threads per infected
IP and thus absorb nearly the entire brute-forcing capability of Mirai devices through
our tarpit.

All tarpitting strategies are equally effective. As described in Section 7.4, tarpitting
could take place at layer 4 or layer 7 using different strategies. Our tarpit supports three
application protocol-agnostic connection handling strategies and two additional ones
geared towards telnet. We find that the duration for which a tarpit connection lasts dif-
fers greatly by protocol. For example, connections from malware targeting port 23 usu-
ally last longer than half a minute, while connections towards port 445 are closed within
10 seconds regardless of what type of reply is sent.
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Figure 7.7: CDF of average number of connections per minute for trapped IPs and the total duration an IP
address is trapped.

Different reply strategies generally do not increase the time a socket is kept open.
This means that tarpits could be designed much simpler: after completing handshakes
with a SYN+ACK, we can forget about the connection, limiting the strain on the tarpit
itself. For port 80, only completing the handshake even traps the median connection
longer than other strategies as the client waits for data and hangs up on unexpected
data. A notable exception is port 5555 (Android Debug Bridge), where sending random
data increases significantly the duration of connections to the tarpit.

Devices can be trapped for a long duration until the network interferes. The suc-
cess of the tarpit largely depends on the duration for which it can trap devices, as during
this time the device will connect to less vulnerable devices. Figure 7.7 shows a CDF of
the total duration successfully trapped devices spend contacting the tarpit, where 60%
of the IP addresses are only trapped for less than a day and 19% for even less than one
hour. IP-based measurements are often biased due to ISP’s IP churn [33], where net-
works forcibly disconnect customers’ Internet connections and let them rejoin with a
new IP address [34]. The infection would however persist and reappear at the new IP
address. The authors in [14, 34] show that the bulk of ISPs reset in intervals between 4
and 24 hours, which would heavily skew the distribution as many churning IP addresses
have a short lifetime and can therefore not be trapped for an extended period. Using
the methodology of [14], we can link Mirai infections before and after a churn event to-
gether and thus estimate the total trapping duration, which allows us to estimate the
effect of IP churn for non-Mirai infected devices as well. We find that infected devices
are trapped for on average 6 days when accounting for IP churn. This 6-day timeframe is
the average lifetime of Mirai infections we see active on a particular day. In other words,
if an infected device contacts us and responds to the tarpitting event, we find that we
can keep it trapped in 100% of the cases until the end of the infection. Once devices fall
off our trap, none of the honeypots ever record any scanning traffic afterwards coming
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Figure 7.8: PDF of the brute-force attempts on port 23, 2323 and 1023 after a device is found after a scan.
Devices that responded to tarpits show significantly reduced brute-forcing.

from such IP addresses, which means they can hold onto it entirely and thus neutralize
the infection impact.

Clean-up success differs by country, due to ISP architecture. Internet Service Providers
do not only periodically reassign IP addresses, but they also aggregate multiple cus-
tomers behind a network address translation (NAT). NATs keep track of outgoing con-
nections to match incoming responses and forward them to the correct user. As our
tarpit claims to have been contacted by an infected IoT device, the NAT would have
no record of an outgoing connection and could not forward our invitation to be brute-
forced to the infected device. This means that a centralized tarpit could not trap NATted
devices, coming sections revisit this issue.

Due to the differences in how NATs are used and configured in different countries
and Autonomous Systems [33], the effect of our tarpit largely varies between geographi-
cal regions. For example, in the two countries with the largest IP space [35], the US and
China, the share of trapped devices are respectively 30 and 95%. This is beneficial as
Mirai infections are far more prevalent in China than in the US [1]. The reverse effect of
network policies is also observed, as some networks have much higher churn rates than
other networks. When a device is allocated a new IP address due to network churn, the
tarpit must again learn of its existence. This means that in networks with higher churn,
infected devices are temporarily disappearing from the tarpit and are thus able to per-
form their regular operation. In the US, we find that the successfully trapped devices are
much less likely to churn than devices located in China. The tarpit traps the US-based
devices for more extended periods without any downtimes when the device is unknown.
The effect of this IP churn downtime is however partially mitigated because of the brute-
forcing queue of Mirai, where it remembers the tarpit IP address as a vulnerable device
even after the infected device is allocated another IP address. The infected device will
then connect to the tarpit from the new IP address, revealing its presence.

Tarpitting drastically reduces Mirai’s ability to exploit others. The main goal of the
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Figure 7.9: Bruteforce attempts on port 23, 2323 and 1023 by 2,150 long-term infections, during and after
tarpitting.

tarpit is to exhaust the brute-forcing capabilities of infected devices. To understand
whether the tarpit is successful, we can utilize the fact that we cannot impair the in-
fected devices located behind a NAT and compare their activity to those we trap. For this
comparison, we utilize the 100 cloud honeypots as a passive listening post to quantify
the telnet brute-forcing attempts from infections.

When the first scan packet from an infected device arrives, and the tarpit entices it
to brute-force, the infected IoT devices will keep scanning the Internet and eventually
reach our cloud honeypots. We analyze what percentage of the infected devices attempt
to brute-force the cloud honeypot after it was discovered. Figure 7.8 shows the Probabil-
ity Density Function (PDF) of the brute-forcing attempts made after a scanning packet
is observed in a honeypot, in blue those that responded to the tarpit, in orange those
that ignored our tarpit requests. To account for the case that both tarpit and honeypot
were concurrently discovered and the brute-forcing was already about to happen before
the tarpit reached the IoT device, the first 60 sec at the on-set of the tarpit activity are
excluded. We see that the devices trapped in the tarpit are much less likely to brute-
force other devices on the Internet after they discover potential victims. While for non-
tarpitted devices, on average, 84% of the discovered hosts are subsequently brute-forced,
for those trapped by our tarpit, the average is only 17%.

To demonstrate the difference tarpitting makes, let us zoom into those devices con-
tinuously infected during the entire experiment, which means that we can exclude con-
founding factors such as IP churn. Figure 7.9 shows the number of recorded brute-
forcing attempts in 3-hour intervals for these 2,150 long-running infections, both outside
and inside of a NAT. In blue while we tarpitted the devices and in red after we released
them and continued to monitor for another week. After the devices were released, the
average number of connections to the cloud honeypots almost immediately doubles.
With about half of the devices shielded behind a NAT and half affected by the tarpit, we
see a total reduction by half in brute-forcing.
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Table 7.2: Effect of the tarpitting experiment on scanning speed.

Port # IP PPS (normal) PPS (tarpit)

Telnet: 23 150,661 8,498 7,617
RSFTP: 26 3,171 9,545 4,280
HTTP: 80 1,299 8,007 2,755
Telnet - alt: 1023 3,413 1,573 543
Telnet - alt: 2323 26,463 4,706 3,884
ADB Worm: 5555 10,347 2,872 1,516
Overall 174,167 7,822 7,105

While during the tarpitting, the brute-forcing capability of IoT devices significantly
reduces, it does not entirely drop to zero. The reason for such non-zero activity is the
concurrency between Mirai’s scanning and brute-forcing threads: while we fill up the
brute-forcing queue with our honeypot as decoy victims, we compete for slots in this
queue with Mirai’s scanning routine. Whenever the saturated list drops one entry, it is
a matter of chance whether our tarpit’s response or a newly discovered victim enters its
place. When we refer back to figure 7.4, we already see this phenomenon in the con-
trolled experiment of our validation. The solution to this problem is simple though:
always have a packet waiting in line as the brute-forcing queue clears a spot, which is
essentially a question of sending tarpit requests fast enough. By using the same setup
as in figure 7.4, we find that with 10 times the intensity, we can reduce the number of
requests that slip through by 92% to 127.8 out of 128. While we could thus eliminate the
problem almost entirely, this creates a strain on the devices already victimized by the
malware. In this work, we limit our tarpit requests to the mentioned 6.4 Kb / second, or
0.09% of the average worldwide Internet connection speed [36], which, as we saw above,
already occupies 126.2 threads.

Tarpitting the brute-forcing threads also reduces scanning speed. The main goal of
our tarpit is to prevent the infection of others by filling up the queues of the Mirai mal-
ware, with a volume we specifically designed to be negligible for an end user’s Internet
uplink. A bit unexpected, though, was that devices in practice also effectively scanned
slower by tying up the brute-forcing functionality. This reduced scanning across the In-
ternet also implies a reduced probability of identifying vulnerable devices, which further
slowed the speed of infection. Figure 7.10 shows the average scanning speed per IP ad-
dress in pps before, during, and after the experiment for port 23 and port 5555. For port
5555, the average scanning speed nearly halves from an average of 2,872 pps to 1,516 pps,
for port 23 it declines by 10% from 8,498 to 7,617 pps. Table 7.2 lists the measured effects
on the scanning speed across the ecosystem during the tarpitting experiment. This de-
crease in scanning speed results in vulnerable devices being less likely to be identified,
slowing down malware spread.

One tarpit slows world-wide Mirai infections by 21%. As discussed above, the tarpit
proved highly effective in trapping Mirai instances when they were accessible from the
Internet. While effectivity could be further increased by sending more requests from
the tarpit, we could significantly decrease both scanning and brute-forcing speeds of
infected IoT devices, which means that it will take more time for the malware to find
potential victims and infect them. Although only 48% of all infected devices responded
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Figure 7.11: Timeline of the experiments running from March 3 - March 20 and March 23 - April 8 showing the
trapped IP addresses per minute. A portion of the IPs that were sent SYN+ACK never respond. The vertical
lines indicate when we tested the retention, startup time, and tested for network congestion through a second
tarpit.

to our requests, the tarpitting still significantly affected the worldwide Mirai ecosystem.
When tracking the number of infected devices and the average time between infections
(as IoT devices fairly often crash and are typically reinfected only shortly later [1]), we see
that during our tarpitting, the average re-infection interval increased from 12.1 hours to
14.6 hours. Even when reaching only half of all Mirai instances worldwide, a single tarpit
would thus slow down the malware spread by 21% after locking up almost half of the
brute-forcing capabilities in the ecosystem. The re-infection rate drops less than the
brute-forcing capacity due to the saturation of the ecosystem where most vulnerable de-
vices are already infected and the brute-forcing power of the network, thus being higher
than the total power needed to infect every other device.
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7.6.2. SYSTEM STARTUP: HOW LONG BEFORE WE ACHIEVE THESE EFFECTS?
To measure the time it takes the tarpit to reach a steady-state and the time it takes for
the measurement infrastructure to capture devices vulnerable to connection trapping,
we completely disable and start up the tarpit three times starting from March 23. On av-
erage it takes the tarpit about a day to start up and reach the steady-state, where we have
seen all Mirai infections at least once. To identify the effect that the size of the measure-
ment infrastructure has on the performance of the tarpit, we take random samples of
our network telescope and average over 20 samples. We find that the decrease in devices
trapped in the tarpit is not proportional to the size of the measurement infrastructure,
as 2,500 honeypots identify almost 60% of the devices observed by 65,000 honeypots in
the same time span. The difference in trapped devices also fades over time as a large
network observes all infected devices, and smaller networks are still identifying new de-
vices. While a large network would thus be faster in identifying the infections, a smaller
network would still be suitable for identifying and trapping a botnet.

7.6.3. SYSTEM RETENTION AND SCALING CONSTRAINTS: HOW MUCH AGILITY

IS NEEDED IN PRACTICE?
As discussed above, the Mirai ecosystem is highly volatile, and although there are a plethora
of potentially vulnerable devices, only a small percentage is infected at any given point
in time. This poses the obvious question of whether this high volatility impacts the per-
formance of the tarpitting. If we would, for instance, not continuously feed updates into
the tarpit, how much would the trapping degrade?

Our experiment uses the input from a network telescope with approximately 65,000
IP addresses to discover infected devices. When the tarpit reaches a steady-state, where
on average 6,326 hosts are trapped, this large collection system might not be needed, and
the tarpit can instead rely on a small set of monitoring points to remain in a steady state.
To identify whether this retention exists, we conduct two separate experiments where
we eliminate a large portion of monitoring IP addresses. In the first test on March 7, only
1,000 IP addresses instead of 65,000 were used to monitor for newly infected devices. As
shown in Figure 7.11 the number of trapped devices gradually decreases, mainly due to
IP churn where devices are still infected but moved to another IP address. In the steady-
state of this degradation , the tarpit trapped 4,613 devices, 27% less than the tarpit mon-
itoring 65,000 IP addresses. Thus it would, in principle, be realistic to jumpstart a tarpit
with a lot of IP addresses and maintain a reasonable performance with a much smaller
installation. In our second test on March 17, only 100 cloud instances were used for
monitoring. While still some new devices were identified, a large portion of devices dis-
appeared from the system. The steady-state of the tarpit using only 100 monitoring in-
stances lies at 2,318 trapped devices. The system’s retention is mainly influenced by IP
churn, where devices leave the trap.

Finally, as a single tarpit reduces Mirai by 21% as 103 billion Mirai connections hit
it, is the containment of Mirai just a question of scaling out? While our four-core server
on a Gigabit uplink is never saturated on CPU load or uplink capacity, it might be that
the large volume of packets leads to packet drops further upstream. To learn about po-
tential upstream limitations, we added a second tarpit to load-balance trapping activity.
As shown in the last part of figure 7.11, a doubling of the infrastructure increased the
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Figure 7.12: Mirai sends and receives with a raw socket, which means that return packets are processed by OS
and malware.

number of trapped devices by 5%. The tarpits received more response packets from suc-
cessfully trapped devices, where more devices send application layer data. There is a
slight but statistically significant increase in the number of devices trapped per minute
(R=1.02, p<.05). While the second tarpit makes the system more stable, the effect on the
containment of Mirai as a whole is however marginal, thus the single tarpit was not held
back.

7.7. REACHING THROUGH NATS AND FIREWALLS
The problem we faced with trapping infected devices behind NATs results from the hasty
design of the Mirai malware. As the author intended to scan the Internet as fast as pos-
sible, the author did not use regular network sockets of the operating system to estab-
lish connections but directly crafted requests and injected TCP/IP frames into the net-
work utilizing raw sockets. This allows the malware to scan the Internet at speeds other-
wise impossible. This bypassing of the regular OS networking stack for outgoing packets
means that return packets are received by both the malware and the networking stack of
the OS. To see how this creates an issue for a NAT, let us first consider a Mirai instance
connected directly to the Internet.

As shown in figure 7.12, Mirai would scan the Internet with TCP SYN packets via a raw
socket to find victim devices. When a response arrives from either an identified victim
or our tarpit, the TCP SYN+ACK response (in green) would be received by Mirai as well
as the operating system. Mirai adds the destination to its brute-forcing queue, but the
OS would not know how to treat this SYN+ACK, having never sent a SYN request to the
destination. The TCP protocol mandates the OS to respond with a TCP RST [37], asking
the remote party to tear down this connection. When infected IoT devices are directly
connected to the Internet, this does not pose any problem, as Mirai would initiate several
new brute-forcing connections shortly afterwards. When our tarpit floods Mirai with
alleged SYN+ACKs, these connections would be unknown to the OS, but Mirai still takes
note of them.

An issue however occurs when Mirai is located behind a network appliance such as a
NAT or firewall. These devices usually keep state, and when a NAT or firewall receives the
TCP RST from the host OS, it will take note of this unwanted traffic and in the future block
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Figure 7.13: Packets received by a device located behind a NAT that has sent a SYN to a tarpit. Until the TCP
RST is processed, the tarpit is able to send through multiple SYN+ACKs.

packets from this IP address to the IoT device. For regular Mirai operation, this is not
a problem because soon Mirai’s brute-forcing threads open new connections, and the
NAT will again allow this traffic through. However, this is an issue for tarpitting because
we can only get tarpitting requests into the brute-forcing queue until the IoT’s OS has
returned a TCP RST and the network device shuts off the connection. While tarpitting in
principle also works for NATted hosts, the window for trapping is limited.

To investigate this window, we experimentally test how many packets will be allowed
through three different NATs before they fall shut: two standard consumer home routers
with NAT functionality, (1) a Zyxel VMG8825-T50 router and (2) a Fritzbox 7590, on both
devices UPnP was disabled, as well as (3) a Carrier-grade NAT of a large telecom provider
for mobile Internet. A SYN packet is sent out from a device located behind the NAT to
a tarpit in the experiment. The tarpit then responds with 128 SYN+ACKs, varying the
speed between 25 and 1000 packets per second. This allows us to measure the typical
processing time window of these devices.

Surprisingly, the first NAT on the Zyxel router lets all packets pass as it ignores the
device’s RSTs. This means that in such non-compliant TCP implementations, the NAT
would remain open indefinitely. A tarpit can trap a device even behind such NAT by
continuously sending trapping packets. The NAT on a Fritzbox 7590 correctly closes
when observing a RST packet, leaving only a tiny window to send packets. Figure 7.13
shows the number of packets received before the NAT closes for various tarpit speeds.
We empirically find that the NAT closes after around 850 milliseconds of receiving the
first SYN+ACK. While we can still trap all brute-forcing threads in a device behind this
NAT, this tarpitting is only active for a limited time depending on our speed of SYN+ACKs
and how large the brute-forcing queue of the infected device is. Also, the carrier-grade
NAT we tested ignored the returning TCP RST and allowed arbitrary amounts of traffic
to go through. While we would expect large Carrier-grade NATs to understand regular
TCP operation, the lack of this checking also allows us to trap devices permanently by
constantly sending packets and tying up the threads in the malware.
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INTERNET?
Middleboxes such as NATs and firewalls not only shut off a connection if the internal
device responds with a TCP RST, they also keep a state of the outgoing and incoming
connections. This is necessary because an Internet Service Provider might connect hun-
dreds of customers using a single public IP to the Internet. When the customer connects
to the outside, the Carrier-Grade NAT (CGNAT) records this request and later matches
the response to forward it to the correct host. This is however a significant problem
for tarpit operation: as we would have learned about an infected device from a hon-
eypot, the brute-forcing invites from the tarpit towards the Mirai infection could not
be matched in the CGNAT to a previous flow and thus be discarded. For this reason,
about half of the Mirai infections we observed in our experiments never ended up brute-
forcing. In a sense, Mirai infections behind a NAT are therefore immune. However, the
solution is trivial: do not only brute-force from a central location, but also respond to
brute-forcing attempts from other honeypot locations when they are contacted. As each
of these return flows can now be matched, every honeypot increases our leverage on
Mirai infections and slightly reduces the spread of the malware.

To evaluate the feasibility of this approach and evaluate the number of instances re-
quired for potential eradication, we implemented a discrete-event simulator, which we
calibrated based on the earlier experimental results. The framework simulates and pre-
dicts the scenarios presented before and will be shared with the community after publi-
cation.

7.8.1. SIMULATOR DESIGN

Mirai is a collection of independently acting endpoints. The most logical approach for a
simulation is an agent-based, discrete event simulation where all infected devices are
autonomous, independent entities. Previous work has used similar modeling to test
defense methods against, for example, botnet-based DDoS attacks [38], and a similar
method can be used to simulate the spread of a botnet. We assume a Susceptible-Infected-
Susceptible (SIS) model, where devices return to the pool of vulnerable devices after they
have been rebooted or cleaned up. For Mirai, this is a valid assumption, as we observe
devices to become reinfected frequently.

In each time step, every agent generates a number of scanning probes and infects
newly found vulnerable devices. We randomize the scanned destinations using the ran-
domization method of the Mirai source code. Behind an IP address, a device can locate
other agents, honeypots, or vulnerable devices. If an agent encounters a honeypot, it
will enter a “trapped” state that reduces the likelihood of infecting other devices. If it
finds a vulnerable device, the agent will try to infect it, succeeding with some likelihood.
Additionally, the agent is blocked for several time-steps to simulate the brute-forcing.

In a tarpit scenario, there are two ways for an infected device to leave the “trapped”
state: the device can be (1) cleaned up, or (2) IP churn changes the IP address of the
device, which makes it unreachable for the tarpit so that the device needs to be detected
again by a honeypot. A percentage of devices can also be placed behind a NAT, where
adversaries can infect these devices, but it is not possible for the tarpit to address these
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Table 7.3: Parameters of the agent-based discrete-event simulation

Parameter Name Description Default (7.6)
1. Vulnerable devices Total number of devices on the Internet vulnerable to infections 13,298
2. Honeypots Number of honeypots on the Internet monitoring and trapping infected devices 65,000
3. Infected devices Initial amount of infected devices at the start of the simulation 100%
4. NATted devices Number of the vulnerable devices behind a NAT and thus “immune” 40%
5. Average scan rate Number of packets sent per average per tick, proportional to the spreading rate 15,000
6. Churn rate Probability that IP churn occurs on an IP per simulation step 0.05%
7. Cleanup rate Probability that an infected device is cleaned up and becomes “vulnerable” again 0.02%
8. Blocked time Number of ticks an agent is blocked having identified a vulnerable device 1
9. Infection probability Likelihood that a brute-forcing is successful 90%
10. Time steps Number of ticks for which the simulation is run 4,000
11. Trapping start Time step at which the trapping starts, giving the infection time to spread 0
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Figure 7.14: Simulation of the system on the experiment.

devices and subsequently trap them. The simulator supports all three aspects, and we
will evaluate these variables in the following. Table 7.3 lists all parameters used for the
simulation, as well the experimentally measured value from section 7.6.

7.8.2. SIMULATION VALIDATION
To validate the simulation framework, we perform an agent-based simulation of the Mi-
rai ecosystem with one tarpit, based on parameter values that we experimentally mea-
sured in section 7.6 and previous work. We are particularly interested in two aspects for
the validation: first, does the agent-based simulation reproduce the same characteristics
we experimentally measured in the steady-state in section 7.6.1, and second, does it also
match the significantly more sensitive transient state when the system is initialized and
scales up in section 7.6.2?

Figure 7.14 shows an excerpt of our simulation result together with the measured
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experimental results from initialization until steady state. The experimental measure-
ments are smoothed using a rolling average of 20 data points to allow for easier read-
ability. The figure shows similar proportions of devices we can trap and those that evade
tarpitting, and we see especially in the dynamic scaling a close match. A two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirms the similarity as we cannot reject the null hypothesis
with p > 0.1.

7.8.3. WHAT IS NEEDED TO ERADICATE A BOTNET?
Given this simulator, we can now evaluate the sensitivity of the Mirai botnet to those
parameters that we can not change in the real world through our experiments, namely
the prevalence of NATs and IP churn, in other words the percentage of devices hidden
behind address translation and the turnover of IP addresses which influences how long
devices are turned loose before a tarpit captures them again.

“Immunity” through NATs. As seen above, devices can be immune to a centralized
tarpit behind a NAT if it drops unsolicited SYN/ACKs. These infected devices will how-
ever remain in operation and keep infecting others. In the experiment, we capture all
devices observed that are not behind a NAT, but the system remains steady as there are
too many immune systems. Running a tarpit directly on a honeypot would however
solve this issue: packets will go through the NAT and reach the device because the con-
nection was instantiated from the device behind the NAT. When we simulate a scenario
where there are thus no devices immune to the tarpit, and all attacking threads are cap-
tured after a device is identified. When honeypots are traversing the NAT themselves
after observing a scanning packet from a device, we find that tarpits consisting of only
1,000 devices can effectively mitigate botnets consisting of 100,000 devices.

When devices are placed behind a NAT and honeypots cannot reach them, we find
that the system will not trap every device that is located outside a NAT. Depending on
the number of devices that “break free” due to IP churn or device cleanups, there is an
equilibrium where as many devices are trapped every tick as there are devices that are
leaving this state. An example of this is shown in Figure 7.14, where 60% of the devices
are not behind a NAT and could therefore be trapped, but only 49% is trapped in the
tarpit. Immunity to the tarpit from some parts of the ecosystem thus also affects the
other devices in the ecosystem, which will not all be trapped.

Permanent tarpit vulnerabilities. Our system needs to continuously contact an in-
fected device to work. Trapped devices can thus break free when a network operator
churns the IP addresses in the network. As other research has shown, there are also
tarpit vulnerabilities in malware itself that can permanently block a thread of the mal-
ware [28]. When a permanent vulnerability is found and exploited to block all malware
threads using the method shared in this work, a device contacting a single honeypot can
be permanently trapped. Our simulations show that large botnet installations could be
completely eradicated using a small number of honeypots. We perform different simula-
tion experiments using various honeynet sizes based on a scenario where tarpit vulner-
abilities are permanent and also lock up a device behind a NAT. While these simulations
are performed using 50,000 vulnerable devices, this amount does not influence the sim-
ulations much, as an increase in infections will also increase overall Internet scanning,
making it more likely for the honeypots to find an infected device. Overall it takes a hon-
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eynet consisting of only 1,000 devices 3 days to trap 80% of all infections.
Reducing the speed of infection spread. Walla and Rossow note that a tarpit can be

very effective in slowing down infection spread from a device [28]. While one device can
be significantly impaired and therefore be slowed down, the effects of such slowdowns
on the entire ecosystem are not yet known. We simulate a botnet scenario where 1% of
the vulnerable population is infected at the start, and a tarpit is active, aiming to disrupt
the botnet from spreading through the network. We find that in practice, the effect of this
slowdown is marginal as a botnet grows exponentially, and a device has to be observed by
the tarpit network first before the slowdown occurs. Suppose the number of vulnerable
devices is larger than the size of the tarpit. In that case, infected devices have a higher
chance of finding and infecting a new device than ending up in the tarpit, keeping the
infection spread alive. In our simulations, we find that when using a tarpit network of
100 devices, the infections reach their highest point after 1,424 ticks, where a tarpit of
1,000 devices would slow the infection spread such that the highest point is reached after
1,577 ticks. Only a tarpit consisting of more honeypots than the number of vulnerable
devices would slow the tarpit down enough to remove the infection from the Internet
immediately.

Cleanup rate. If a device is cleaned up by an operator or loses the infection due
to a device crash or reboot, it will become vulnerable again if no additional action is
taken to secure the device. While it is a good thing that infections are removed from
the ecosystem, the cleanup rate of systems counter-intuitively slows down the tarpitting
efforts significantly as devices can be cleaned up when they are in the “trapped” state
and become vulnerable again to malware infection. In our simulations, we have used
an average cleanup rate of 7 days. However, when decreasing this rate to once every
day, the system cannot trap all devices anymore depending on the scanning speed of
the malware, the size of the honeynet, and the amount of vulnerable devices. Thus, in
this case, the tarpit would only be effective in slowing down the spread of the infections.
When operators however secure their systems after cleanup, a tarpit network contains
the spread of the malware and will eventually eradicate the malware.

7.9. DISCUSSION
Can we clean up the Internet with a pit of tar? Although it sounds a bit counter-intuitive
to take on botnets bottom-up by spinning up decoy victims, in practice, this turns out to
be an effective strategy against self-propagating malware, especially as C&C takedowns
are getting increasingly tricky and provide diminishing downtimes. Tarpits have been
known for a while but mainly were overlooked to address the threat of botnets, and to
this date, there has surprisingly not been a study that evaluated their merits at scale.

Even though NATs are somewhat of a deterrent in theory, their impact is much less
pronounced in practice. First, we can easily scale out so that the individual honeypots
not only monitor but respond. As SYN+ACK flows of 6.4 Kbps already trapped 98.5% of
Mirai’s brute-forcing threads, such a scale-out would require trivial resources and not
impair the Internet connectivity of organizations or volunteers operating such a device.
Second, even if we ignore immune devices, those trapped are missing in the further
propagation. At a reproductive rate R0 = 1.0033, this is already enough to contain Mi-
rai, even though we cannot fully eradicate it, as infected pockets behind NATs continue
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to jump-start the infection. Lastly, we have seen that implementations can be faulty
and allow us to punch through with many packets, not just single ones. Together with
the stateless scanning now prevalent in port and vulnerability scanning, this gives an ex-
ploitable edge even in single tarpit scenarios. As we can frequently get at least one packet
through a NAT, it would be possible to turn the tables entirely. Walla and Rossow [28] de-
veloped an automatic toolkit to discover vulnerabilities in malware that will cause the
software to lock up. Combined with our tarpit at scale, such vulnerabilities would fur-
ther amplify our impact. Given a permanent vulnerability, even a tarpit infrastructure of
trivial size could scale a botnet down.

The easiest route forward – and the one that malware authors could not adapt to –
would be to democratize botnet cleanup. Given that enough devices participate – where
the required number is low enough that this could be done as a community project –
, it will be possible to contain and eliminate this threat platform that has significantly
heightened the Internet threat landscape in the past years. We release a flexible, turn-
key honeypot/tarpit solution as open-source to the solution to leverage this insight. Or-
ganizations and individual volunteers can run their part of a botnet sinkhole on spare
devices, requiring minimal resources from the hardware and the network. We aim to set
up this platform, and we invite others to join this effort. Given a low entry barrier and a
clear path towards mitigation, it will be possible to accomplish this jointly. The software
and related documentation is provided at removed for review.

7.9.1. APPLICATION TOWARDS OTHER BOTNETS

Throughout this work, we mainly focused on the IoT botnet Mirai, as this malware are
still largest class of botnets when looking at network telescope data [39]. Since the in-
ception of Mirai, stateless scanning has been adopted by a plethora of other botnets
and malware. For instance, Brickerbot and VPNFilter [40, 41] rely on stateless scanning,
as does the ADB Miner worm that exploits Android televisions and set-top boxes [39].
Aside from malware variants that are direct branches off the original Mirai source code,
of which now several dozens exist that are vulnerable to our trapping [42], malware au-
thors have over the past years included parts of the Mirai source code into their own
designs and thus carry this vulnerability over. As an example, the Gafgyt botnet uses the
Mirai scanning routine on the ports it targeted [43], and therefore inherits Mirai’s sus-
ceptibility to our tarpit. Together, Gafgyt and Mirai account for more than half of DDoS
attacks in 2021 [44]. Due to its clear performance advantages, the use of stateless scan-
ning is increasing, Hiesgen et al. find that today 13% of all scanning activity is stateless
and tries to connect in a second stage after the initial scan [45]. This number will only
increase over time. While we focus on Mirai as the largest class of botnets in this paper,
the presented method is widely applicable beyond that.

7.10. CONCLUSION

Taking down a botnet is generally done by removing or taking over the C&C server a
botnet is contacting or by arresting the perpetrators behind the botnet. These measures
become increasingly complex as botnets use sophisticated means to hide or make their
infrastructure more resilient. In this paper, we evaluate a possible alternative whether a
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network of tarpits can be used to contain malware, and we find that even with one device
of minimal requirements on CPU and bandwidth, the propagation can be significantly
slowed down, and complete containment of these threats is within reach.
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8
DISCUSSION

The number of cyber security incidents increases each year rapidly. To defend against
the increasing number of threats, cyber threat intelligence (CTI) is relied upon by many
organizations and their Security Operation Center (SOC) to identify threats, calculate
risk profiles, and even make business decisions. However, it is largely unknown what
the quality of this CTI information is. As relying on CTI information that is outdated or
inaccurate would not lead to the desired result, it is paramount that this information is
of good quality. With the contributions in this thesis, we improve the current state-of-
the-art in CTI research. We propose and evaluate quality metrics for CTI feeds, introduce
new ways to estimate measurement biases in network data, add to the understanding of
threats and actors, and evaluate a method to fight back against botnets, which have been
a significant security threat for many years.

In this chapter, we present our findings and discuss their limitations. We will address
some of the challenges listed in Section 1.2 and the research questions introduced in
Section 1.3.

8.1. QUALITY OF CTI FEEDS
In this section, we explain our contributions to the first subquestion:

RQ: How can we measure the quality of Cyber Threat Intelligence feeds?

To answer this question and thus better understand the quality of CTI information that
is shared in public feeds, this thesis proposes and evaluates several quality metrics in
Chapter 2. The metrics defined in this thesis and discussed in this section can be used
to measure the quality of CTI feeds.

8.1.1. QUALITY METRICS OF CTI FEEDS

Threat Intelligence feeds are crucial to many defensive infrastructures as they provide
organizations with a proactive way to mitigate previously unseen threats. While these
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feeds are a popular tool in the defensive arsenal, their quality is widely unknown. This
section discusses the four metrics we use to measure and compare CTI feeds.

Timeliness - In Chapter 2 we utilize the netflows of a Tier-1 operator to identify when
malicious activity was first seen coming from an IP address. We compare this with the
listing time in a feed to identify the time lag between the start of malicious activity and
the successful detection in a feed. Other studies have tried to estimate this timeliness
by identifying the first feed in which an indicator appears and counting latency for the
other feeds from this time on [1]. This method does not correctly estimate the timeliness
as the first listing did not necessarily show when the malicious activity started. Further-
more, the lack of overlap between the various lists makes for only a small sample size of
indicators where this supposed timeliness can be measured. By using measurements of
activity from an IP address, we can more accurately estimate the timeliness for all the in-
dicators listed on feeds and find that, on average, it takes 21 days for malicious activity to
appear in a feed. There are, however, limitations to these measurements as well. Firstly,
the netflows from the Tier-1 operator are sampled such that only see 1 in 8192 packets
are translated to flows. When malicious activity is minimal, this can lead to underesti-
mating the total time for which malicious activity originates from an IP address before
being listed in a feed. Secondly, while the network of the Tier-1 operator is extensive and
contains netflows from several routers distributed globally, there is still a geographical
bias to the netflow measurements. Indicators might not show up in the netflow mea-
surements because their traffic is never routed through the operator’s routers. Thirdly,
the constant flux of IP addresses known as IP churn might bias our measurements as
“new” malicious activity might instead be going on for a while on another IP address [2].

Sensitivity - The sensitivity of a feed relies on the measurement points that gather the
indicators listed on the feed. When an organization is attacked before the measurement
infrastructure of a feed, there is no prior knowledge for the organization, and therefore
the activity is not proactively blocked. To our knowledge, no other studies have looked
at the measurement infrastructure from which feeds are generated and the bias that this
creates. While we do not know where the measurement infrastructure of these feeds is
located, we find that almost all investigated feeds are highly biased towards certain ge-
ographical regions. With the Internet’s global connectivity, this is curious, as it shows
that these feeds observe various localized attacks. We have only measured open source
feeds, while a major reason that people opt to pay high fees for commercial threat intel-
ligence feeds is that the measurement infrastructure of the feed providers is much larger
and therefore contains many more threats. The main limitation in the evaluation of this
metric is, therefore, the comparison between the open-source and commercial feeds for
their sensitivity and evaluating whether the commercial feeds thus show a broader threat
landscape.

Originality - When feeds measuring the same threat have almost no overlap at all,
none of these feeds are showing a complete picture of the threat. If feeds would instead
show a complete picture and therefore list all indicators belonging to a threat, all indi-
cators for this threat would overlap for the feeds. A considerable overlap between feeds
measuring the same threats would signal that either the feeds are near complete or the
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feeds have the same bias and look at the same sub-portion of the threat. Low overlap
between feeds would signify that the feeds are not nearly capturing the entire threat.
When looking at overlap between feeds, we find that the originality is lacking and there-
fore conclude that single feeds are not detecting a large part of the indicators. Similar
research identifies the same lack of overlap between feeds [1, 3]. To measure the value of
a single feed, Li et al. [1] split originality into two parts that identify the added benefit of
a feed as a whole. In contrast, our methodology only identifies the state of the feed land-
scape. Like with sensitivity, it can be reasoned that commercial feeds will perform well in
their coverage of a threat because of their more extensive measurement infrastructure.
However, in follow-up research that looks at some large commercial threat intelligence
providers, it is shown that even for these large providers, the originality is low when mea-
suring the same threats [4].

Impact - Automatically blocking an IP address or domain name based on an indi-
cator in a feed should solely remove the malicious activity. In practice, however, some
indicators shared through feeds point towards shared hosting providers or websites that
should not be blocked. Impact measures how much “collateral damage” will result from
blocking all indicators in a feed. The majority of feeds we investigate perform well in
this category, with some notable exceptions. In one case, blocking an indicator in a feed
would deny access to almost a million domains. Without ground truth, it is impossible
to identify the actual false-positive rate of a feed, and we provide only a lower bound.
Other researchers also provide a lower bound on feed accuracy by manually identifying
items that should not be in a feed [1].

8.1.2. LIMITATIONS

We gather data from a highly diverse number of sources but note that many of the num-
bers that we can compute based on the data are either upper- or lower bounds. The
netflow data from a Tier-1 operator covers a broad spectrum of the Internet but is still
limited to certain geographical regions where data has to pass through to be included in
these flows. Together with a sampling rate of 1 in 8192 and network artifacts such as IP
churn, measurements on timeliness can only be provided as a lower bound.

With the lack of ground truth about malicious activity, the absolute value of a single
feed is hard to identify. While we estimate to some extent the metrics originality and
impact, we cannot identify the absolute value of CTI feeds. While the ground truth of all
malicious indicators will likely never be fully known, our metrics would benefit from a
more robust method to identify false-positive indicators.

Some CTI information is not included in our evaluation as commercial CTI feeds
are very expensive or prohibit publication or measurements of the indicators shared on
these feeds. While we show the state of open CTI feeds in our work, the state of CTI,
in general, is also dependent on the large commercial providers. Follow-up work has
partially investigated our metrics on the feeds of two large commercial vendors [4], but
does not identify timeliness or sensitivity.

8.1.3. REFLECTION

The metrics defined in this thesis can be used to measure the quality of CTI feeds and
provide a means to identify the current state of CTI feeds as a whole. While the metrics
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are thoroughly evaluated, the usefulness of these metrics for organizations might be lim-
ited. For an organization, it is essential to evaluate the value of a feed before integrating
it, especially when considering the sometimes hefty price of a feed. However, the quality
of a CTI feed, which can be measured using the metrics introduced in this work, will not
always translate to the value of the feed for an organization. To measure value, it is im-
portant to understand the area in which the organization operates and the services that
the organization uses. A feed listing all known SSH scanners does not help an organiza-
tion that does not use SSH. Furthermore, many feeds have a sizeable geographical bias,
indicating that attacks can be biased towards a measurement infrastructure. Similarly,
we can expect this attacker bias for organizations for the same reason, reducing the value
of some feeds for this particular organization because their biases do not match. While
we thus measure the quality of CTI feeds, we do not measure the value of these feeds for
an organization, which should be a focus of future work.

Typical network artifacts such as IP Churn make static indicators very unreliable. In
generating CTI, these are not taken into account. This could partially explain why indi-
cator lists score poorly on quality criteria. However, we have not investigated the pre-
cise effect of, for example, IP churn with respect to these feeds. Conclusions are drawn
about, for example, emerging threats that are important to consider in CTI could be bi-
ased when counting, for example, a high number of infected IP addresses while the exact
number of infections are much lower. So due to these effects, even if the measurement
infrastructure used is sound, the data collected might not provide the most accurate CTI.
In Chapter 3 we address IP churn and carrier-grade NATs and show that this can indeed
lead to large over-or underestimations of a threat. With the ability to better measure IP
churn in networks, we can now identify the effect of churn on indicator lists and how this
affects the false positives, providing a better understanding of a lists’ quality. However,
during our study on these metrics, we do not take these artifacts into account.

Overall we find that the quality of CTI feeds, measured using our metrics, is poor. The
indicators shared in automated forms are often not practical due to a lack of sensitivity,
timeliness, too much originality, and too much collateral damage. These shortcomings
are a result of how threat intelligence is collected. The collection is “reaction-based”;
we first need to see something before we can list it in a feed. This means that a small
change from an adversary will make their method undetected again. To know someone
is “out there”, it is necessary to observe them once. However, with current CTI, we have
to “rediscover” them repeatedly when the adversary changes some basic indicators such
as an IP address. Instead, we should create more “active” approaches, where we adopt
intelligence that better describes how the actor behaves so that it is much harder to evade
detection once an actor is discovered.

8.2. TOOLS, TTPS AND ACTOR EVOLUTION
In this section, we discuss the second question of this thesis:

RQ: How do actors differ in their TTPs, and how can we better measure these TTPs?

We answer this question using three case studies. While this limits the scope, it does
allow for a better investigation of specific TTPs and adversarial strategies for the dis-
cussed cases. We address the limitations of this approach in section 8.2.4.
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8.2.1. DETECTING SIP SCANNING TOOLS

In Chapter 4 we investigate the fingerprinting of SIP scanning tools and the evolution
of actors that perform SIP scans. The contribution of this chapter is two-fold. First, we
provide a way to fingerprint SIP scanners by observing a single packet from a source, en-
abling defenders to pre-emptively identify and block emerging SIP scanners on a higher
indicator level of the pyramid of pain introduced in section 1.1. Second, using the finger-
prints, we can perform campaign analysis on these SIP scanners and follow the evolution
of these scanners over time. While some tools are easily detectable because they set SIP
header values identifying themselves as scanners, other tools try to stay undetected by
using randomized values instead. We find a wide variety of scanning tools and find that
most actors stick to the same tool even over five years. In terms of TTPs, we do not find
significant evolution in tool usage, “stealthiness”, or large scanning infrastructures.

8.2.2. TTPS IN DDOS ATTACKS

We measure DDoS attacks and identify TTPs using an extensive network of honeypots in
Chapter 5. The difference between our honeynet and similar projects is the size and the
ability to provide adversaries with different configurations of honeypots, which allows
us to test what adversaries are looking for when selecting a server that they will abuse in
their attack.

Chapter 5 has two main contributions. First, we identify a “kill chain” model for
DDoS attacks. This is an important step for the identification of TTPs and campaign
analysis, as the regular kill-chain illustrated in section 1.1 does not fit this type of attack.
Second, we analyze the different adversaries that perform these attacks using the model.
Most importantly, we identify whether these adversaries are actively trying to increase
their attack power by testing the servers that they abuse in an attack. The goal is to iden-
tify how “sophisticated” adversaries behave when performing these attacks.

We find a large diversity of attackers, where there are actors that actively select the
servers that are hitting the hardest and attackers that do not care which servers they
use as long as the server responds. We do not observe these differences in single at-
tacks, but they also become apparent when looking at attacker campaigns. For the most
part, attackers who operate attack campaigns scrutinize the servers they use more than
the attackers who perform a single attack. In other words, attackers performing multi-
ple attacks are more likely to ensure that their attack has the highest chance of success.
Between campaigns, there are also considerable differences. For example, some actors
identify whether a server is an obvious honeypot or is severely rate-limited and do not
include these servers in their attack. Other actors only care about the response size that
a server provides and do not look at any other information. Using our proposed model,
we can classify these actors and identify the strategy in each attack preparation stage.

8.2.3. EVOLUTION OF BOTNET ACTORS

Chapter 6 measures brute-forcing attempts from the Mirai botnet and its copycats. Af-
ter the Mirai source-code leak, many botnets emerged using the same codebase and
exploitation methods. This ecosystem of Mirai-based botnets provides us a unique op-
portunity to learn how adversaries adapt to beat the competition and obtain a sizeable
share of vulnerable devices. By tracking these botnets using 7,500 honeypots for three
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months, we visualize the constant “battle” over IoT devices and provide an epidemio-
logical quantification of the sustainability of Mirai.

Mirai-based malwares compete over the same devices as they utilize the same weak
password brute-forcing to exploit a device. The botnet operators have two ways to grow
their network, (1) they can “steal” devices from other botnets, and (2) they can try to find
a new vulnerable population by adding more credentials to log in. We observe both mea-
sures in our data and notice that actors try to prevent others from gaining an advantage.
Most of the re-infections that we observe are from the botnet that already had control
over the device because actors take them over again right away if they stop responding,
and actors quickly pick up on new login credentials used by others.

Epidemiologically, Mirai is only barely self-sustaining. With the vulnerable popula-
tion shrinking and the competition in this space, it is hard for botnet operators to keep
their botnet alive. We see that the first-mover advantage is a key factor in the success of a
botnet, where a botnet takes over many devices in a particular autonomous system (AS)
and remains the dominant infection in this AS for a long time. The relation between in-
fections and ASes is also impacted by the stability of malware variants for different router
models, as some variants perform much better in certain ASes.

From the findings in Chapter 6 we conclude that actors tailor their malware towards
certain ASes by selecting login credentials that match and keep learning from their com-
petition to grow their botnets.

8.2.4. LIMITATIONS

In all three case studies, we utilize measurement infrastructures that rely on the ability
of an adversary to find the probe. With many mass-scanning tools and the growing pop-
ularity of stateless scanning, the probability of adversaries hitting our infrastructure are
high. Nonetheless, some of our infrastructure is located in a known network telescope
that adversaries can circumvent to thwart our measurement efforts, for which we have
found evidence in Chapter 6. In the analysis of Chapter 6 we estimate that we miss 2.9%
of the IP addresses that scan for telnet, based on netflows of a Tier-1 operator. While
this number is seemingly small, it might consist of the most sophisticated adversaries
introducing a bias in the data.

We deploy sizeable honeypot infrastructures and show that we need many more hon-
eypots than used in comparable studies to provide an accurate picture of the threat
landscape. Performing such large-scale studies comes with high costs and maintenance
time, limiting our studies’ duration. It would be advisable to investigate threats with an
extensive monitoring infrastructure that is active for a more extended period.

TTPs are a broad term, encompassing the strategy of the adversary, the way in which
the adversary conducts attacks, and the way in which the adversary approaches different
challenges. TTPs are inherently “fuzzy” as it is hard to measure such abstract principles.
In this chapter, we identify TTPs manually using campaign analysis, limiting the scope
of this study to the three subjects of the case studies. Ideally, there would be an ontology
of TTPs and a method to describe these to broaden TTP-related studies’ scope automat-
ically.
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8.2.5. REFLECTION
Our case studies find a clear separation between adversaries actively trying to stay un-
detected by distributing their scanning efforts and not using obvious honeypots and ad-
versaries that do not care about being detected. The same goes for how “sophisticated”
adversaries behave, with some adversaries testing out new credential combinations to
find new vulnerable devices, and others copy what others are doing. In all three case
studies, we find a surprising lack of sophistication and evolution for the bulk of adver-
saries. These actors are still successful, which points to our inability as defenders to
detect and mitigate emerging threats quickly. If the timeliness with which we identify
and list malicious indicators on a feed increases, these unsophisticated adversaries will
slowly be prices out of the market. However, we also observe a small subset of actors that
evolve rapidly in response to countermeasures. While these actors would not be caught
by blocking simple indicators, the blocks can result in the removal of many “script kid-
dies”, stopping their traffic from reaching an organization. This means that analysts have
to spend less time with alerts originating from unsophisticated attackers and more time
focusing on the alerts from skilled adversaries.

We have shown in Chapter 4 that it is possible to identify SIP scanning tools by ob-
serving as little as one network packet targeting our network telescope. The methodol-
ogy used in this chapter could also be scaled to other protocols. Similar methodologies
could be used in defensive infrastructures as a form of deep packet inspection, which
is already present in modern intrusion detection systems [5]. The success of such mea-
sures in a real-world network used in practice is unknown, and using these fingerprints
might be prone to false positives. The downside from using fingerprints or signatures
to identify malicious activity is that adversaries might adapt their fingerprints to evade
detection. However, the lack of evolution of adversaries and tools that we observe in our
studies indicates that this might not be a significant issue. Most attackers would use the
same tool for a long time regardless of these countermeasures.

In Chapter 5 we find that adversaries can be highly selective of the services that they
target or abuse. This selectiveness has implications for studies measuring malicious ac-
tivity using honeypots or attacks on servers, as adversaries might not be interested in the
specific configuration of the monitoring device, or they are looking at specific geograph-
ical regions. Systems should be scattered and use different configurations to understand
the natural threat landscape better. However, the number of configurations and loca-
tions are endless, and only part of this space can be covered. An experimentally sound
setup is thus essential, as the setup of the systems can influence the type of adversary
that is observed within this system. Works performing such empirical research should
therefore be cautious about their experimental setup and be clear about the biases that
the configuration of the monitoring services could introduce.

USING CTI TO FIGHT BACK
In this section, we discuss the third research question:

RQ: What is the feasibility of using information about adversarial tactics to disrupt
malicious activities?

To answer this question, we try to disrupt the Mirai botnet using the information gath-
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ered in Chapter 6 that Mirai is only barely self-sustaining with a reproduction rate just
above 1. If this reproduction rate dropped below 1, the botnet would shrink over time
and ultimately be removed from the Internet.

8.2.6. TARPITTING THE MIRAI BOTNET
Chapter 7 identifies a tarpit vulnerability in the scanning process of Mirai. This vulner-
ability stems from Mirai implementing stateless scanning to spread its infections. The
main reason for this scanning strategy is speed, and similar methods are used in high-
performance scanning tools such as ZMap [6]. Because the scanner does not keep a
‘state’ of which scans have been sent out, we can impersonate a scanned device and
trick the scanner into believing that we should be brute-forced. If we trick an infected
device enough times, it will spend all of its brute-forcing power on our impersonated
device and cannot identify real vulnerable devices.

We validate our system on local instances of Mirai and make sure that it does not af-
fect the routers of end-users. During this validation, we find that we can reduce scanning
rates of infected devices by a factor of 20 without affecting the standard functionality of
an infected device. The reduction in scanning rate would translate to a reduction in in-
fection spread because it takes longer before vulnerable devices are found.

After verifying the method, we deploy a server in the wild that actively tarpits the
stateless-scanning methods used by the Mirai botnet. Using a single decoy server, we
can tie up 48% of Mirai-infected devices and cut brute-forcing across the Internet in
half. Our results show that we can indeed use adversarial strategies to disrupt malicious
activity.

8.2.7. LIMITATIONS
We only evaluate our method to tarpit stateless-scanning malware for Mirai. Differ-
ent stateless-scanning malware that does not embed secret information into the header
fields of a packet should be equally vulnerable, but we have not tested this in practice.

Using our method, we cannot address devices behind a NAT or restrictive firewall
that does not allow TCP sessions without a prior handshake. We are therefore unable to
reach and subsequently tarpit these devices. To obtain a more accurate estimation of the
impact of tarpits on a botnet, we need a different measurement approach that handles
these shortcomings. The number of devices we can tarpit and the speed reduction of the
scanning rate of the botnet is therefore only a lower bound.

8.2.8. REFLECTION
We investigate a vulnerability of stateless scanners that are used to speed up scanning ef-
forts. These scanners are increasing [7], and we also observe this technique being used in
botnets [8]. While investigating a particular tarpit vulnerability, we also evaluate the mer-
its of tarpitting at scale. Our evaluation finds that tarpitting can be an effective method if
it is implemented on a large enough infrastructure. While taking down botnets is a chal-
lenging task [9], our analysis shows that targeting the techniques of the malware authors
can lead to better defenses against these botnets.

A downside of our tarpit strategy is that it also generates traffic on intermediate in-
frastructures. So while we prove in this thesis that we can significantly slow down botnet
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spread (Chapter 7), there are ethical questions to address on whether we can introduce
more unsolicited network traffic in the process if the community starts to do this on a
massive scale. However, scaling up other tarpit vulnerabilities that are less intrusive [10]
can provide a way to defend better against emerging threats without introducing much
traffic in regular infrastructures.

In Chapter 7 we investigate defenses against stateless-scanning. Adversaries could
circumvent these defenses by reverting to stateful-scanning techniques to spread the
infections, but by doing so, the scanning speed would be lowered [6]. This tarpit study
is an example of how we can leverage information about adversarial techniques, and we
can find new ways to stop these emerging threats and force adversaries to change their
techniques to other techniques that perform worse.

8.3. CONCLUSION
The main question in this thesis, as introduced in section 1.4 is the following:

RQ: To what extent can we increase the quality of CTI by learning about adversaries, and
how can we use this information to create better defenses?

To address this question, we first measure the quality of CTI feeds in the form of
simple indicator lists and find that these feeds lack every quality criteria that we iden-
tify. While the value of these feeds for a specific organization can differ from the quality
because it may suit the threat landscape of this organization very well, the lack of time-
liness within these feeds makes them mostly unusable even when it is a perfect match.
It is thus clear that the quality of CTI is lacking and that simple indicator lists do not
measure up to the increasing number of cyberattacks. Therefore, we explore whether
we can identify and fingerprint specific tools and provide frameworks that we can use to
describe the TTPs of adversaries better. We show that we can identify adversarial cam-
paigns and track them over time to measure their evolution using these new frameworks.
While measuring the TTPs of adversaries, we identify a flaw in a significant innovation of
scanning techniques used by malicious actors and show that we can impact the growth
of a real-world botnet when exploiting this flaw. To increase the quality of CTI, we can
thus leverage methods to measure the TTPs of actors and identify weak points in these
strategies. By defending against malicious activity by exploiting the weak points of the
actor we can ultimately forcing adversaries to redesign their operations and increase the
cost for these actors drastically. Moreover, by fingerprinting tools, we are able to better
identify emerging threats, a vital part of CTI, but also a part which the current state of
CTI and threat intelligence feeds does not sufficiently cover.
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